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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Inn everyday lif e we control many systems. We do this when riding a bicycle, changing 
thee temperature in a room or driving in a city to a certain destination. Although these 
activitiess are quite different they have in common that we try to influence some physical 
propertiess of a system on the basis of certain measurements. In other words, we try to 
controll  a system. 

Figuree 1.1 shows the configuration of a control task. The system represents the physical 
systemm we have. Suppose we want to change the temperature in a room, then the room is 
thee system. The properties of the system that do not change form the parameters of the 
system.. The height of the room is such a parameter. The properties of the system that 
aree not constant form the state of the system. So in our example the temperature is the 
statee of the system. 

Thee state can change, depending on the current state value and the parameters of 
thee system. Because we want to control the system, we also should be able to influence 
thee state changes. The influence we can have on the state changes are called the control 
actions.actions. So by applying each time the right control actions we try to change the state to 

Disturbance e 
System m 

Parameters s 

Controll  Action State e 

Controller r 

Figur ee 1.1. The control configuration. 
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somee desired value. In our example this means we have a heater that can be switched on 
andd off. The disturbance in figure 1.1 indicates a change in system or state change that can 
nott be controlled. The control actions have to be chosen such that they reduce the effect 
off  the disturbance. So if the temperature in our room drops because a window is opened, 
thee heater should be switched on. 

Insteadd of applying all actions "by hand", it is also possible to design an algorithm 
thatt computes the appropriate control actions given the state. This algorithm is called the 
controller.controller. So based on the measurement of the temperature, the controller has to decide 
whetherr to switch the heater on or off. Before designing a controller, one has to specify the 
desiredd behavior of the system and controller. Then based on the desired behavior and all 
availablee information of the system, a controller is designed according to a certain design 
procedure.. This design procedure provides a recipe to construct a controller. After the 
designn one checks whether the design specifications are met. 

AA different approach to obtain a controller is to design a control architecture in which 
thee controller itself learns how to control the system. In order to do this the architecture 
shouldd incorporate a mechanism to interact with the system and store the gained experi-
ences.. Based on these experiences the controller should infer what for the control task the 
mostt appropriate action is. This seems a very natural approach, resembling the way we 
learnn how to control. 

Machinee Learning (ML) is a subfiekl within Artificia l Intelligence research, in which 
inferencee mechanisms are studied. From a ML point of view the inference mechanism 
inn the above described control architecture is called Reinforcement Learning (RL). The 
controll  architecture receives a scalar evaluation, called the reinforcement, for each action 
appliedd to the system. In this way the consequence of actions can be associated with the 
statess in which these actions were applied. In this thesis we wil l focus on Q-Learning. a 
particularr kind of RL, in which the consequences of actions are associated for each state 
andand action combination. Then for each state that action, for which the consequences are 
mostt desirable, can be selected. 

Inn this chapter we wil l first formalize our control task and give an overview of different 
controllerr design approaches. We present some problems and show how they are solved. 
Thenn we wil l give a short description of RL. Finally we wil l present our problem statement 
andd give an overview' of the remainder of this thesis. 

1.11 Control 

Iff  the control of a system has to be automated, a controller has to be designed. This nor-
mallyy is the task of control engineers. Control theory provides the mathematical framework 
inn which the controller design task can be formulated. In this framework the real physical 
systemm is described by an abstract representation called the model. 

Inn order to find the controller, the model should indicate the influence of the control 
actionn on the state change. The function describing the state change is called the state 
transition.. In this thesis we wil l only consider time discrete systems. If the state is 
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representedd as vector x £ IR"1, the control action as vector u € JRn" and the noise as 
vectorr v G IRnr' , the state transition is given by:1 

xxkk+i=+i=  f{xk,uk:vk). (1.1) 

Thiss is the model of the system. The k in (1.1) represents the time step. The ƒ forms 
aa functional mapping from ]Rn*+ n«+n'' _  IR71*  that represents the state transition. The 
parameterss of the system are included in ƒ. 

Inn (1.1) the vector v can represent external disturbances that influence the state tran-
sition.. But the model forms an abstract approximation of the system, that does not 
necessarilyy have to be complete. So v can also be used to take into account the conse-
quencess of the unmodeled dynamics of the system. In the design of the controller v is 
regardedd as a stochastic variable. 

Notee that the model in (1.1) represents a Markov process. This means that the next 
statee Xfc+i does not depend on past states and actions. Throughout this thesis we wil l 
assumee a model like (1.1). This is a reasonable assumption because all higher order Markov 
processess can be represented as zero-order Markov processes as in (1.1). This is possible 
byy combining the past states that influence the state transition and use this as the new 
state.. Then the model in (1.1) can be used to describe the change of the new state. 

Anotherr issue not reflected in the model of (1.1) are the measurements. In a real system 
thee value of the state is not always available through measurements by sensors. Still mea-
surementss are made because they are needed to control the system. These measurements 
formm an extra output of the system. To take this into account in the model in (1.1), an 
extraa function has to be specified that maps x, u and v to the measurements. We wil l not 
includee it in the model and so we wil l assume that the state values are measured directly. 

Thee controller has not been described yet. Since we wil l only consider models like 
(1.1),, we have to assume that the state value is available to the controller. Also we wil l 
assumee that the controller only uses the present state value. This leaves as only possible 
candidate:: a state feedback controller. This means that the controller is formed by a 
functionall  mapping from state to control action, so u = g(x). With these assumptions, 
designingg the controller becomes a matter of finding the appropriate g. The function g 
wil ll  be called the feedback. 

1.1.11 Designing the state feedback controller 

Thee goal of the design is to find the best g to control the system. This means that the 
desiredd behavior of the system plus controller should be specified. There are two main 
designn principles: 

 Opt imal i t y 
AA design method based on optimal control optimizes some criterion. This criterion 

JForr continuous time systems the model represents the change of the state, rather then the new state 
value. . 
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givess a scalar evaluation of all state values and control actions. Traditionally the 
evaluationn represents costs, so the task is to find the feedback that leads to the 
lowestt costs. 

 Stabi l i t y 
AA design method based on stability prevents the system from becoming instable. 
Thee state value of an instable system can grow beyond any bounds and potentially 
damagee the real system. 

Thee main difference between these design principles is that optimality based design aims 
att the best possible behavior, while a stability based design aims at the prevention of the 
worstt possible behavior. Note that these principles do not exclude each other. For an 
instablee system the costs would be very high, so an optimality based design would also try 
too stabilize the system. And if the controller stabilizes the system, then it is still possible 
too choose the controller that performs best given an optimal control criterion. 

Thee two design principles still do not indicate how the feedback is computed. To explain 
thiss it is convenient to first introduce an important class of systems, the linear systems. 
Thee model of a linear system is given by (1.1) where ƒ represents a linear function of the 
state,, the control action and the noise: 

xxk+ik+i  = Axk + Buk + Vk. (1.2) 

Thee matrices A and B have the proper dimensions and represent the parameters of the 
linearr system. 

Whenn a stability based design method is applied, a quantification of the stability can 
bee used to select the parameters of the feedback. Suppose that the feedback is also linear: 

uu = Lx. (1.3) 

wheree L €E IR"^™1 represents the linear feedback. This makes it possible to describe the 
statee transition based on the closed loop. Applying (1.3) to (1.2) gives2 x^+i — [A + 
BL)xkBL)xk — Dxk, where D represents the parameters of the closed loop. A state value in 
futuree can be computed by multiplying the matrices D, so Xk+N = DsXk- It is now easy 
too see that the eigenvalues of D give an indication of the stability. If they are larger than 
onee the system is unstable and if they are smaller than one the system is stable. The 
closerr the eigenvalues of D are to zero, the faster the state value wil l approach zero. If 
wee include the noise Vk then this wil l disturb the state transition. The eigenvalues of D 
determinee how many time steps it will take before the effect of the noise at time step k 
cann be neglected. 

Forr an optimality based design method first an evaluation criterion has to be chosen 
thatt indicates the desired behavior of the system. This criterion usually represents the 
costt of being at a certain state or applying certain control actions. Since the system is 
dynamicc also the future consequences of the action on the costs should be taken into 

2Forr simplicity we ignore the noise. 
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account.. This makes the optimization less trivial. Different methods are available to find 
thee best controller: 

 Linear  Quadrat i c Regulat ion 
Inn case the system is linear and the costs are given by a quadratic function of the 
statee and control action. It can be shown that the optimal control action is a linear 
functionn of the state [11] [3]. The total future costs for each state forms a quadratic 
functionn of the state value. The parameters of this function can be found by solving 
ann algebraic equation. The optimal linear function then follows from the system and 
thee quadratic function. 

 Model Based Predict ive Contro l 
Usingg the model of the system, the future of the system can be predicted to give 
ann indication of the future costs. The system does not have to be linear and the 
costss do not have to be given by a quadratic function. The optimal control sequence 
forr a finite horizon is computed. The first action from this sequence is applied to 
thee system. In the next time step the whole procedure is repeated, making this 
aa computationally expensive method. For linear systems and constraints there are 
severall  optimization methods available to efficiently compute the optimal action at 
eachh time step [58] [42]. 

 Dynamic Programmin g 
Thee state and action space can be quantified and then Dynamic Programming can 
bee used [10][11][57]. Starting at a finite point in future, the optimal control sequence 
iss computed backwards using the model of the system. 

Dynamicc Programming wil l be used in chapter 2 to introduce reinforcement learning. In 
chapterr 3 we wil l use Linear Quadratic Regulation. 

Thee linear system in (1.2) was introduced to simplify the explanation. Controller design 
methodss are best understood when applied to linear system. The main reason for this is 
thatt models of linear systems are mathematically convenient and the properties of these 
systemss are well defined. Since not all systems are linear controller design approaches 
forr nonlinear systems as in (1.1) were developed. For an overview of these methods see 
[37].. An alternative approach is to formalize the representation of the nonlinear system in 
suchh way that many well-defined properties of linear systems can be used to describe the 
propertiess of nonlinear systems [54]. These properties do not have to be globally valid, so 
thee state values for which they hold should also be given. 

1.1.22 Unknown systems 

Thee control design methods described above can only be applied if the model of the system 
iss known exactly. This is generally not the case, for example when not the entire system is 
modeledd or the specific values of the parameters are not known. So system identification 
methodss were developed to approximate the model of the system based on measurements. 
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Thee measurements are generated by applying control actions to the system. The control 
actionss have to be chosen such that they sufficiently excite the system. In that case the 
propertiess of the state transition function can be estimated from the data set containing all 
measurementss and control actions. There are different possibilities available for identifying 
thee model of the system: 

 Linear  mode ls 
Iff  the system is assumed to be linear the function describing the state transition is 
given.. Only the parameters of the model have to be estimated. The identification 
methodss for linear systems are well understood [46] [22]. The parameters are usually 
estimatedd using a (recursive) linear least squares estimation method. 

 Local mode ls 
Onee global model can be build up using many smaller local models. These local 
modelss are only valid in a restricted part of the state space or their contribution to 
thee output of the global model is restricted. In Gain Scheduling (GS) [3] the output 
off  the global model is computed based on only one local model. The value of the 
statee determines which local model to use. 

Inn locally weighted representations [4] [5] all local models can contribute to the output 
off  the global model. The contribution of the outputs of the local models depends on 
thee weighting. The weighting depends on the value of the state. The local models 
cann be linear. By combining more than one linear model a nonlinear function can be 
approximatedd by the global model. 

Ann alternative approach is to use Fuzzy logic, where reasoning determines the local 
modelss to use. In case of overlapping membership functions, the combination of 
locall  models is used to compute the control action [73]. If the system is unknown, 
thee membership functions are hard to determine. In that case it is possible to use 
adaptivee membership functions, that are trained using data from the system. 

 Nonl inear  models 
Whenn the system is nonlinear it is not possible to use a linear model, if the deviation 
off  this model from the system is too large. This means the parameters of a nonlinear 
modell  have to be found. If the function class of the system is unknown, general func-
tionn approximator like neural networks can be used [53] [36] [86] [63]. The parameters 
off  the model are found by using a supervised learning method to train the networks. 
Thiss means that quadratic error between the real next state value and that given by 
thee model is minimized. 

Oncee the model of the system is found it can be used to design a controller. It is also 
possiblee to do this online, in which this is called indirect adaptive control. This can be 
appliedd wdien the system is varying in time or when the model forms a simplified local 
descriptionn of the system. The identification is used to find the parameters of the model 
andd this model is used to tune the parameters of the controller. 
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Iff  we adapt the controller it does not necessary have to be based on the estimated model 
off  the system. It is also possible that the design specification can be estimated directly from 
thee measurements. This is called direct adaptive control. In this case different possibilities 
exist: : 

 Self tun in g regulator 
Thee self tuning regulator as described in [3] directly estimates the parameters required 
too adjust the feedback. This can be based on the difference between the state value 
andd some reference signal. 

 Model modif icat ion 
I tt is possible in case of a nonlinear system that an approximator is used to change 
thee current model into a model that makes control easier. An example is using a 
feedd forward network to model the inverse kinematics of a robot as in [64]. Another 
examplee is feedback linearization, where a nonlinear feedback function is adapted to 
compensatee for the nonlinearity in the system [78]. 

1.22 Reinforcement Learning 

Reinforcementt Learning [40] [12] [71] [30] from a Machine Learning [48] point of view is a 
collectionn of algorithms that can be used to optimize a control task. Initiall y it was 
presentedd as a "trial and error" method to improve the interaction with a dynamical 
systemm [9]. Later it has been established that it can also be regarded as a heuristic kind of 
Dynamicc Programming (DP) [80] [83] [8]. The objective is to find a policy, a function that 
mapss the states of the system to control actions, that optimizes a performance criterion. 

Comparedd with control, we can say that the policy represents the feedback function. In 
RL,, the feedback function is optimized during the interaction using an evaluation from the 
system.. Therefore we can also regard RL as a form of adaptive optimal control. During the 
interactionn each state transition is being evaluated, resulting in a scalar reinforcement. The 
performancee criterion to optimize is usually given by the expected sum of all reinforcements. 
Thiss criterion has to be maximized if the reinforcements represent rewards and minimized 
iff  they represent costs. 

Thee value function represents the expected sum of future reinforcements for each state. 
Inn RL the optimization is performed by first estimating the value function. The value 
functionn can be approximated by using Temporal Difference learning. In this learning rule 
thee approximated value of a state is updated based on the difference with the approximated 
valuee of the next state. This difference should agree with the reinforcement received during 
thatt state transition. 

Whenn the (approximated) future performance is known for each state, then given the 
presentt state it is possible to select the "preferred" next state. But this still does not 
indicatee what action should be taken. For this a model of the system is required. With this 
model,, the action that has the highest probability of bringing the system in the "preferred" 
nextt state can be selected. Because such a model is not always available, model free RL 
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techniquess were developed. Q-Learning is model-free RL [80] [81]. The idea is that the 
summ of future reinforcements can be approximated as a function of the state and the 
action.. This function is called the Q-function and it has a value for each state and action 
combination.. The Q-function can be used to select that action for which the value of the 
Q-functionn is optimal, given the present state. This model free optimization is only possible 
becausee the optimization is performed on-line by interacting with the system. Therefore 
wee can see Q-Learning as a direct adaptive control scheme. 

Approximationss are made for the visited states and actions taken in these states. The 
usee of the approximation to choose the best action can only rely on the actions that 
aree tried often enough in these states. A deterministic policy, which always maps the 
statee to the same action, cannot be used to generate the data for the approximation. So 
thee actions taken during the interaction should not only depend on the existing policy, 
butt should also depend on a random "trial" process. This process is referred to as the 
exploration.exploration. Exploration is of utmost importance because it determines the search space, 
inn which the optimal policy is searched for. If the search space is large enough then it can 
bee proven that RL converges to the optimal solution [68] [25] [24] [39]. But these proofs rely 
onn perfect backups of visited states and applied actions in look-up-tables. So guarantees 
forr convergence to the optimal solution can only be given, when there are a discrete number 
off  states and actions. 

Thatt the convergence proofs rely on a discrete state and action space does not mean 
thatt RL cannot be applied to system with a continuous state and action space as in (1.1). 
Inn [65] RL is used to obtain a controller for a manufacturing process for thermoplastic 
structures,, followed by a molding process and chip fabrication in [66]. In [2] and [59] a 
thermostatt controller is obtained. A controller for satellite positioning is found in [61]. The 
usee of RL for chemical plants and reactors are described in [47][59] and [60]. In [26] RL is 
usedd to control a "fuzzy" ball-and-beam system. The approaches used for these application 
weree primarily based on heuristics, so there hardly is any theoretic understanding of the 
closedd loop performance of these approaches. 

1.33 Problem Statement 

Thee reinforcement learning approach has been successfully applied as a control design 
approachh for finding controllers. In the previous section we gave some examples. These 
approachess were all, except for [26], performed on simulated systems. In most cases the 
resultingg controllers were used afterwards to control the real system. 

Thee advantage of the reinforcement learning approach is that it does not require any 
informationn about the system. Only the measurements, generated by "trial and error", 
aree used to estimate the performance. When these approaches are applied in simulation, 
thiss advantage is not exploited. The perfect model of the system is still required. Still the 
successfull  results suggest that RL can be used to find good controllers. 

Theree are two reasons why most RL approaches are applied in simulation and not 
directlyy on the real system. The first reason is that RL learning can be very slow. This is 
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becausee the process of interacting with the system has to be repeated several times. The 
durationn of one time step for the real system is given by the system itself and for a slow 
processs like a chemical plant learning will take a very long time. In simulation the duration 
off  one time step is given by the time it takes to simulate one time step. If learning takes 
tooo much time a faster computer can be used to speed up the learning process. 

AA more serious problem with RL applied to real system is that most algorithms are 
basedd on heuristics. This implies that the outcome will not always be completely un-
derstood.. For a real system it is very important that properties, like stability, can be 
guaranteedd to hold. Instability may cause the damage of the system. This means that 
withoutt a better understanding, RL algorithms cannot be applied directly to a real system 
soo that its advantage cannot be exploited. 

Thee goal in this thesis is to make reinforcement learning more applicable as controller 
designn approach for real systems. This means we want to derive methods that: 

 are able to deal with continuous state space problems. Most reinforcement learning 
approachess are based on systems with discrete state and action space configurations. 
However,, controllers for real systems often have continuous state values as input and 
continuouss actions as output. 

 are able to deal with nonlinear systems. 

 do not require too high disturbances on the system. The excitation of the system 
involvess adding a random component to the control action. For real systems this is 
nott desirable, so we want to minimize the amount of excitation required. 

 do not require too much data. The data is obtained by controlling the system, which 
meanss that the sample time of the system determines how long it takes to generate 
onee data point. For a large sample time it means that generating a lot of data takes 
aa long time during which the system can not be used. 

 provides ways to interpret the results. This means that we want to have an indication 
off  the quality of the resulting controller without testing it on the real system. Also 
wee want to be able to see how we can change the settings to achieve better results. 

Methodss that do not have any of these properties will not be very useful. Therefore all the 
methodss we derive will have some of these properties. 

1.44 Overview of this Thesis 

Thiss thesis is about RL and therefore we will start with a more in-depth introduction of 
RLL in chapter 2. Since most theoretic results in RL address configurations with discrete 
statee and action spaces, these configurations will be used to explain the basic idea behind 
RL.. Then we will describe RL methods for continuous state space configurations, because 
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thesee are the systems we want to control. After that we refine our problem statement and 
choosee a direction for our investigation. 

Inn chapter 3 we choose the Linear Quadratic Regulation (LQR) framework as optimal 
controll  task. We introduce LQRQL as Q-learning approach to obtain the feedback for 
thiss framework. We compare the results with an indirect approach that first estimates 
thee parameters of the system and uses this to derive the feedback. By introducing the 
explorationn characteristics we reveal the influence of the amount of exploration on the 
resultingg feedbacks of both methods. Based on this we can prove whether the resulting 
feedbackk wil l be an improvement, given the amount of exploration used. 

Inn chapter 4 we investigate the consequences of applying LQRQL on nonlinear systems. 
Wee wil l indicate a possible shortcoming and introduce Extended LQRQL as a solution. 
Thiss wil l result in a linear feedback with an additional constant. This approach and the 
twoo approaches from chapter 3 wil l be tested on a nonlinear system in simulation and on 
thee real system. 

Inn chapter 5 we wil l introduce Neural Q-Learning. The difference with the approach 
inn [65] is that it only uses one neural network. The controller is derived in the same way 
ass in LQRQL. It can be used to obtain a linear and a nonlinear feedback function. The 
conclusionn and suggestions for future work are described in chapter 6. 



Chapterr 2 

Reinforcementt Learning 

Inn the previous chapter we described Reinforcement Learning (RL). In this chapter we 
wil ll  give an introduction to RL in which we explain the basic RL concepts necessary 
too understand the remainder of this thesis. For a more complete overview of RL see 
[40][12][71]. . 

Mostt theoretical results on RL apply to systems with discrete state and action spaces. 
Thereforee we will start our introduction based on these systems. First we describe the 
optimall  control task for a deterministic system and present a systematic procedure to 
computee the optimal policy. Then we introduce the Markov Decision Process (MDP) and 
describee the classical solution approaches that use the model of the system. In RL the 
optimizationn is based on the interaction with the system. We will describe two important 
RLL algorithms; Temporal Difference learning and Q-Learning. 

Wee want to use RL for systems as described in the previous chapter, which are systems 
withh continuous state and action spaces. One way of using RL methods in the continuous 
statee and action space task is changing the problem into a discrete state and action problem 
byy quantization of the state and action spaces. Then the original discrete algorithms can 
bee used. The other way is to modify the algorithms so that they can deal with general 
functionn approximators operating in the continuous domain. We will focus on the last. We 
willl  conclude with a discussion in which we refine our problem statement. 

2.11 A Discrete Deterministic Optimal Control Task 

Too introduce the basics of an optimal control task we will restrict ourselves to a determin-
isticc discrete system. 

2.1.11 The problem 

AA discrete deterministic optimal control task consists of:1 

11 We denote the discrete states and actions by s and a to make a clear distinction between the continuous 
statess x and actions u described in chapter 1. 

11 1 
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 A finite set of states {sl. s2. . s"s} 
Thee indices indicate the labels of the states of the system. 

 A set of actions {a1, a2. , an"} 
Thee set of actions can depend on the state, because it is possible that not all actions 
aree possible in all states. 

 A dynamic system 
Thee state transition of the system changes the current state of the system to a possible 
otherr state. To denote the state at a certain time step we wil l use the time as an 
index.. So s& is a particular element from the set of states at time step k. For the 
deterministicc system the state transition maps the present state and action to the 
nextt state. 

 Reinforcements r^ 
Thesee indicate the received reinforcement at time step k. There does not have to be 
aa dependency on time, in general it depends on the state transition and action that 
takess place at time step k. 

 The criterion 
Thee criterion indicates the desired behavior. It describes how all reinforcements at 
differentt time steps are combined to give a scalar indication of the performance. 
Thiss can be the sum over all reinforcements that have to be either minimized or 
maximized,, depending on whether the reinforcements are interpreted as costs or 
rewards.. Another possible criterion is based on the average of reinforcements [67]. 

Ass the state transitions are deterministic, an action taken in one state always results in 
thee same next state. The policy w is the function that maps the states to the action, so 
thatt action a = 7T(S) is taken in state s. Given a policy for a deterministic system, the 
entiree future sequence of states and actions is determined. 

Wee have to specify our criterion before we can solve this optimization task. We take 
ass criterion the minimization of the cost to go to a certain goal state. For a given policy 
ITIT the future is already determined, so we can compute the total costs to the goal state for 
eachh state. We wil l call this the value function2 V™, and Vn(s) is the value of state s 

V-(s)) = 5 > , (2.1) 

wheree s = s  ̂ and N is the final time step when the goal state is reached. So now the 
optimizationn task is to find an optimal policy3 n* for which the values of all states are 
minimal.. Note that the corresponding optimal value function V* — V71" is unique, but the 
optimall  policy does not have to be unique. 

2I ff  the number of discrete states is finite, the value function can be regarded as a vector V* £ HI"" . 
Thenn V™(s) is the element from vector V* corresponding to state s. A function/vector like this is often 
calledd a look-up-table. 

3Wee wil l use * to denote optimal solutions. 
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2.1.22 The solution 
Computingg the optimal value function can help determining the optimal policy. A system-
aticc procedure is to compute the optimal value function backwards, starting in the goal 
state.. For all states that can reach the goal state, store the minimal costs as the value 
off  these states. Store also the actions that lead to these minimal costs, because they wil l 
formm the optimal policy. The policy we get is the optimal policy for going in one step to 
thee goal state. 

Noww we consider all states that can reach the goal state in two steps. For each state 
selectt the action for which the received cost plus the stored value of the next state is 
minimal.. We can store this as the new value for each state, but first we have to check 
whetherr this state already has a value stored. This is when the goal state can also be 
reachedd in one step for this state. Only if the new value is lower that the already stored 
value,, we change the stored value and action. This gives the optimal policy for going in 
twoo steps to the goal state. This procedure can be repeated until each state that can reach 
thee goal state has an optimal action stored. Then we have the optimal policy. 

Thee underlying idea of this procedure is that for the optimal value function, the fol-

lowingg relation should hold: 

V*(s)V*(s) = mm{rk + V*(s')}. (2.2) 

Heree the s is a state for which any s' can be reached in one time step. Here rk represents 
thee cost received at time step k when action a is applied and the state changes from s to 
s'.s'. For all possible actions in state s the left hand side is computed and the action a is 
determinedd for which this is minimal. The minimal value is stored as V*(s). 

Thee procedure described is called Dynamic Programming (DP) [10] and a more general 
formm of (2.2) is called the Bellman equation. It defines optimal actions as actions for which 
thee minimal value of the two successive states only differ in the cost received during that 
timee step. As illustrated by DP, the Bellman equation can also be used to find algorithms 
too derive the optimal actions. 

2.22 The Stochastic Optimization Tasks 

Thee solution to the deterministic optimal control task described before is quite straight-
forward.. But this is just a restricted class of optimal control tasks. A more general class of 
optimizationn task is given by Markov Decision processes (MDP). This wil l be the frame-
workk in which we wil l introduce RL algorithms, but first we wil l describe some model based 
solutions. . 

2.2.11 The Markov Decision Process 

Thee MDP consist of the same elements as the deterministic optimal control task. The 
differencee is that the state transitions and reinforcements no longer have to be deterministic. 
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Thee state transitions of the process are given by all transition probabilities for going from 
somee state s to some other state s' when action a is taken: 

OO = Pr {sk = s' | sk = s. ak = a} . (2.3) 

Al ll  the ns x ns x na probabilities together form the model of the system. The deterministic 
systemm is just a special case of (2.3). for which all values of P°s, are either one or zero. The 
processs described in (2.3) is a Markov process because the state transitions are conditionally 
independentt of the past. This is a necessary property to express the value function as a 
functionn of the current state alone. 

Thee value function for the MDP can be defined similar to (2.1). To take into account 
thee stochastic state transitions according to (2.3) the expectation value has to be taken 
overr the sum: 

V(s)V(s) = E*lt,r i | sk = s\. (2.4) 

Thee subscript 7r of the policy is used to indicate that actions in the future are always 
selectedd according to policy TT. 

Becausee the state transitions are probabilistic, the final time step N (at which the goal 
statee is reached) can vary a lot. This is because one state transition can lead to different 
nextt states. This means that all state transition after that can be different, and that it 
mayy take a different number of time steps to reach the goal state. It is even possible that 
Arr becomes infinite. 

Thee consequence is that the sum in the expectation value of (2.4) can have many 
differentt values, so that the variance of the underlying probability density function is very 
high.. A discount factor 7 G [0.1] can be introduced to weigh future reinforcements. This 
wil ll  reduce the variance and make the value function easier to approximate. So a more 
generall  definition of the value function for a stochastic system becomes: 

yynn(s)(s) = Ejj2y-kr2 \ sk = s\. (2.5) 

Notee that there can be another reason to include a discount factor. This is the situation 
wheree all reinforcements are zero except for the goal state. In this situation (2.4) reduces 
too V^(s) — rN, so that all policies that eventually wil l reach the goal state wil l be equally 
good.. A discount factor 7 < 1 in (2.5) will make states closer to the goal state have higher 
values.. Then the optimal policy is the one that wil l reach the goal state in the smallest 
numberr of steps. 

2.2.22 Model based solutions 

Wee wil l now describe some solution methods that are based on computing the value function 
usingg the model of the system. So all probabilities (2.3) have to be known. If they are not 
known,, these probabilities have to be estimated by interacting with the system. Once the 
modell  is available, the system itself wil l no longer be used to compute the value function. 
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Thee value function is computed to solve the stochastic optimal control task. A solution 
methodd we allready described is DP, that uses backwards induction from a final time step in 
future.. For the stochastic optimization task, a more general form of the Bellman equation 
(2.2)) has to be used: 

v*(s)v*(s) = £*£(* £ + /^V)) . (2-6) 
s' s' 

Thee P**,  is a matrix with state transition probabilities from s to s' when taking actions 
accordingg to the optimal policy ir*.  The vector Rfs, represents the expected reinforcements 
assignedd to the state transitions when the optimal action is taken 

R*lR*l  = E{rk | sk = s, Sjt+i = s', ak = 7r*(sk)} . (2.7) 

Thee main difference between (2.6) and (2.2) is that now all possible next states are 
takenn into account, weighed with the probabilities of their occurrence. So the optimal 
policyy is the policy for which the expected sum of future reinforcements is minimal. 

Wee can define a ns x ns matrix Pn*  with state transition probabilities when policy n* is 
used.. Here the rows indicate all the present states and the columns all the next states. We 
cann also define a vector K"*  with the expected reinforcements for each state. Then (2.6) can 
bee written more compact as V* = F* (Rw*  + 7V*) . The compact notation of the Bellman 
equationn indicates that DP requires that all state transitions with nonzero probabilities 
havee to be taken into account. This makes it a very difficul t and computational expensive 
method. . 

Pol icyy I terat io n 

Thee Bellman equation (2.6) provides a condition that has to hold for the optimal value 
function.. Based on this equation some iterative methods were developed to compute the 
optimall  policy. One of them is Policy Iteration [11][57], which consists of two basic steps. 
Thee first step is the policy evaluation, in which for a given policy the value function is 
computed.. The second step is the policy improvement step in which the new policy is 
computed.. To compute the new policy, the greedy policy is determined. This is the policy 
forr which in each state the action is chosen that wil l result in the next state with the lowest 
value. . 

Thee policy evaluation is an iteration algorithm based on (2.6), with the difference that 
thee action is taken according to the policy that is being evaluated. The expectancy in 
thee iteration can be calculated using the known transition probabilities PS*V and their 
expectedd reinforcements R*^. Here 7rm is the policy at iteration step m, that is being 
evaluated.. Starting with an initial Vo the values for each state are updated according to 

VVi+i+ i{s)i{s) = E C W ; + 7 W , (2.8) 
s' s' 

wheree I indicates the policy evaluation step. Note that one policy evaluation step is com-
pletedd when (2.8) is applied to all states. 
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Similarr to DP, the policy evaluation can be regarded as computing the value function 
backwards.. To see this, take the expected reinforcement at the finite time step N as the 
initiall  Vo. Then (2.8) makes V\ become the expected cost of the final state transition plus 
thee discounted cost at the final state. The V2 becomes the future costs of the last two state 
transitionss and this goes on for every iteration using (2.8). The V)v equals the V* in (2.5). 
soo that the correct value function is found. 

Thee practical problem of the policy evaluation is that Ar can be unknown or infinite. 
Fortunatelyy the difference between Vi+1 and Vj wil l decrease as / increases. The effect is 
thatt after a certain value of / the greedy policy corresponding to the value function in (2.8) 
wil ll  not change. Then the policy evaluation can stop and the policy can be improved by 
takingg the greedy policy. The greedy policy is given by 

iC(s)iC(s) = argmin j ^ P ; s , ( / ^ , + 7 W ) ) }  , (2.9) 

wheree Tc'm is the greedy policy. The V{ in the right hand side of (2.9) indicates that the 
greedyy policy is computed after / evaluation steps. The number of evaluation steps is 
increasedd until n  ̂ no longer changes. Then the policy is improved by taking as new policy 
7r7rm+m+ii  = 7v'm. Because the number of policies is finite, the optimal policy IT* wil l be found 
afterr a final number of policy iteration steps. 

Valu ee I terat io n 

Thee difference between policy iteration and DP is that policy iteration does not use the 
optimall  action during policy evaluation. I t takes the actions according to the current 
policy.. In DP only the actions that are optimal are considered. A combination of these 
twoo methods is called value iteration. 

Valuee iteration is a one step approach in which the two policy iteration steps are 
combined.. This is done by replacing n(s) in P*},s) and R^f] by the greedy policy of Vm. 
Soo it still takes into account all possible state transitions, but now the policy is changed 
immediatelyy into the greedy policy. Under the same conditions as policy iteration, value 
iterationn can be proven to converge to the optimal policy. 

Notee that there still is a difference with DP. Value Iteration does not use the optimal 
action,, but actions that are assumed to be optimal. This does not have to be true. Espe-
ciallyy in the beginning of value iteration, i t is very unlikely that the approximated value 
functionn is correct. Therefore it is also very likely that the actions used by Value Iteration 
aree not optimal. 

2.2.33 Reinforcement Learning solutions 

Thee model based solution methods only use the model of the system to compute the optimal 
policy.. The system itself is not used once the model is available. This is the main difference 
withh reinforcement learning solutions. The reinforcement learning solution methods use 
interactionsinteractions with the system to optimize the policy. To enable the interaction with the 
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system,, an initial policy has to be available. The system starts in the initial state and the 
interactionn wil l go on until the final time step N. This process can be repeated several 
times. . 

Temporall  Difference learning 

Thee policy TT is available and the data obtained by the interaction with the system is 
usedd to evaluate the policy. With the interactions, the value function is only updated for 
thee present state s — sk using only the actual next state s' — sjt+i- Also the received 
reinforcementt rk is used and not the expected reinforcement R*s,. This suggests an update 
accordingg to: 

VVl+1l+1 (8(8kk)=r)=r kk + <yVl{sk+1). (2.10) 

Clearlyy this is not the same as (2.8), because it is based on one state transition that just 
happenss with a certain probability. In (2.8) the value function is updated for all states 
simultaneouslyy using all possible next states. 

Thee interaction with the system can be repeated several times by restarting the exper-
imentt after the goal state is reached. For one particular state, the next state and received 
reinforcementt can be different. So the right hand side of (2.10) can have different values 
inn repeated experiments. Computing the average of these values before updating the value 
functionn in (2.10), wil l result in the same update as (2.8) if the interactions are repeated 
infinit ee times. 

AA drawback of this approach is that all right hand sides of (2.10) for each state have to 
bee stored. It is also possible to incrementally combine the right hand side of (2.10) with 
ann existing approximation of V[. This leads to an update like 

VJ+1(sfc)) = (1 - aWM + ai(rk + -yVt{sk+l)). (2.11) 

Thee Oi{ € [0,1] is the learning rate. For a correct approximation of the value function, 
thee learning rate should decrease. Therefore the learning rate has the index I. If (2.11) is 
rewrittenn to 

VVi+1i+1 {s{skk)) = Vt{sk) + ai{rk + -yVi(sk+l) - V,(sfc))- (2.12) 

wee see that Vi(sk) is changed proportional to the difference between the value of thee current 
statee and what it should be according to the received cost and the value of the next state. 
Thiss difference is called the Temporal Difference (TD) and the update (2.12) is called 
temporall  difference learning [68]. 

Explorat io n n 

Theree is one problem with approximating the value function based on visited states alone. 
I tt is possible that some states are never visited, so that no value can be computed for 
thesee states. So in spite of repeating the interaction, it is still possible that (2.12) never 
equalss (2.8). To prevent this an additional random trial process is included, that is referred 
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too as the exploration. The exploration has the same function as the excitation in system 
identification,, described in chapter 1. 

Thee exploration means that sometimes a different action is tried than the action ac-
cordingg to the policy. There are different strategies to explore. In [76] a distinction is made 
betweenn directed and undirected exploration. In ease of undirected exploration, the tried 
actionss are truly random and are selected based on a predefined scheme. 

Undirectedd exploration does not take information about the system into account but can 
usee experiences gathered during previous interactions. One popular undirected exploration 
strategyy is given by the 6-greedy policy4 [70]. With a probability 1 — e the action according 
too the greedy policy is taken. With a probability e a non-greedy action is tried. In this 
wayy the parameter e can be used to specify the amount of exploration. Usually the initial 
valuee of c is taken high, so that man)- actions are tried. With each policy improvement 
stepp also the value of e is decreased. The effect is that when the policy becomes better, 
thee exploration focuses more and more around the improved policies. The result is that a 
fewerr number of interactions with the system is required. 

Explorationn can also help to converge faster to the optimal policy. This is when an 
actionn is tried that leads to a state with a lower value, that would not be reached when the 
actionn according to the policy was taken. The consequence is that the value of the state 
wheree the action was tried is decreased. This increases the probability that the improved 
policyy visits that state. This can be seen as finding a shortcut because of the exploration. 

Q-Learnin g g 

Thee value function for a policy IT can be approximated without a model of the system. 
However,, computing the greedy policy using (2.9) still requires P°s, and R"s>. A model 
freee RL method that does not use P"s, and Ra

ss, was introduced. It was called Q-Learning 
[80]]  [81]. It is based on the idea to estimate the value for each state and action combination. 

Thee Bellman equation in (2.6) uses P^*, and R^*,. so it is only valid if in each state the 
optimall  action ir*{s)  is taken. It is also possible to compute the right hand side of (2.6) 
forr each possible action using Ps

a
s, and R ŝ,. This gives the value for each state and action 

combination,, when all actions in future are optimal. Define 

Q*(s.a)=Y,P:AR"s'Q*(s.a)=Y,P:AR"s' + W*(s)) (2.13) 

ass the optimal Q-function. For the optimal actions this agrees with the Bellman equation. 
Forr all other actions the value wil l be higher, so: 

V*(s)V*(s) = min Q*{s, a). (2.14) 

Forr each state the optimal action is given by: 

7r*(s)) = argminQ*  (s.a). (2.15) 

4Thiss is also known under the name pseudo-stochastic or max random or Utilit y drawn-distribution. 
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Thiss implies that the optimal Q-function alone is sufficient to compute the optimal policy. 
Thee Q-function for policy IT can be defined in the same way as (2.5): 

Q"{s,Q"{s, a) = En Ijr  f~kr i+1 \ sk = s, ak = a\ (2.16) 

Noww temporal difference learning can be used to approximate Q*(s,a). 
Thee temporal difference update in (2.12) uses the value for the present state sk and 

thee next state sk+i. For the Q-function the update should use the present state-action 
combinationn and the next state-action combination. Here we have to be careful, because 
(2.16)) requires that all future actions are taken according to policy n. This means that the 
nextt action ak+\ has to be n(sk+i). The current action can be n($k), but it can also be 
anotherr action that is being explored. So the temporal difference update for the Q-function 
becomes s 

Qi+i(sQi+i(skk,a,akk)) = Qi(sk,ak) + ai(rk + yQl(sk+1,7r(sk+1)) - Qi(sk,ak)). (2.17) 

Thee greedy policy can be determined similar to (2.15) according to 

7r'(s)) = argminQ/(s,a). (2-18) 

Thiss represents one policy iteration step. If the process is repeated, eventually the optimal 
policyy wil l be found. Note that the original Q-learning in [80] was based on value iteration. 

Convergence e 

Iff  the system can be represented by a MDP and for each state the value is estimated sepa-
rately,, the convergence of temporal difference learning can be proven [68] [38] [24] [25]. Also, 
iff  the Q-value for each state-action combination is estimated separately, the convergence of 
Q-learningg can be proven [80] [81]. The guaranteed convergence requires that the learning 
ratee decreases and that the entire state action space is explored sufficiently. 

Thee learning rate a in (2.12) has to decrease in such a way that: 

2> f cc = oo, (2.19) 
fe=0 fe=0 
oo o 

X > SS < oo (2.20) 
fe=0 fe=0 

holds.. The condition (2.20) is required to make sure that the update eventually wil l 
convergee to a fixed solution. The condition (2.19) is required to make sure that the state 
spacee can be explored sufficiently. If a decreases faster then it is possible that not all states 
aree visited often enough, before the update of the value function becomes very small. This 
alsoo requires that sufficient exploration is used, so that in theory all states are visited 
infinitelyy often. 
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2.2.44 Advanced topics 

Th ee benefi ts of RL 

Whyy should RL be used? An obvious reason for using RL would be if there is no model 
off  the system available. However, such a model can be obtained by interaction with the 
systemm and estimating all probabilities. Then all the ns x ns x na probabilities have to be 
estimated.. It is clear that the number of probabilities to estimate grows very fast when ns 

increases. . 

Whenn a model is available and used, all state transition probabilities are considered, so 
thee computational complexity of one evaluation step is quadratic in the number of states 
andd linear in the number of actions. The convergence rate of the iteration also depends 
onn the number of states. There are ri"° possible policies, so this is the maximum number 
off  policy improvement steps required [57]. In general it is unknown how many policy 
evaluationss steps are required. 

Thee reinforcement learning methods can be beneficial when the state space becomes 
large.. This is because updates are made only for the state transitions that actually take 
place.. So the estimated values are primarily based on state transitions that occur with 
aa high probability. The state transitions with low probabilities hardly occur and wil l not 
havee a large influence on the estimated value function. In the worst case however, all states 
shouldd be visited often enough. So in the worst case RL is not beneficial, but on average it 
wil ll  be able to find the optimal solution faster for problems with a large number of states. 

Increasingg th e speed 

Althoughh the RL algorithms require on average less computation than classical approaches, 
theyy still need to run the system very often to obtain sufficient data. Different solutions 
weree proposed to speed up the learning algorithms: 

 General iz ing over  t im e 
Thee temporal difference update (2.12) changes the value according to the difference 
betweenn the value of the current state and what it should be according to the received 
reinforcementt during the state transition and the value of thee next state. This update 
iss based on one state transition. Since the value represents the sum of future costs, 
thee value can also be updated to agree with previous states and the reinforcements 
receivedd since. 

Thee update (2.12) can be written as Vi+i(sk) = V^s*.) + aiAVk. The change AV* . is 
inn this case the temporal difference. To take also past states into account the update 
cann be based on a sum of previous temporal differences. This is called TD(A) learning 
[68].. where the ''discount factor" A 6 [0,1] weighs the previous updates. The update 
off  the value becomes: 

AV fcc = (r , + -rVi(sk+1) - Vt(sk))r(sk), (2.21) ) 
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wheree r represents the eligibilit y trace. For the present state the eligibilit y is updated 
accordingg to r(sk)  XjT(sk) + l, while for all other states s the eligibilit y is updated 
accordingg to T(S) := XyT(s). There are other possible updates for the eligibilit y 
[62],, but the update in (2.12) always corresponds with TD(0). This can be further 
enhancedd as in Truncated Temporal Difference (TTD) [23], where the updates are 
postponedd until sufficient data is available. For Q-Learning it is also possible to use 
TD(A)) learning, resulting in Q(A) learning [55], Also this can be further enhanced 
byy using fast online Q(A) [84]. 

 Us ing a model 
Althoughh a model is not required for all RL techniques, a model can be used to 
speedd up learning when it is available. If a model is not available it can be estimated 
simultaneouslyy with the RL algorithm. This does not have to be a complete model 
withh estimation of all state transition probabilities. It can also be trajectories stored 
fromm previous runs. 

Thee model can be used to generate simulated experiments [45]. In DYNA [69] a 
similarr approach is taken. Updates of the estimated value function are based on the 
reall  system or based on a simulation of the system. A different approach is to use 
thee model to determine for which states the estimated values should be updated. In 
Prioritizedd Sweeping [49] a priority queue is maintained that indicates how promising 
thee states are. Then the "important" states in the past are also updated based on 
thee present state transition. 

2.2.55 Summary 

Wee introduced reinforcement learning for Markov decision processes with discrete state and 
actionn spaces. The goal is to optimize the mapping from states to control actions, called 
thee policy. Because of the discrete state spaces, the value of the expected sum of future 
reinforcementss can be stored for each state separately. These values can be computed 
off-linee using the model of the system. When RL is used, these values are estimated based 
onn the interaction with the system. 

Thee estimated values for two successive states should agree with the reinforcement that 
iss received during that state transition. Temporal Difference learning is based on this 
observation.. The estimated value of the present states is updated in a way that it wil l 
agreee more with the estimated value of the next state and the received reinforcement. To 
gett a good approximation of the value for all states, all states have to be visited often 
enough.. For this an additional random trial process, called exploration, is included in the 
interactionn with the system. Also the whole interaction process itself should be repeated 
severall  times by restarting the system. 

Oncee all values are estimated correctly the new policy can be determined. For this 
thee actions are selected that have the highest probability of bringing the system in the 
mostt desirable next state. To compute these actions, the model of the system should be 
available.. A different approach is Q-Learning. The expected sum of future reinforcements 
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iss estimated for each state and action combination. Once this Q-function is estimated 
correctlyy the action can be selected based on the estimated values. 

2.33 RL for Continuous State Spaces 

2.3.11 Continuous state space representations 

Thee RL approaches described in the previous section were based on estimating the value 
forr each state or state-action combination. This is only possible if the number of states 
andd possible actions is finite. So these RL approaches can only be used for systems with 
discretee state and action spaces. We want to use RL algorithms to find controllers for 
systemss with continuous state and action spaces. These are the systems as described in 
chapterr 1 with state x E IR"r and control action u 6 IR"". This means that we cannot 
directlyy apply the algorithms to these systems. We wil l give two different approaches to 
applyy RL to optimize the controllers for these systems. 

Statee space quant izat ion 

AA very obvious solution to get from a continuous state space to a discrete one is to quantize 
thee state space. This is a form of state aggregation, where all states in a part of the state 
spacee are grouped to form one discrete state. In [9] the continuous state space of an 
invertedd pendulum was partitioned into a finite number of discrete states. The advantage 
off  this method is that the standard RL algorithms can be used, but there are also some 
drawbacks: : 

 If the continuous state space system is a Markov process, then it is possible that the 
discretizedd system is no longer Markov [50]. This means that the convergence proofs 
thatt apply for the standard RL algorithms no longer have to be valid. 

 The solution found is probably suboptimal. Due to the quantization the set of pos-
siblee policies is reduced considerably. The optimal policy for the continuous state 
spacee problem may not be in the set. In that case the optimal solution found for the 
discretee system may still perform very badly on the continuous system. 

Becausee the choice of the quantization influences the result, algorithms were developed 
thatt use adaptive quantization. There are methods based on unsupervised learning, like 
k-Nearestt Neighbor [28] or self organizing maps [43]. There is a method that uses trian-
gularizationn of the state space based on data [51]. which has been improved in [52]. There 
aree divide and conquer methods, like the Parti-Game Algorithm [49]. where large states 
aree split when necessary. The advantage of these adaptive quantization methods is that 
theyy can result in a more optimal policy than the fixed quantization methods. On the 
otherr hand, when a large state is split the probability of being in one of the smaller states 
becomess smaller. The consequence is that the estimated values for these states become 
lesss reliable. 
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Figur ee 2.1. The Actor-Critic Configuration 

Funct ionn approximat ions 

Functionn approximators are parameterized representations that can be used to represent a 
function.. Often function approximators are used that can represent any function. In a RL 
contextt function approximators are often used in the actor-critic configuration as shown 
inn figure 2.1. Two function approximators are used, one representing the policy called the 
actorr and one representing the value function called the critic. 

Iff  we look at the critic we see that it has as input the state x and the action u.5 

Thiss indicates that it is forming a Q-function rather than a value function. However, un-
learningg using function approximators is hardly possible. This is because when the critic is 
aa general function approximator, the computation of the action for which the approximated 
Q-functionn is minimal can be very hard. It is unlikely that an analytical function can be 
usedd for this, so the minimum has to be numerically approximated. In the actor-critic 
architecturee the gradient of the critic is used to compute the update of the actor. 

Ass function approximators often feed-forward neural networks were used. This ap-
proachh has been successfully demonstrated in [74] and [75], which resulted in a program 
forr Backgammon that plays at world champion level. Note also that [75] applies to a sys-
temm with a finite number of states. The neural network was only used to generalize over 
thee states. 

Thee applications mentioned in section 1.2 were all based on function approximators. 
Feedd forward neural networks were used in [65] [59] [60] [26]. CMACs were used in [70] [65] [66]. 
Radiall  basis function were used in [1] in combination with a stabilizing controller. 

Inn [14] examples are given where the use of RL with function approximators can fail. 
Inn [70] the same examples were used and the experimental setup was modified to make 
themm work. Proofs of convergence for function approximation only exist for approximators 
linearr in the weight when applied to MDPs [77] [79]. For systems with a continuous state 
spacee there are no proofs when general function approximators are used. Also there are no 
generall  recipes to make the use of function approximators successful. It still might require 

5Notee that it is also possible to have a critic with only state x as input. 
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somee hand tuning in the settings of the experiment. Proofs of convergence for continuous 
state-actionn space problems do exist for the linear quadratic regularization task [82] [17] [44], 
butt then no general function approximator is used but an approximator that is appropriate 
forr this specific task. 

2.3.22 Learning in continuous domains 

Thee networks represent function approximators. We wil l describe how they can be trained. 
Thee critic is the function V(£,w), where £ represents the input of the approximator. This 
cann represent the state when approximating the value function, or it can represent the state 
andd action, so that the approximator represents the Q-function. The w are the parameters 
off  the network. 

Trainin gg th e Crit i c 

Differentt methods are possible to train the critic. They are all based on the temporal 
differencee in (2.12) or (2.16). 

•• TD(A ) 
Thee TD(A) update was introduced in section 2.2.4 as an extension to the update 
(2.12).. For a function approximator the update is based on the gradient with respect 
too the parameters of the function approximator. This leads to an update like [68] :6 

7 V - 1 1 

ww'' = w + a £ &™k- (2.22) 
fc=0 fc=0 

with h 

AwAwkk = (rk + lV(Zk^w) - V(tk. w)) £ Xk^VwV(^.w). (2.23) 

Thee Q is the learning rate and the A is a weighting factor for past updates. The 
sequencee of past updates indicate the eligibility trace and is used to make the update 
dependd on the trajectory. This can speed up the training of the network. The value 
off 0 < A < 1 for which it trains fastest is not known and depends on the problem. It 
cann only be found empirically by repeating the training for different A. 

•• Min imiz e the quadrat i c temporal difference error 
Mostt learning methods for function approximators are based on minimizing the 
summedd squared error between the target value and the network output. In a similar 
wayy the temporal difference can be used to express an error that is minimized by 

6Notee that the term ''temporal difference" was introduced in [68], together with the TD(A) learning 
rulee for function approximators and not for the discrete case as described in section 2.2.4. 
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standardd steepest decent methods [83]. This means the training of the critic becomes 
minimizingg the quadratic temporal difference error. 

EE = \ ËVfc + iV&wM - V(£kt w)f (2.24) 

wheree V represents the critic with weights w and 7 is the discount factor. We see 
herehere that this error does not completely specify the function to approximate. It gives 
thee difference in output for two points in the input. 

Thee steepest decent update rule can now be based on this error: 
J V - l l 

w'w' = w-aVwE = w + Y, &wk, (2.25) 
fc=0 fc=0 

with h 

AwAwkk = (rk + >yV(£k+l,w) - Vfck,ti7))(7V„V(*fc+1,to) - V„V(&, w)). (2.26) 

Iff the learning rate is small enough convergence to a suboptimal solution can be 
guaranteed.. That this solution can not be guaranteed to be optimal is due to the 
possibilityy that it converges to a local minimum of (2.24). 

•• Residual Algorithm s 
Thee temporal difference method described above can be regarded as the residue of 
thee Bellman equation, because if the Bellman equation would hold this error would 
bee zero. The advantage of using steepest descent on the Bellman residual is that it 
cann always be made to converge. This is just a matter of making the learning rate 
smalll enough. Of course there remains the risk of ending in a local minimum. 

Onn the other hand, the learning converges very slowly compared to the TD(A) update 
rule.. This, however, has the disadvantage that the convergence for a function approx
imatorr cannot be guaranteed. Based on this observation Residual Algorithms were 
proposedd [6]. The main idea is to combine TD(A) learning with the minimization of 
thee Bellman residual. 

Trainin gg the Actor 

Thee second function approximator is the actor, which represents the policy or feedback 
functionn uk = g(Xk,wa). Here wa represents the weights of the actor. In the discrete 
casee the policy that is greedy with respect to the value function is chosen. Here the critic 
approximatess the value function and the parameters of the actor should be chosen in such 
wayy that it is greedy with respect to the critic. 

Sincee the critic is represented by a function approximator, it can have any form. This 
meanss that the values of the actor cannot be derived directly from the critic. When 
thee actor network is represented by a continuous differential function, a steepest decent 
approachh can be used to adapt the weights. For this there are two possibilities, depending 
onn whether the critic represents a Q-function or a value function: 
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•• Backpropagat ion w i t h respect to the criti c 
Iff  the control action is an input of the critic, the gradient with respect to the action 
cann be computed. This indicates how a change in action influences the output of 
thee critic. The critic can be regarded as an error function that indicates how the 
outputss of the actor should change. So the update of the weights of the actor can be 
performedd according to 

AwAwaa = -Vw„g{x k.wa)S7uQ(xk,uk.w). (2.27) 

Notee that the input uk of this network is the output of the network representing the 
actor.7 7 

•• Backpropagat ion based on temporal difference 
Thee critic can be used to determine the temporal difference. Then the actor can be 
updatedd such that the temporal difference becomes smaller: 

AwAwaa = -Vv,ag(tk.wa){r k +  1V{tk+1.w)-V{£k,w)). (2.28) 

Inn this case the critic and actor are trained based on the same temporal difference. 

Thee backpropagation based on the temporal difference was first used in [9]. Then 
itt was improved in [85] Recently tiiese approaches have gained more interest as solution 
methodss for problem domain that are non-Markov [41] [7] [72]. The actor then represents 
thee probability distribution from which the actions are drawn. The result, is therefore not 
aa deterministic policy. A drawback of these approaches is that they learn very slowly. 

Thee general idea of the actor critic approaches has been formalized in Heuristic Dy
namicc Programming (HDP) [83]. This describes a family of approaches that are based on 
backpropagationn and the actor critic configuration. The HDP and action depended HDP 
cann be regarded as temporal difference learning and Q-learning. An alternative approach 
iss to approximate the gradient of the critic that is used to update the actor. This has been 
extendedd to a more general framework in which the value of the critic and the gradient 
aree trained simultaneously [83] [56]. The main drawback of these approaches is that they 
becomee so complicated that even the implementation of some of these algorithms is not 
triviall [56], 

2.3.33 Summary 

Inn this section we showed that there are two different ways to apply RL algorithms to obtain 
aa feedback function for systems with a continuous state and action space. One solution 
approachh is based on discretizing the state space so that the original RL algorithms can be 
applied.. The other solution is that function approximators are used to estimate the value 
orr Q-function. In this case two approximators are required, one to represent the feedback 
andd one to represent the value or Q-function. 

7Thereforee we could not express this with a single £ as input. 
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2.44 Discussion 

Noww we have described RL and control so we can refine our problem statement. First look 
att what RL and control have in common: 

•• RL is used to solve an optimal control task. This means that an optimal control task 
cann be formulated into a RL problem. 

•• The system identification requires that the system is excited in order to estimate 
thee parameters of the system. The RL algorithms require exploration in order to 
estimatee the parameters of the value function. 

Inn a sense RL can be seen as adaptive control where the parameters are estimated and 
usedd to tune the parameters of the controller. 

Theree are some differences: 

•• Stability plays an important role in control theory, while in RL the set of feasible 
actionss is assumed to be known in advanced. 

•• The state transitions in the model are the actual values of the state, while in the MDP 
frameworkk the state transitions are given by the probabilities. This has influence on 
howw the parameters are estimated. 

Sincee we are interested in controlling systems with continuous state and action spaces, 
wee have to choose one of the two main approaches. The state space quantization results in 
aa feedback function that is not well defined. It is based on many local estimations. For the 
resultingg feedback function is therefore not easy to see what the consequences are when 
thiss feedback is used to control a continuous time system. 

Thee function approximator approaches are better suited for understanding the resulting 
feedback.. This is because the resulting feedback function is already determined by the 
actor.. The main problem with these approaches is that they rely on training two different 
approximators,, so that it is hard to see how well they are trained. Also it is hard to see 
howw the result can be improved. 

Thee only function approximator approach that comes close to our requirements pre
sentedd in section 1.3, is the approach that is applied to the linear quadratic regularizatkm 
task.. The only problem is that it does not apply to nonlinear systems. Still this approach 
willl be a good starting point for our investigation. 
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Chapterr 3 

LQRR using Q-Learning 

3.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter we will present a theoretic framework that enables us to analyze the use 
off RL in problem domains with continuous state and action spaces. The first theoretical 
analysiss and proof of convergence of RL applied to such problems can be found in [82]. It 
showss the convergence to the correct value function for a Linear Quadratic Regular izat ion 
task,, where the weights of a carefully chosen function approximator were adjusted to 
minimizee the temporal difference error. Based on the same idea the convergence was 
provenn for other RL approaches, including Q-learning [44]. 

InIn [16] [19] [20] [17], a policy iteration based Q-learning approach was introduced to solve 
aa LQR task. This was based on a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) estimation of a quadratic 
Q-function.. These approaches do not use the model of the linear system and can be applied 
iff the system is unknown. If data is generated with sufficient exploration, the convergence 
too the optimal linear feedback can be proven. 

Bothh [17] and [44] indicate that the practical applicability of the results are limited 
byy the absence of noise in the analysis. A scalar example in [17] shows that the noise 
introducess a bias in the estimation, making that proofs of convergence no longer hold. We 
aree interested in the use of RL on real practical problem domains with continuous state 
andd action spaces. This means that we have to include the noise in our analysis. 

Wee are also interested in how well the RL approach performs compared to alternative 
solutionn methods. We can solve the LQR task with an unknown system using an indirect 
approach,, where data is used to estimate the parameters of the system. Then these esti
matedd parameters are used to compute the optimal feedback. Because we want to compare 
thee results it is important to replace the RLS by a batch linear least squares estimation. 
Thiss has the advantage that no initial parameters have to be specified and so the result
ingg solution only depends on the data and the solution method. The result is that both 
solutionn methods are off-line optimization methods, because first all data is generated and 
thenn the new feedback is computed. 

Accordingg to the convergence proofs, sufficient exploration is required to find the op-

29 9 
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t imall solution. This means that random actions have to be applied to the system. In a 
practicall control task this is not desirable, so we need an indication of the minimal amount 
off exploration that is sufficient. This means that our analysis has to show how the perfor
mancee of the two solution methods depend on the amount of exploration used to generate 
thee data. 

Inn the next section we will specify the Linear Quadratic Regularization task where the 
linearr system is assumed to be unknown. We then present the two solution methods and 
givee an overview on how to compare the performance of these two methods. Section 3.3 
willl focus on the influence of the exploration on the comparison. We will show that 
thee noise determines the amount of exploration required for a guaranteed convergence. 
Alsoo we will show that this amount of exploration differs for the two solution methods. 
Thee experimental confirmation of the results will be given in section 3.4. followed by the 
discussionn and conclusion in section 3.5 and 3.6. 

3.22 LQR with an Unknown System 

Inn this section we will describe the LQR task and show how to obtain the optimal feedback 
whenn everything is known. We will then present a direct and an indirect solution method 
forr the situation where the parameters of the system are unknown. Also we will define a 
performancee measure and give an overview of the comparison of the two solution methods. 

3.2.11 Linear Quadratic Regulation 

Inn the Linear Quadratic Regulation (LQR) framework, the system is linear and the direct 
costt is quadratic. Let a linear time invariant discrete time system be given by: 

xxkk+i=Ax+i=Ax kk + Buk + vk, (3.1) 

withh xk £ IR"J the state, uk G IR"" the control action and vk G JR"T the system noise at 
timee step k. All elements of system noise v are assumed to be Af(0.af.) distributed and 
white.. Matrix A G JRUj x" r and B E E" j ! < n" are the parameters of the system. 

Thee direct cost r is a quadratic function of the state and the control action at time k: 

rr kk = xJSxk + ujRuk. (3.2) 

wheree S G R' l*xn* and R G )Rn-xn" are the design choices. The objective is to find the 
mappingg from state to control action (IR"1 —> IR"") that minimizes the total costs J. which 
iss given by: 

< / = ! > -- (3-3) 

Thee value of J is finite if (3.2) approaches zero fast enough. This is the case when (3.1) 
iss controlled using (1.3) and the closed loop is stable. The total costs J becomes infinite 
iff the closed loop is unstable. It is possible to include a discount factor 7 < 1 in (3.3). 
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butt then the total costs can be finite for an unstable system. We will use (3.3) without a 
discountt factor (or 7 = 1), so that a finite J always implies that the system is stable. 

Thee optimal control action u* is a linear function of the state: 

u*u* kk = L*xk with V = -(BTK*B + R)~1BTK*A (3.4) 

wheree K*  6 ]Rn iX"1 is the unique symmetric positive definite solution to the Discrete 

AlgebraicAlgebraic Riccati Equation (DARE): 

K*K*  = AT(K*  - K*B(BrK*B + R)~lBTK*)A + S. (3.5) 

Thiss solution exists if: (A, B) is controllable, (A, 5a) is observable, S > 0 (positive semi-
definite)) and R > 0 (positive definite) [11]. Only with perfect knowledge about A, B, 
SS and R can equation (3.5) be solved. This restricts the practical applicability of LQR 
becausee in practice perfect knowledge about A, B is not available. 

3.2.22 System Identification 

Inn indirect adaptive control the parameters of the system have to be estimated, and we will 
referr to this as the System Identification (SI) approach.1 This is our first method to solve 
thee LQR problem with unknown A and B. The estimations are based on measurements 
generatedd by controlling the system using: 

uukk = Lxk + ek (3.6) 

wheree L is the existing feedback2 and ek € IRnu represents the excitation (or exploration) 
noise.. The main difference between e and v is that v is an unknown property of the system, 
whilee e is a random process that is added on purpose to the control action. All elements 
off e are chosen to be Af(0,aj) distributed and white. Although the value of e is always 
known,, the two methods presented in this chapter will not use this knowledge. 

Controllingg the system for N time steps results in a set {iCyt}f=0 with: 

XkXk = D0 + i2Dk~i~1(Bei + vi) (3" ?) 
k k 

E E 
i=0 0 

wheree D = A + BL represents the closed loop. The sets {xk}^=0 and {uk}k=0 (computed 
withh (3.6)) form a data set that depends on the parameters of the system, the feedback, the 
initiall state and both noise sequences. To estimate the parameters of the system, rewrite 

(3.1)) to: 

TT [ T T 
XXk+lk+l  — \Xk Uk 

AATT' ' 
++  vk (3.8) 

Actuallyy closed-loop identification or identification for control would be more appropriate, but system 
identificationn stresses the main difference with the reinforcement learning method more. 

2Notee that this controller already has the form of (3.4). only the value of L is not optimal. 
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shouldd hold. Since V^ is not known, only a least squares estimate of r?SI can be given: 

99slsl = (XlXs^XlYsi. (3.10) 

Thee estimated parameters of the system. A and B. can be derived from 6$h When A and 
BB are used, the solution of (3.5) will be K. Then a feedback LSI can be computed using 
(3.4).. This feedback Z,SI is the resulting approximation of L*  by the SI approach. 

3.2.33 T h e Q-funct ion 

Reinforcementt learning is our second method for solving the LQR task with unknown A 
andd B. This means that the costs in (3.2) will be regarded as the reinforcements. As 
explainedd in chapter 2. the main idea behind RL is to approximate the future costs and 
findd a feedback that minimizes these costs. In LQR the solution of the DARE (3.5) can 
bee used to express the future costs as a function of the state when the optimal feedback is 
usedd [11]: 

V*{xV*{x kk)) =£Vi = xjK*xk, (3.11) ) 
i=k i=k 

withh V* : ÏÏT' - • IR. The feedback that minimizes (3.11) is given by (3.4). which requires 
knowledgee about A and B. So, it is not very useful3 to estimate the parameters K*  of 
(3.11).. Q-Learning is more appropriate, since it does not require knowledge about the 
systemm to obtain the feedback. 

Inn Q-Learning the feedback is derived from the Q-function, which represents the future 
costss as a function of the state and action. So Q : JRn-xn" -^ IR is the function to approxi
matee based on the measurements. If we know what function we have to approximate, then 
wee only have to estimate the parameters. According to (2.14) 

V*(x)V*(x) — min Q*(x, u) = Q*(x, u*) 

shouldd hold. It can be shown [19][44] that Q*(xk,u*k) is given by: 

'JXJ J 

Q*{xQ*{x kk,u*,u*kk)) = J2ri = [XI u SS + ATK*A ATK*B 
BBTTK*AK*A R + BTK*B 

xxk k 

== X 
. T T 

U U 
.T T HHxx xx HHxu xu 

IT*IT*  IT* 

XXk k 

ut ut 
*T T 

4>VH^i 4>VH^i 

(3.12) ) 

(3.13) ) 

(3.14) ) 

3Inn optimization tasks other than LQR, the computation of the future costs may be intractable so that 
ann approximation of the future costs mav be useful. 
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Thee vector <f>* k = \x£ u*k
T is the concatenation of the state and optimal control action 

andd the matrix H*  contains the parameters of the optimal Q-function. This shows that 
thee optimal Q-function for the LQR task is a quadratic function of the state and action. 

Thee Q-function in (3.14) can be used to compute the optimal control action without 
thee use of the system model. According to (2.15), 

u*u* kk — a.vg min Q*(xk,u) (3.15) 

shouldd be computed for all states to get the optimal feedback function. The Q-function 
inn (3.14) is a quadratic function and H*  is a symmetric positive definite matrix. So this 
functionn can easily be minimized by setting the derivative to the control action to zero: 
VVululQ*{xQ*{x klkl ul) = 2H*uxxk + 2H*uuu*k = 0, resulting in: 

KK = -{KuT'KxXk = L*xk with L' = -{KuVKx- (3-16) 

Withh the H*x = BTK*A and H*u = R + BTK*B in (3.14), this result is identical to (3.4). 
Itt is not the optimal Q-function that is being approximated, but the function repre

sentingg the future costs. This is the function QL(x,u) = <j>  HL<p (with <f>  = \x u\ 
)4 ,, because all measurements are generated using some feedback L. The HL is symmetric 
andd positive definite so that L' — —{H Û)^XH^X

 5 is the feedback that minimizes QL. The 
L'L' does not have to be the optimal feedback but it will have lower future costs than L. 
Estimatingg the parameters of QL forms a policy evaluation step and computing L' forms 
aa policy improvement step. This means that this Q-Learning approach is based on policy 
iteration.. If L' is not good enough, the whole procedure can be repeated by generating 
measurementss using L'. If the parameters of QL are always estimated correctly, the se
quencee of new values of L' forms a contraction towards the optimal solution L*  [44]. This 
meanss we only have to verify the correctness of one policy improvement step. Then the 
convergencee to the optimal solution follows from induction. 

3.2.44 Q-Learning 

Inn (2.16) the update rule for Q-Learning is given. It is based on repeatedly restarting the 
systemm and generating new data in each run. The update also has a learning rate that has 
too decrease according to (2.19) and (2.20). This makes it impossible to compare the result 
withh that of the SI approach. We therefore have to change the Q-learning algorithm such 
thatt it uses one single data set and does not use a learning rate. 

Thee parameters HL of the Q-function should be estimated in the same way as the 
parameterss of the system in paragraph 3.2.2. So the same data set with {iC)t}^=o a n d 
{uk}{uk}k=0k=0 is used. Q-Learning also uses scalar reinforcements. These are the direct costs 

4Iff there is also noise: QL{x, u) = <f> THL4> + vTKLv 
5Thee ' indicates the feedback that is optimal according to the Q-function. so L' optimizes QL. This is 

equivalentt to the greedy policy described in chapter 2. 
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computedd with (3.2).6 The parameters of QL are estimated based on the data set. generated 
usingg feedback L. The function QL can be estimated by writing its definition recursively: 

QQLL(x(xkk,u,ukk)) = ]T r,• = rk + J2 r ' = r* + QL{xk k+i] 
i=ki=k  i=k-i-l 

(3.17) ) 

Notee that this definition implies that the data is generated using a stabilizing feedback. In 
casee the feedback L is not stable, the function QL(xk.uk) is not defined because the sum 
off future reinforcement is not bounded. Therefore the correct values of HL do not exist 
andd cannot be estimated. 

Fromm (3.17) it follows that: 

rr kk + QL(xk+l.Lxk+i) - QL(xk. uk) = 0. (3.18) ) 

Iff in this equation QL is replaced by its approximation QL the left hand side is the Temporal 
Differencee (TD). Because both functions are quadratic, the right hand side of (3.18) is only 
zeroo if QL haw the same parameters as QL. The parameters of QL can be estimated by 
reducingg the distance between the TD and zero. This can be formulated as a least squares 
estimationn as in (3.10). We define: 

rLrL vvkk -vJ.+ 1K
Lvk+]. (3.19) ) 4>I4>I  = [aifr uj]  , <të+l  = [xj LTxT

k]  and wT
k = vT

kK 

Notee that the definition of 4>l+l  is slightly different from (f>J. It is possible to write (3.18) 

rr kk = QL{xk.uk)-Q
L{xk+l.Lxk+l) (3.20) 

== 4>T
kH

L<t> k-<t>l +xH
L4>M + wk (3.21) 

== v e c ^ ^ v e c ^ / ^ ) - vee«(0,+ 10j+ 1 )Tvec«(tfL ) +wk (3.22) 

== v e c ^ ^ J " - cj>k+lci>l +1)
Tvec«(HL) + wk = v e c ^ J v e c ^ t f ' - ) + wk. (3.23) 

Notee that the matrix <bk also depends on L. For all time steps the following holds: 

vett y-r0) 

vec«(Hvec«(HLL)) + ^QLL -

70 0 

r jv- i i 

vec«($0)T T 

ve c^$ j V - i ) T T 

wwQ Q 

soo that 

6 6 QL L (^QL^QL^ ^ 

U>N-1 1 

^QL^QL L 

== -^OL#QL + V< >-QL"QL L QL-- (3.24) ) 

(3.25) ) 

6Note:: that for the SI approach the parameters of the system are unknown, but still the weighting of the 
designn matrices can be made. Conceptually this does not make any sense. In a practical situation it is more 
likelyy that some scalar indication of performance is available, like for instance the energy consumption of 
thee system. We compute the direct cost using (3.2) for fair comparison. 

7Definee vec<(v4) as the function that, stacks the upper triangle elements of matrix A into a vector. 
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givess an estimation of vec<(HL). Since H should be symmetrical it can be derived from 
vec<J(#L).. By applying (3.16) to matrix H the resulting feedback LQL for the Q-Learning 
approachh is computed. This should be an approximation of L'. 

Thiss variant of Q-learning only applies to the LQR framework, therefore we will refer 
too it as the Linear Quadratic Regulation Q-Learning (LQRQL) approach.8 The main 
differencee is that it does not require restarting the system several times to generate sufficient 
dataa for the correct estimation of all Q-values. Instead it uses prior knowledge about the 
functionn class of the Q-function that is chosen to fit the LQR task. This can be seen as 
generalizationn over the state-action space, which for the LQR task is globally correct. This 
alsoo holds for the approaches in [17] [44]. The only difference between these approaches and 
ourr approach using (3.25), is that we choose to learn in one step using the entire data set. 
Thee main reason for doing this is to make it possible to compare the result with the SI 
approach.. Also the analysis of the outcome is easier when the estimation is not performed 
recursively. . 

3.2.55 The Performance Measure 

Wee have described two different methods that use measurements to optimize a feedback 
resultingg in Lsi and LQL- For the comparison a scalar performance measure is required 
too indicate which of these feedbacks performs best. There are three ways to measure the 
performance: : 

•• Exper imental: Run the system with the resulting feedbacks and compute the total 
costs.. The performances of both approaches can only be compared for one specific 
setupp and it does not indicate how "optimal" the result is. For a real system, this is 
thee only possible way to compare the results. 

•• Opt ima l Feedback: In a simulation there is knowledge of A and B, so the optimal 
feedbackk L*  can be computed using (3.4). A norm9 ||L* — L\\ will not be a good 
performancee measure because feedbacks with similar ||L* — L\\ can have different 
futuree costs. It is even possible that if ||L* — L\\\ < \\L* — L2 | |, L\ results in an 
unstablee closed loop while L2 results in a stable closed loop. This means that this 
measuree can be used to show that the resulting feedback approaches the optimal 
feedback,, but this does not show that this will result in lower total costs. 

•• D A R E Solut ion: Knowledge about A and B can be used in (3.5) to compute the 
solutionn of the DARE K*. This gives the future costs (3.11) when starting in x 0 and 
usingg L*. The costs when using an approximated feedback L can be expressed also 
likee (3.11), but then with matrix KL. Comparing the matrices K*  and KL results in 
aa performance indication that only depends on the initial state. 

8Thiss should not be confused with the Least Squarse TD approach [18] [13], that applies to MDPs. 
9Heree L indicates the resulting feedback of both approaches. 
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Wee will define a performance measure based on the DARE solution, because it is the least 
sensitivee to the settings of the experiment. 

Whenn using L, the value function VL(x0) gives the total costs JL when starting in 
statee xo- It is given by: 

VVLL{x{x00)) = f^rk=x^f^(AT+LTBT)k(S + LTRL)(A + BL)kx0 = xlKLxi3.26) 
k=Qk=Q k=0 

wheree KL is again a symmetric matrix. (It is clear that this matrix only exists when the 
closedd loop A + DL has all its eigenvalues in the unit disc). When L*  is used the total 
costss V*(XQ) can be computed using (3.11). Let the relative performance (RP) p{x0) be 
thee quotient between VL(x0) and V*(xo). so: 

L,L, x VL{XQ) X^KLX0 x^(K*)-lKLx0 X^YLX0 

V*(xV*(x00)) x^K*x0 x^x0 x^x0 

wheree YL = {K*y lKL. Only when L = L*, TL is the unit matrix. The RP pL{x0) is 

boundedd below and above by the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of FL: 

P LL = ^n(TL) < pL(xQ) <  Am a x ( rL ) = p x̂ Vxo + 0 (3.28) 

Notee that. p ûl = /?£]ax — 1 if and only if L — L* and that p ĥl >  1 VL. 

Accordingg to (3.28) three possible measures for the RP can be used: p ûilV p n̂SLX or 
ppLL(xo),(xo), It does not matter for the comparison which measure is used, so in general we 
willl use pL to indicate one of these measures. Note that p n̂m and p âx only depend on the 
feedbackk L and the four matrices A, B, S and R that define the problem. In a practical 
situationn p ^ ^ seems the best choice because it represents the worst case RP with respect 
too x0. In this chapter we will call feedback L\ better than feedback L2 if p

Ll < pLl. 

3.2.66 Overview 

Thee schematic overview in figure 3.1 summarizes this section. The setup at the left shows 
thee system parameters and noise, but. also the feedback L and exploration noise e to 
generatee the measurements indicated with x, u and r (note that r is computed using S 
andd R). The SI approach is shown at the top and the Q-Learning approach at the bottom. 
Thee computation of the optimal feedback using A and B is shown in the middle. 

Forr LQRQL figure 3.1 shows no explicit optimization, because this is implicitly included 
inn the estimation of the Q-function. This is the difference between the SI and the QL ap
proach:: the SI approach is a two step method, where the estimation and the optimization 
aree performed independently. LQRQL is a one step method, where estimation and opti
mizationn are performed at once. Figure 3.1 also shows that no additional information is 
requiredd to derive LQL from HL. 

Thee question mark at the very right of figure 3.1 indicates the comparison between pLsi 

andd pL(^L. In the next section we will relate this comparison to the amount of exploration, 
indicatedd with the e at the very left of figure 3.1. 
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e,L e,L 

Setup p 

L L 

HHL L LQL LQL 
A,B,S.R A,B,S.R 

n n 

P P 

Estimationn Optimization Result Comparison 

Figur ee 3.1. The Overview. The boxes indicate the parameters and the symbols next to the 
arrowss indicate the required information to compute the next result. 

3.33 The Influence of Exploration 

Inn this section we will investigate the influence of the exploration on the relative perfor
mancess and the comparison. We will start in 3.3.1 by reformulating the method of the 
estimationn to make it possible to express the estimation error of the linear least squares 
estimation.. In 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 the influence of the exploration is investigated for both meth
ods.. In 3.3.4 the exploration characteristic will be introduced to describe the influence of 
thee exploration on the performance of the resulting feedbacks. 

3.3.11 The estimation reformulated 

Bothh approaches described in the previous section, are based on a linear least squares 
estimation.. The equations (3.10) and (3.25) can be written as: 

ee = (XTX)-1XTY. (3.29) ) 

Thiss solution 0 depends only on the matrices X and Y, so no additional parameters 
influencee the result. For a fair comparison this is an important property. In practice (3.29) 
iss hardly ever used because of its poor numerical performance. Different decomposition 
methodss exist to overcome numerical problems. This is important for the implementation 
off the simulations, but we will also use it to investigate the influence of the exploration. 
Thee matrix inversion in (3.29) is the main problem for our analysis, because this makes it 
veryy hard to see how the exploration influences the estimation. 
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Inn QR-decomposition10 X is decomposed into an upper triangular square matrix M 
andd a unitary matrix Z. so that (3.29) can be written as: 

00 = ((ZM)TZM)-l{ZM)TY = J\rlZTY. (3.30) 

Thiss is sufficient for an efficient implementation but it still uses a matrix inversion, making 
itt hard to see how this solution depends on the exploration. To see the influence of the 
exploration,, this solution has to be rearranged even more. 

Thee definition of Z and M in appendix A.l makes use of projection matrices P. Let 
PiPi be the projection matrix corresponding to X „ . which represents the ?th column of X. 
thenn Pi can be defined recursively according to: 

PP Y Y'V P T 

PiPi — Pi-i 7T —̂— 7772 and Pi — I. (3.31) 
\\Pi-l-^*t-\\\Pi-l-^*t-\  ||2 

Soo Pi depends on all columns of X from Xtl to X^_{. Multiplying these columns with Pt 

resultss in a zero vector, so the part of X*, that is a linear combination of the columns X*i 
too X„^i  does not contribute to outcome of PjX*3. 

Appendixx A.2 shows that matrices P can be used to solve (3.30) without matrix inver
sion.. Let 6nt be the last row and 0  ̂ be the ith row. then they are given by:11 

(3.32) ) 

n n 

Y,Y, X.jëtj) for i < n. (3.33) 
j=t+i j=t+i 

Soo 0 can be obtained recursively by starting at the last row. If one of the columns of X 
iss a linear combination of all other columns then (XTX)~1 is singular. In this situation 
P,X«P,X«tt in (3.33) will become zero, resulting in a singularity as well.12 We will use (3.33) 
onlyy for the theoretical analysis of the exploration and not for the implementation, because 
itss numerical performance is even worse than (3.29). 

3.3.22 The System Identification approach 

Wee first rewrite the estimation for the SI approach and show how the resulting feedback 
dependss on the estimation. We then express the estimation error and show how it depends 
onn the exploration. Finally we show the consequences of the estimation error on the 
resultingg feedback and its performance. 

lüThee name refers to matrices Q and R. but we will use Z and M because we already use the symbols 
QQ and R. 

11Inn the rest of the chapter we will ignore the absence of the sum term for the nth row by defining a 
dummyy 0„+i* that equals zero. 

I2Thee scalar \\PjXt, | | | in (3.33) is squared, so it will go faster to zero than the elements of vector XjtP?. 

&n*&n*  = 

0»0» = 

l pp y II 
II l n-s*-*n II 

xlP7 xlP7 
\PiX*A\\PiX*A\2 2 

(Y-(Y-
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Th ee Est imat ion 

Too show the influence of the exploration, matrix X$i in (3.9) can be split in a part tha t 
dependss on x and in a part that depends on u: 

XXslsl=[x=[x  u] = [x XLT+£]  with X = 

(3.34) ) 
Alsoo the control actions are split into a feedback part and an exploration part, but according 
too (3.9) some exploration is still contained in X and Ysi-

Appendixx A.3 shows that the columns of B and A are given by: 

££ U+jB*j)  (3.35) 

nnx x 

££ X.jA.j-UêT). (3.36) 

Withoutt exploration the value of B becomes infinite, because ||-Pnx+j£n||2 approaches zero 
fasterr than SjtP  ̂ +i. This also makes A infinite. For low exploration the term UB 
dominatess the outcome of (3.36). Then A becomes more linear dependent on B. So for 
loww exploration {A,B) are more likely to be uncontrollable. 

Appendixx A.3 also shows that the columns of D = A + LB are given by: 

*>«*>« = ïï^rV rsi~^T- E ^ ^ ) - <3-37> 

Becausee B is multiplied with S. D does not become very large for low amounts of explo
ration.. Therefore we will use B and D to obtain the resulting feedback Lsi-

Th ee Feedback 

Too compute the feedback (3.5) should be solved using A and B, so: 

kk = AT{k - kÈ(êTkÊ + R)'1êTk)A + s. (3.38) 

AA unique solution k to (3.38) does not have to exist, especially when A and B are too 
largee due to insufficient exploration. In this case the right hand side of (3.38) will become 
veryy small making k ~ S. So we will assume that K* ~ k is not too large. The feedback 
iss computed according to (3.4) using the estimated matrices: 

LSII = -(R + ÊTkÊ)-1êTkA^(R + êTkê)-lêTk(ÊL-D). (3.39) 

Byy replacing A by BL — D, two possible outcomes can already be given: 

x x 
XQ XQ 

T T 
u= u= 

T T 

T T 
UUN-1 N-1 

88 = 

T T 

eeN-l N-l 

B»B» = 

AA  — 

££TTPPT T 

<-*i<-*i rrnnxx+i +i 2 ^ 1 1 

T D T T xyp xyp 
nnxx+i+i  / y 

I PP JV II2 

111 nx+i rK-*i  || 2 

SI I 
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•• Too low explorat ion: L$i sa L 
Iff  the amount of exploration is much too low. B in (3.39) becomes much too large 
becausee of the low value of E in (3.35). So D and R can be neglected, resulting in 
Lsii ~ {BT KB)~lBT KBL — L. This means that the outcome will approximately be 
thee feedback that was used to generate the data! 

•• H ig h explorat ion: Zsi ~ L* 
Forr very high amounts of exploration the system noise Vsi in (3.9) can be neglected. 
Thee least squares estimation will almost be perfect, so solving the DARE and com
putingg feedback will approximately have the optimal feedback L*  as outcome. 

Wee can conclude that for insufficient exploration the relative performance does not change 
andd for abundant exploration the relative performance approaches one. We will determine 
thee minimal amount of exploration required to obtain the second outcome. 

T h ee Est imat ion Erro r 

Byy defining yk = xk+i and using (3.7). it is possible to write: 

k k 

yykk = Dk+'x, + Y, D^iBa + vt). (3.4Ü) 
i=0 i=0 

Soo Vsi can be written as: 
Vsii =XDT +£BT + VSI. (3.41) 

Thiss can be used to get an expression for the error in the estimations of B and D. 

èè*>*>  = i . n 5 P w ; + i i 2 ( ^ T + ^ T + ^ i - " f M - J ) (3-42) 
H-ff n3-+t^*i\\2  j=nx+i+\ 

== II P 5 P T 112 ( g g T + ^ s i - " ' f S-AJ) (3.43) 

==  B.i+ l* iP"'+\ (Va- " f CjAj-BJ). (3.44) 

Soo the estimation error B*t — B  ̂ — Bn is given by: 

cTpTT nx + nu 

B.B.tt==  „ * y '„2(Vsi- E £*jB*j)  (3-45) 
j=nj=n TT+i+\ +i+\ 

Inn the same way: 

vTT pT ra 

£>«« = . | P V| | 2 ( * D T + f fiT + ^ . - £5 T - E **;4*) (3-46) 

D* «« = ^ ^ P ( V / S 1 ^ ^ T - 5Z **A>) "  (3-4?) 
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Thee estimation errors depend on the exploration noise in £ and the system noise in Vsi-
Thee estimations B and D can be written as the sum of the correct value and the 

estimationn error. So B = B + B and D = D + D. These expressions can be used in (3.39) 
too see how the resulting feedback depends on the exploration and system noise, because 
thee correct values B and D do not depend on £ and Vsi-

Th ee Minima l Explorat io n 

Expressionss (3.45) and (3.47) hold for any £ and Vsi- To focus on the amounts of explo
rationn and system noise, the estimation errors should be expressed using oe and ov. These 
errorss depend on the configuration so only an indication of the level of magnitude of these 
errorss can be given. 

Wee have to make the following assumptions: 

E{6le«)E{6le«) ~ cxNal (3.48) 

E{€JiVsui}E{€JiVsui} ~ c2Naeav (3.49) 

^{HPiA^Ha}} ~ c3 + c4al + c5ava€ + cG(Te, (3.50) 

withh C\ • • -CQ constants depending on nx, nu and B. Note that these assumptions are rude 
approximationss that indicate the expectation value over a time interval of size N. Assump
tionn (3.49) indicates that the level of magnitude of the expectation value is proportional 
too the cross correlation between £ti and Vgi*j- Given the fixed time interval, this value 
mayy vary a lot depending on the particular noise sequences. This means that the constant 
C22 depends very much on these noise sequences. The same holds for c5 in (3.49). The 
constantt c3 is included to incorporate the dependency on the initial state XQ. 

Noww it is possible to give an approximation of the expected estimation errors (3.45) 
andd (3.47). They are proportional to: 

E{B}E{B} ~ ^ (3.51) 
ccxxaae e 

E{D}E{D} ~ Gv (3.52) 
yJCyJC33 + C&l + C5(Tv<7e + C§02

t 

Notee that E{D} has a maximum for ae — —£^£2L ~ <rVl which in general is slightly less than 
<7<7VV. . 

Thee errors in (3.52) are zero if uv = 0, so exploration is only required to prevent 
singularityy in the computations of the least squares estimate. 

Forr av ^ 0 it is possible to neglect D and R in (3.39) if B makes B much too large. 
Thee maximum of E{D} is less than one and E{B} is also less than one, so for oe m av 

thee D and R in (3.39) cannot be neglected. This is the minimal amount of exploration 
thatt is required, for more exploration the estimations will almost be correct. So as a rule 
off thumb: 

TheThe amount of exploration should be larger than the amount of system noise! 
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3.3.33 The LQRQL approach 

Analogg to the SI approach, we will determine the dependency of the estimation errors on 
thee exploration and system noise. We also will show the consequences of the estimation 
errorr on the resulting feedback and its performance. 

T h ee Est imat ion 

Too show the influence of the exploration, matrix XQL in (3.24) should be rearranged in 
suchh a way that linear dependencies between the columns of XQL can be used. Write &k 

as: : 

$A-- 4>M 4>M 4>k+l<f>k+l 4>k+l<f>k+l 

xxk k l*ïl*ï  «ï] -
" ^ ff <KU 

hr r nnuu\ \ 

xxk+i k+i 

LxLx k+lk+l_ _ 
, T T 

-1Ï -1Ï 

(3.53) ) 

wi th : : 

&1&1 11 = 

<bï<bïxx = <£> 

k k 

k k 

T T 
xxkkxxk k 

Xk+\XXk+\Xk+l k+l 

<Pt<PtxxLLTT + uke
l
k. (3.54) ) 

Thee rows vec^^*.) of XqL do not have the elements arranged according to (3.54). so we 
redefinee XQL as:1,3 14 

lQL L 

vccvcc<< {<$>{<$> xxxx))T T vec ($^ ) T T vec f l($gu)T T 

yecyec<($xx_^T<($xx_^T v e c ( $ « ? _ J T v e c ^ ^ ^ ^ T 

—— $rxx \px 
\p\pl l (3.55) ) 

Thee submatrices &TX, &ux and $uu correspond to Hxx. Hux and Huu. which are rearrange

mentss of the vectors 6XX, 0UX and 8UU. Vector 0XX has nx/x = \nx(nx + 1) elements, vector 

66UXUX has nux — nunx elements and vector 0UU has nuu = ^nv(nu + 1) elements. 

feedbackk such that v e c ^ ^ L 1 ) = vec<(«I>"-r)£T. Define matrix T with rows vec(efc£c' 
Lett Cv be the feedback matrix such that vec(L$xx) = jCvvec(<ï>") and let £ be the 

ll xxLLvv)) = vee<($%r)£T n~ f i —• - - ^ 
andd matrix T with rows vec^u^e^ ) . Then 

$$uxux = Cv$
xx + T and # l l 

^ r 11 +T (3.56) ) 

cann be used to find expressions for 9xx. 9UX and 0UU using (3.33). 
13Forr the implementation this is not. required, only for the analysis. 
14Thee function vec(A) stacks all columns of A into one vector. Note that here vra:($^T) is used instead 

off veo(<ï>£"). Only the order of elements is different because Qk is symmetric and so vec^J^) — vec(<I>£u)T. 
Thee reason for doing this is that the calculation of the feedback according to (3.16) makes use of Huz and 
no tt HTU. 
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Th ee Feedback 

Too c ompu t e t he feedback, (3.16) should be solved using Hux and Huu, so: 

L Q LL = -H~u Hux. (3.57) 

HHuuuu and Hux are obtained by rearranging the vectors 6UX and 0UU. The difference with 
thee SI approach is that the feedback directly follows from the estimations, so it can only 
bee investigated by looking at 6UX and 9UU. These estimations are according to (3.25) a 
solutionn to: 

YYQLQL — \ $XX \f/UX $fUU] 
XX XX 

"ux "ux 

""  Till. 

++  VQL. (3.58) 

T h ee e s t ima t ion of 0UU us ing (3.33) is given by: 

|7/uuTT r>T nxx+nux+nUu 

\^n\^nxxxx+n+nuxux+i**i+i**i  ||2 j=nxx+nux+i+l 

hh *i  nxx+nux-\-i /y _ V""1 \JruuQ 

+n+nuxux+i+i  **i  \\2 j=nxx+nux+i Jr 

p TT nxx+nux+nUu 

-- l ip " " + X + M 2 ( y Q L - E ^ « u j ) . (3-59) 
II-** nIX+nux+i-**i ||2 j=nxx+nux+i+l 

TTeeee h a s v e c < ( e ^ e ^ ) T as rows, because t h e vec<(LxiieJ)T has no effect on t h e mul t ip l i ca t ion 
wi thh ma t r i ces Pnxx+nux+i- 15 Equa t i on (3.59) is s imilar to (3.35) and w i t hou t exp lo ra t ion 
TTeeee becomes zero caus ing a s ingular i ty (just like S in (3.35)) . T h e e s t ima t ion of 0UX has a 
similarr form as (3.36): 

ëëuxux,i,i = up*' P " ' ' + , ; 2 ( * Q L - " " E " *:j xêuX,j-vuuouu). (3.60) 
11-f;nxxx + i 1 *i||2 p n ^ + i + 1 

T h ee linear re lat ion ^ u u = (£U*£T + T resembles W = XLT + S. So it also possible t o 
definee a 6d, equivalent t o t h e closed loop (3.37) in the SI app roach , according to : 

eded><><  = II P " P\^UY^-Tee^u- ""E"" #%0dj). (3.61) 
\\^n\\^nxxxx + i i-*i\\2  j=nxx+i+l 

Sincee #d = Bux + 9UUCT can be rea r ranged to Hd = Hux + ffuuL, (3.57) can be wr i t t en a s : 

LQLLQL = H~u {HUUL - Hd) = L — H~u Hd. (3.62) 

Withh this result two possible outcomes can be given: 

•• Too low explorat ion: L Q L ~ L 

Iff the amount of exploration is much too low Huu is much larger than Hd, so the second 
termm in (3.62) can be ignored. The outcome will approximately be the feedback tha t 
wass used to generate the data! 

15Thiss is because matrix $uu is symmetric. 
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•• H ig h explorat ion: LQL ~ L' 

Forr very high exploration, the value of VQL in (3.58) can be neglected. So H will 
bee an almost perfect estimation of HL. Solving (3.57) will approximately have L' as 
outcome. . 

Wee can conclude that for insufficient exploration the relative performance does not change. 
Forr high amounts of exploration the estimation will almost be correct resulting in a relative 
performancee that corresponds to L'. 

Th ee Est imat ion Erro r 

Too find the minimal exploration we adapt the expressions for the estimation errors of the 
SII approach with the values for the Q-Learning approach. The error in the estimation 6UU 

iss given by: 

TeeTnTT nx:r+nlrx+nuu 

Öuu.iÖuu.i = 7775 n x i +^,^ | |2(^QL - X] Tee0uu4). (3.63) 

Inn the same way for the estimation 0^ 

~e~edd..tt = p * Pn"+n- +UvQl - Te%u - n " + g + n , J " r ^ i ) . (3.64) 
11^nxx+n urr  + i t* ; | |2 j=nTX + nUI+i+\ 

Thee level of magnitude of the errors 9uua and 6  ̂ remains the same after rearranging it to 
HHuuuu and Hd. 

Th ee Min ima l Explorat io n 

Too get an approximation of the minimal amount of exploration, we start again with some as
sumptions.. Since Tee has vec<(ekeJs)

T as rows, we will assume that E{T^TT^f} ~ CiNaj. 
Usingg the definition of Wk in (3.19) we will assume that E{T™TVQLti} ~ c2A

r(Te
2(Tt

2. We fur
therr assume that £{||-Pn„.+nUJ.+i'T*i|||} ~ ^ ^ { I I ^ ^ J I I ^ } ' SO that the levels of magnitude 
off the expected errors are: 

E{HE{HUUUU]]  ~ ^ (3.65) 

E{HE{Hdd]]  ~  ̂ (3.66) 
y(c33 4- c4al)ae + chava\ + c6cr^ 

Bothh errors in (3.66) will be zero if ay, = 0. This corresponds with the noise free situation in 
[16]] and [44]. In this situation the only purpose of the exploration is to prevent singularity 
inn the computations of the least squares estimate. 

Thee maximum of E{Hd] can be expressed as av{\ + K), where K > 0 is some value that 
dependss on the constants and av. Without specifying the constants it is impossible to get 
ann idea about the size of K. The only thing we can conclude is: 
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TheThe amount of exploration required by the LQRQL approach is larger than the amount 

ofof exploration required by the SI approach! 

3.3.44 The Exploration Characteristics 

Ourr main contribution in this chapter is comparing the performances for the SI and LQRQL 
approach.. Especially we focused on the influence of the amount of exploration on these 
performances.. We will summarize our results in this section. For this we define the 
explorationexploration characteristic as the expected performance as a function of the amount of 
explorationn ae. As performance measure we will use the relative performance introduced 
inn section 3.2.5. First we will give a description of the similarities and then of the differences 
betweenn the two solution methods. 

Thee outcome of both methods depends on two estimations; B and D for the SI approach, 
HHuuuu and Hd for LQRQL. These estimations can be viewed as the sum of the correct 
resultt and the estimation error (i.e. B = B + B), where the exploration and system 
noisee only affect the estimation error. Based on the influence of the exploration on the 
estimationn errors, we can distinguish four types of outcomes. With the increase of the level 
off exploration we will have the following types of outcome: 

II  Singularity : No exploration will result in a singularity, so there is no outcome. 

I II  Erro r  Dominance: If the amount of exploration is much too low, but a feedback 
cann be computed, the estimation errors will dominate the outcome. The resulting 
feedbackk will approximately be the feedback that was used to generate the data, so 
thee relative performance does not improve. 

II II  Sequence Dependent Outcome: For a certain amount of exploration, the esti
mationn errors do not dominate the outcome but are still too high to be neglected. So 
thee resulting feedback is partly based on the estimation error and partly on the cor
rectt value. The outcome will depend on the particular realization of the exploration 
noisee sequence and system noise sequence. Therefore the relative^ performance can 
bee anything, although it is bounded from below due to the error D or Hd-

IVV Correct Est imat ion: For sufficient exploration the estimation errors can be ne
glected.. The SI approach will result in L*  because the system's parameters are 
estimatedd correctly. The LQRQL will result in L' because the parameters of the 
Q-functionn are estimated correctly. 

Twoo exploration characteristics for SI and LQRQL approaches are sketched in figure 3.2. 
Too stress the differences, log(pL - 1) is shown instead of pL. The differences in the four 
typess of outcomes are: 

II  Singularity : The amount of exploration appears quadratically in the estimations for 
thee QL approach, so it requires more exploration to prevent singularity. This means 
thatt the lines in figure 3.2(b) start for higher values of ae than in figure 3.2(a). 
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I II  Erro r  Dominance: Only the value of ae for which this is the outcome differs. 

II II  Sequence Dependent Outcome: D has a maximum value for ae < av and Hd for 
aaee > av. Also the maximum values are different. So this outcome only differs in the 
lowerr bound for the relative performance. 

I VV Correct Est imat ion: For the SI approach the relative performance will approach 
onee with the increase in the exploration level. For LQRQL the feedback will approach 
L'L' so that the relative performance depends on the feedback that was used to generate 
thee data. The only way to let the relative performance approach one is to do more 
policyy improvement steps. In Figure 3.2b we see that L2 = L[, so L'2 is the result 
afterr two policy improvement step when starting with L\. 

Thee main differences between the exploration characteristics in figure 3.2 are the amounts 
off exploration for which these outcomes occur. It is clear that there is a difference in the 
typee IV outcome, because the SI approach will approximate L*  and the LQRQL approach 
L'.L'. Therefore does the outcome of the LQRQL approach depend on the L and for the SI 
approachh it does not. 

Thee dashed lines in figure 3.2(a) indicate the lower bound on the relative performance 
duee to D (the dashed line continues under the solid and bold line). The relative performance 
willl not go below this line, even when an almost optimal feedback like L2 is used. So 

i o g ( p - i ** i n m i v log(pp - 1) II II II I  IV 

^rM ^rM L[ L[ 
L'o L'o 

(a)) The SI exploration characteristic. The 
arroww with L* indicates that the character
isticc will approach the optimal feedback if 
thee exploration is increased. 

(b)) The LQRQL exploration characteristic. 

Figur ee 3.2. The Exploratio n Characteristics. Both figures show log(pL - 1) as a function 
off ae when data was generated using feedback L\ (bold line) and feedback L2 (solid line). The 
symbolss next to these lines indicate the value that is being approximated. The feedback L2 is 
almostt optimal so that pL2 is almost one. The dashed line indicates the lower bound on the 
relativee performances due to the errors D or H^. The grey area indicates outcome III, where any 
relativee performance above the lower bound is possible. 
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takingg ae = av will not "improve" the feedback. (This amount of exploration will give 
ann improvement for L{). Feedback L2 can only be improved by increasing the amount of 
explorationn even more. Figure 3.2(b) shows the same effect for the LQRQL approach due 
too Hd- It takes more exploration to guarantee L'2 than it takes to guarantee L\. Both 
approachess have in common that for near optimal feedbacks more exploration is required 
too guarantee an improvement than just avoiding outcome III. 

3.44 Simulation Experiments 

Thee purpose of the simulation experiments is to verify the results presented in previous 
sectionss and show the exploration characteristics. 

3.4.11 Setup 

Wee take a system according to (3.1) with the following parameters: 

"-0.66 0.4' 
11 0 

BB = 
'0 '0 
1 1 

XQXQ = 
' l ' ' 
1 1 

Forr the direct cost (3.2) we take S to be a unit matrix and R — 1. For this system 
thee number of parameters that has to be estimated for both approaches equals 6. So 
takingg N = 20 measurements should be enough for the estimation. The measurements are 
generatedd according to (3.6) with 

LL = [0.2 -0.2] <r v = 1(T4. (3.68) 

Forr this value of L the closed loop is stable. The solution of the DARE and the optimal 
feedbackk are given by: 

UU = [0.373 0.279] . (3.69) 

Alsoo the relative performances for L can be computed: 

p^p m̂m = 1.469 p  ̂ = 2.093 pL(x0) = 1.832. (3.70) 

3.4.22 Exploration Characteristic 

Wee compute the exploration characteristic by doing the same simulation experiment for 
differentt values of ae. To make sure that ae is the only parameter that differs, we always 
usee the same realizations of exploration noise and system noise by using the same seeds 
forr the random generator. We vary ae from 10"12 to 105. 

Figuree 3.3(a) shows p£in, p  ̂ and pL(x0) for the SI and LQRQL approach for one 
realization.. The exploration intervals for the four types of outcomes can be seen in fig
uree 3.3(a): 

K* K* 
2.302 2 
0.149 9 

0.149 9 
1.112 2 
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(a)) Pmin' Pmax an  ̂ PL(xo) for one realization. (b)) log(/9^ax - 1) for five realizations. 

Figur ee 3.3. Simulation Results. The dotted vertical line indicates the system noise level 
aavv = 10 - 4 . The dashed lines are the results for the SI approach and the solid lines are the results 
forr the LQRQL approach. 

II SI: ae < 1CT12 (not shown in figure 3.3(a)), LQRQL: ae < 1(T7. 

III SI: 10"12 < ae < KT 7 , LQRQL: 10"7 < ae < 1CT4 = av. The values of p~m . 
andd pL(x0) in figure 3.3(a) agree with the values in (3.70). 

min'' rmax 

II II  SI: 1(T7 <ae<  1(T4, LQRQL: 1CT4 < ae < KT2 . This particular realization results 
inn an increase of the RP for both methods. 

IVV SI: ae > 1(T4, LQRQL: ae > KT2. The RP for both approaches seem to be one. 

Inn the results in figure 3.3(b) we want to focus on type III and IV outcomes. In 
figurefigure 3.3(a) the outcomes of type IV are not very clear. Therefore figure 3.3(b) shows 
log(/9^axx — 1) and not p ^ . The outcomes are shown for five different realizations. 

>> oL This 
maxx  ̂ rmax • ' 

II II  For some realizations p  ̂ < p^lax and for other realizations p£ 
holdd for both approaches but not always for the same realizations (not shown in 
figuree 3.3(b), where the lines are not labeled). So if p^ a x is high for one approach, it 
doess not imply that it is also high for the other approach. 

IVV The RP for both approaches are not equal to one, they are close to one! For the SI 
approachh the value of p  ̂ gets closer to one if the amount of exploration is increased. 
Forr LQRQL the value of p^ a x does not approach one if the amount of exploration is 
increased.. Instead it approaches p^' > 1. 
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3.55 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we continued investigating RL in the context of LQR as in [16] [44]. In 
orderr to make it more realistic we included system noise in our analysis. The proofs of 
convergencee in [16] [44] are only valid if there is no noise and sufficient exploration is used. 

Inn this chapter we showed that the system noise determines the amount of exploration 
thatt is sufficient. There is a hard threshold level for the amount of exploration required. 
Justt below that threshold the resulting feedback can be anything and even result in an 
unstablee closed loop. This is the amount of exploration that has to be avoided. For the 
SII approach an alternative method was proposed to deal with the bias resulting from the 
systemm noise [21]. The idea is to add a bias towards the optimal solution. The effect of 
suchh an approach is that this may reduce the probability of an unstable closed loop for 
thee type III outcome, but this can still not be guaranteed. Therefore avoiding type III 
outcomess is safer. 

Iff we reduce the amount of exploration even more, we will find the feedback used to 
generatee the data as the optimal solution. Although this is not dangerous, this result is 
nott very useful. If the amount of exploration is reduced even more, no feedback can be 
computedd because of a singularity in the least squares estimation. This effect is also present 
withoutt noise, so the purpose of exploration in [16] [44] is to prevent numerical problems 
withh the recursive least squares estimation. The amount of exploration that is sufficient in 
thatt case is determined by the machine precision of the computer. 

Wee also compared the result of LQRQL with an indirect approach. We observed that 
thee performance of this approach as a function of the amount of exploration is very similar 
too that of LQRQL. The main difference is that the threshold level of the amount of explo
rationn required is lower. This means that under the circumstances under which convergence 
off LQRQL can be proven, it is wiser to us the indirect approach. 

Inn [32] some additional experiments are described. There, two almost identical data 
setss are shown, where one data set did not change the feedback and where the other gave 
ann improvement. This indicates that visual inspection of the data does not reveal whether 
sufficientt exploration was used. For the LQRQL approach we can look at the eigenvalues 
off H. If it has negative eigenvalues, the quadratic Q-function is not positive definite and 
thereforee insufficient exploration was used. For the SI approach such an indication is not 
available. . 

Wee did not look at the influence of the feedback itself, but this can only have an effect for 
thee higher amounts of exploration. Just below the threshold level the feedback determines 
thee probability of an unstable closed loop. Since this situation has to be avoided, this is 
nott of interest. For sufficient exploration the feedback will determine how many policy 
iterationn steps are required. When starting with a good performing feedback only a few 
stepss are required. 

Ourr analysis was based on estimating the magnitudes of the estimation errors. These 
errorss still depend on the number of time steps used. The contribution of the number of 
timee steps on the performance for the indirect approach is described in [27]. The results 
presentedd there are very conservative and indicate that a large number of times steps are 
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requiredd for a guaranteed improvement of the performance. Based on our experiment 
wee see that the amount of time steps required is just a couple of times the number of 
parameterss to estimate. 

3.66 Conclusion 

Wee have shown a fair comparison between two different approaches to optimize the feedback 
forr an unknown linear system. For the system identification approach the estimation and 
optimizationn are performed separately. For the Q-Learning approach the optimization is 
implicitlyy included in the estimation. The comparison is fair because both approaches 
usedd the same data, and no other parameters had to be chosen. So the differences in 
performancee are due to the approaches. 

Thee first conclusion is that for insufficient exploration the result of the optimization 
willl be the same as the feedback that was used to generate the data. So no change in 
feedbackk does not imply that the feedback is already optimal. This result is a consequence 
off the noise in the system. This noise introduces a bias in the estimation and when using 
insufficientt exploration, this bias dominates the estimated outcome. 

Iff the exploration is insufficient, but large enough that the resulting feedback will not 
bee the same as the initial feedback, then the resulting performance becomes very unpre
dictable.. The closed loop can be stable and the performance can be improved, but it is 
alsoo possible that the closed loop becomes unstable. These results have to be avoided and 
thereforee it is very important that sufficient exploration is used. 

Thee second conclusion is that the LQRQL approach can be guaranteed to optimize the 
feedback.. This is the first continuous state space problem with noise, for which a rein
forcementt learning approach can be guaranteed to work. This is the good news. The bad 
newss is that if the conditions hold and a good outcome can be guaranteed, an alternative 
approachh based on system identification will perform better. So we can not recommend to 
usee the LQRQL approach for the linear quadratic regularization task. 



Chapterr 4 

LQRQLL for Nonlinear Systems 

4.11 Introduction 
Inn this chapter we will study the applicability of linear approximations for nonlinear system. 
Firstt we will show that other approaches to design controllers for nonlinear systems are 
oftenn based on local linear approximations. We will rewrite the nonlinear system as a 
linearr system with a nonlinear correction. This allows us to study the effect of nonlinear 
correctionn on the estimations of the SI and LQRQL approach as described in chapter 3. 
Wee can show that these two approaches estimate the parameters of the wrong function if 
thiss correction is not zero. 

Inn a local part of the state space of a smooth nonlinear function, the correction can be 
assumedd to have a constant value. For this situation we will introduce the extended LQRQL 
approach.. In this approach the parameters are estimated of a more general quadratic Q-
function,, so that more parameters have to be estimated. The resulting feedback function 
noo longer has to go through the origin. Therefore this approach is more suited in a local 
partt of the state space of a nonlinear function. 

Thee effect of the extension of LQRQL is shown in experiments on a nonlinear system. 
Thee choice of system was such that we were able to vary the effect of nonlinearity by the 
choicee of the initial state. In this way we were able to show how the extended approach 
comparess with the other two approaches for different sizes of the nonlinear correction. The 
experimentss were performed in simulation and on the real system. 

4.22 Nonlinear it ies 

4.2.11 The nonlinear system 

Inn this chapter we will only consider systems that can be represented by first order vector
izedd difference equations. This is the class of time discrete Markov systems. The systems 
aree described as (1.1) 

#fc+ii = f{xk,uk,vk), (4.1) 

51 1 
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wheree ƒ is a functional mapping that maps the present state, control action and noise 
too the next state value. We will also assume that ƒ is a smooth continuous differential 
mapping,, for which the gradient to Xk and Uk is bounded. 

Onee class of systems that agrees with (4.1) is the class of linear systems according 
too (3.1). This is an important class. Due to the linearity, the mathematics of analyzing 
thee system's behavior becomes tractable. For a controller design strategy this is impor
tant,, because this makes it possible to verify whether control design specification are met. 
Thereforee many controller design strategies are based on linear systems. 

Too illustrate how linear systems simplify the controller design, take a task for which the 
objectivee is to keep the state value fixed at a value £CS. The state value does not change if 
xjt+ii equals Xk- This means that there has to exist a constant, control action uK for which 

ccss - Axs + Bus (4.2) 

holds.. The state that is unchanged under control action u s is given by: 

xxss = (I - A)'1 Bil*,  (4.3) 

wheree we will call x s the set point. This shows that if a solution exists, the state value 
xxss is uniquely determined by the control action us. It is also important to note that the 
existencee of this solution is completely determined by the parameters of the linear system. 
Soo if it exists, it exists for all possible control actions « s . 

Thee result of the design of the controller is that we get a system with a feedback 
controller.. In chapter 1 we already showed that for a linear system with a linear feedback, 
thee behavior of the closed loop can be expressed using the parameters of the closed loop. 
Iff the close loop is stable the system will always end up in the origin. If the closed loop is 
unstable,, the system will never end up in the origin. 

Iff we take a general nonlinear function as in (4.1) then instead of (4.2) we have 

xxss = f(xs.us.0). (4.4) 

Inn this case it is possible to have more solutions. More solutions means that for one xs 

moree values of us are possible, but also that for one u s more values for a?s are possible. 
Thiss implies that the correctness of a control action can only be verified when considering 
thee exact value of the state and control action. The same holds for the equilibrium state 
whenn a feedback function u = g(x) is used. The equilibrium state is the solution to 

xxeqeq==  f{xeq,g(xeq),0). (4.5) 

Againn it is possible that multiple solutions exist. For some solutions the system will 
approachh the equilibrium while for others it will not. The consequence is that the stability 
off the system also depends on part of the state space. In some parts of the state space 
thee closed loop can be stable, while in other parts it is unstable. It is clear that this will 
makee the design of a controller very complicated. For the linear case it is just a matter of 
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makingg the closed loop stable, for the nonlinear case it may also include denning the part 
off the state space where the closed loop has to be stable. 

Wee can conclude that the main difference between linear and nonlinear systems is that 
forr linear systems the properties are globally valid. They are given by the parameters of 
thee linear system and do not depend on the state value. For nonlinear systems, properties 
cann be only locally valid. They are given not only by the parameters but also depend on 
thee value of the state. 

4.2.22 Nonlinear approaches 

Wee will give a short overview of some methods for obtaining feedback functions for non
linearr systems. We will also show how these methods rely on techniques derived for linear 
systems. . 

Fixedd Set Point 

Inn (4.4) the noise was set to zero to define the set point xs and the corresponding constant 
controll action us. In practice however there is always noise. So even if we have a nonlinear 
systemm whose state value equals xs when us is applied, due to the noise the next state 
valuee can be different. Then the system is no longer in its set point, so the state value will 
changee again. For a general function ƒ this change can be anything and does not have to 
bringg the system back in its set point. 

Too make sure the system will go back to the set point, a feedback can be added. The 
inputt of this feedback is the difference between the state value and the set point. So the 
taskk of this feedback is to control its input to zero. To design a linear feedback that will do 
this,, a local linearization of the nonlinear function has to be made around the set point. 

Iff the mapping ƒ of the nonlinear system (4.1) is continuously differentiable, the system 
cann be assumed to be locally linear around the set point. Let xk = xk-xs and ük = uk-us. 
Then,, (4.1) can be rewritten according to: 

xxh+ih+i -x-xss = f(xk,uk,vk) -xs (4.6) 

xxkk+i+i = f{xs + xk,us +ük,vk) -xs (4.7) 

«« f{xa,usi 0) + fx{xs, uSl 0)xk + fu{xs, us, 0)ük 

+f+f vv(x(xss,u,u3l3l0)v0)vkk-x-xss (4.8) 

xxk+k+ii  = Axk + Buk + Bvvk. (4.9) 

Inn (4.6) the set point xs is subtracted on both sides of (4.1). Then this is expressed in 
thee new state and control action xk and ük in (4.7). Note that we assume that v has zero 
mean.. In (4.8) the mapping ƒ is replaced by its first order Taylor expansion around the 
sett point, where the mappings fx, fu and fv contain the appropriate derivatives. If us is 
chosenn in such a way that f{x8, us,0) = xs and the mappings are replaced by the matrices 
A,A, B and Bv, then this forms the linear system (4.9). 
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Inn (4.9) we have a linear system for which a linear feedback can be designed, but care 
hass to be taken. The linear system is only valid near the set point so its properties are not 
globallyy valid. 

Gainn Schedul ing 

Thee fixed set point approach only gives a feedback that is valid near the set point. To get 
aa feedback function that is valid in a larger part of the state space, multiple linear models 
cann be used. This means that locally linear models are computed for many different set 
points.. As explained in chapter 2 we can form one global nonlinear feedback by combining 
alll the local linear models. 

Onee approach is to form one global feedback where the control action is determined by 
onlyy one local linear model that is valid at the current state value. This is Gain Scheduling. 
AA possible implementation of Gain Scheduling is to partition the state space and compute 
forr each partition a local linearized model with respect to the center of the partition. 
Thesee linear models can be used to compute the appropriate local linear feedbacks. The 
onlyy difference with the fixed set point approach is that now the local linear feedback 
doess not have to result in an equilibrium state around the center of the partitioning. The 
feedbackk may change the state of the system to a part of the state space where a different 
locall model will determine the control action. 

Feedbackk Linearizat io n 

Inn some cases it is possible to change a nonlinear system into a globally linear system. 
Thiss is called feedback linearization. The objective is to change the nonlinear system into 
aa linear system of our choice. This is only possible for a restricted class of nonlinear systems 
forr which the mapping ƒ of the nonlinear system in (4.1) can be written as 

f(x.u.v)f(x.u.v) = g(x) + h(x)u + v. (4-10) 

withh g and h mappings of the appropriate dimensions. 
Supposee we want to have a linear system with parameters A and B and control input 

u.u. Then the control action can be computed according to 

uu = h(x)~\Ax - Èü-g(x)). (4.11) 

wheree u represents a new control action. Applying (4.11) to a nonlinear system with (4.10) 
willl transform the nonlinear system into a linear system: 

xxk+1k+1 = g(xk) + h{xk)uk + vk 

==  g{xk) + fc(arfc)/i(xfc)_1(ixfc - Buk - g(xk)) + vk 

==  Axk-Êük + vk. (4.12) 

Thee result is a linear system, so the appropriate new control actions ü can be determined 
usingg conventional linear techniques. The choice of the parameters of the new linear system 
aree made to simplify the design of the controller for the new linear system. 
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Itt is clear that this approach is only possible for a restricted class of nonlinear systems. 
Nott only does (4.10) have to hold, but also (4.11) has to exist. In case of a scalar state 
andd action it is clear that h(x) ^ 0 is a sufficient condition for the existence of (4.11). 
Forr more general situations the existence has to be verified using Lie-brackets. For more 
detailedd information about this approach see [37]. 

Thee existence of (4.11) is important, but it also has to be found. When the physics 
off the system is known this can be computed. When the physics is not known (4.11) 
hass to be approximated by a general function approximator. In that case it is no longer 
possiblee to guarantee global properties of the system, since it relies on the quality of the 
approximation.. For a continuous time configuration, conditions for sufficient quality of the 
approximationn for feedback linearization can be given [78]. One of these conditions is that 
thee system is excited enough, so that the state space is explored sufficiently. 

Linearr  Matr i x Inequal i t ies 

Linearr Matrix Inequalities (LMI) techniques [15] are used to analyze nonlinear systems and 
prooff properties, like stability. These techniques are based on the idea that a nonlinear 
systemm can be described by a set of linear systems. If we look at only one state transition 
off a nonlinear system then a linear system can be defined that generates the same state 
transition:1 1 

xxkk+i+i  = f{xk, it*) = A(xk, uk)xk + B(xk, uk)uk. (4.13) 

Heree A(xk,uk) and B(xk,uk) represent matrices, whose parameters depend on xk and 
uukk.. So for the current state and control action there is a linear system for which the state 
transitionn will also lead to xk+\. 

Too say something about the stability of the nonlinear system, all possible values of x 
andd u should be considered. The parameter matrices A(x,u) and B(x,u) for all possible 
xx and u form a set. If all linear systems corresponding to the matrices in the set are stable, 
thenn also the nonlinear system must be stable. This is because for any state transition 
off the nonlinear system there exists a stable linear system that will have the same state 
transition. . 

Thee set can consist of an infinite number of linear systems, making it impossible to 
provee the stability of all linear systems. One solution is to use a polytope LMI. In the 
parameterr space of the linear system a polytope is selected that encloses the complete set. 
Iff the linear systems corresponding to the edges of the polytope are stable then all linear 
systemss within the polytope are stable as well. 

Anotherr approach is to use a norm bounded LMI. One stable linear system with pa
rameterss A and B is selected and all linear systems are considered to have parameters A 
andd B plus an extra feedback. The state transitions of the linear systems are described as 
xxk+k+\\ = Axk + Buk + w(xk,Uk), where the vector w(xk,uk) represents the extra feedback. 

ForFor simplicity we assume there is no noise. 
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Iff it can be proven that the norm of w is less than one for all values of x and u. then the 
nonlinearr system is stable. 

Sincee LMIs provide the opportunity to guarantee stability for nonlinear systems, they 
cann be used for stability based controller design. The LMI technique is used to specify the 
sett of feasible feedbacks and a controller design approach is used to select one feedback from 
thatt set. The drawback of the LMI approaches is that the set of feasible feedbacks depends 
onn the choice of polytope or A and B. In case of an unfortunate choice it is possible that 
manyy good feedbacks are rejected. In the worst case the set of feasible feedbacks is empty. 

4.2.33 Summary 

Wee described some approaches to obtain feedback functions for nonlinear systems. Except 
forr the feedback linearization, all were based on local linear approximations of the nonlin
earr feedback. These approaches assume that the mapping ƒ is available, but when it is 
unknownn the local linear system can be approximated by the SI approach from chapter 3. 
Thee LQRQL approach in chapter 3 was also derived for linear systems. We are interested 
inn using LQRQL to obtain a local linear approximation of the optimal feedback function. 

4.33 The Extended LQRQL Approach 

Inn this section we will first show that the SI and LQRQL approach from chapter 3. do have 
limitationss when they are applied to nonlinear systems. This is especially the case when 
thee estimations are based on data generated in a small part of the state space. We will 
showw that LQRQL can be extended to overcome these limitations, resulting in a solution 
thatt is more appropriate in a small part of the state space. 

4.3.11 SI and LQRQL for nonlinear systems 

Thee SI and LQRQL approach were derived for linear systems. In order to see how they 
wouldd perform when applied to nonlinear systems, we write (4.1) as 

xjt+ii = f(xk.uk.vk) (4.14) 

== Axk + Buk + {f(xk,uk,vk) - Axk - Buk) 

==  Axk + Buk -f w(xk,uk. vk). (4-15) 

Thiss describes a linear system with parameters A and B and an extra additional nonlinear 
correctionn function w.2 Equation (4.15) strongly resembles a norm bounded LMI. In our 
casee the mapping ƒ is unknown, so we cannot use (4.15) as a LMI. 

Thee SI and LQRQL approach obtain a feedback based on a generated train set. If 
wee assume that the train set is generated in a small local part of the state space, we can 

2Thee linear system (3.1) is a special case for which w(x.u,v) = v Vx.tt.w. 
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simplifyy (4.15) by replacing the nonlinear function w(x,u,v) with its average value for 
thee train set. So we look at the system: 

Xk+iXk+i = Axk + Buk + w (4-16) 

wheree the value of vector w has a fixed constant value.3 

Wee can apply the SI approach, which will result in the estimated linear system: xk+i = 
AxAxkk + Buk. In this linear system the correction is not present. This implies that A and 
BB are estimated such that the average value of w is zero. So when the average value of w 
iss far from zero, the estimated linear system with A and B is not a good approximation of 
ƒƒ in (4.14). The resulting feedback Lsi will not approximate the optimal feedback at the 
partt of the state-action space where the train set was generated. 

Inn order to see the consequences of w on the result of LQRQL, we can look at the 
resultingg linear feedback function u = Lx. When we apply the feedback function uk = Lxk 

too control (4.16), the equilibrium state x e q is no longer at the origin. The equilibrium state 
iss given by: 

XeqXeq = (I - A - BL)~lw. (4.17) 

Thiss shows that the equilibrium state depends on L! The LQRQL approach was derived 
forr a linear system with w = 0, so the equilibrium state was always in the origin. Only 
thee trajectory towards the equilibrium state can be optimized. 

Att the equilibrium state in (4.17) the direct costs (3.2) are not zero. So LQRQL applied 
too (4.16) will not only optimize the trajectory toward the equilibrium state, but also the 
valuee of the equilibrium state. If both the equilibrium state and the trajectory towards the 
equilibriumm state have to be optimized, then the feedback function u — Lx has insufficient 
degreess of freedom. 

4.3.22 The extension to LQRQL 

Anotherr way to see why the linear feedback does not have enough degrees of freedom is by 
lookingg at its approximation of a nonlinear optimal feedback. Let us assume an optimal 
linearr feedback function g* as shown in figure 4.1. The local linear approximation according 
t o uu = Lx is not very good. The figure also shows that the addition of an extra constant 
// to the feedback function will allow for a better local linear approximation. 

Iff the feedback function u = Lx + lis used for (4.16) then the equilibrium state is given 

by y 
x^x  ̂ = {I-A + BL)-\Bl + w). (4.18) 

Heree we see that if the feedback L is chosen such that the trajectory towards the equilibrium 
statee is optimal, the value of / can be used to select the optimal equilibrium state.4 The I 

33 Strictly speaking this does not have to represent a nonlinear system because the value of w is also 
globallyy valid. We can also view (4.16) as a linear system, where the mean of system noise is not zero. 
Thee w then represents the mean of the system noise. 

4Whetherr this is possible depends on B and w. 
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uu = Lx 

uu = Lx + 1 ^r^**/ 

y'y'u*y'y'u* = g*(x) 

X X 

Figur ee 4.1. The local linear approximation of the optimal nonlinear feedback function. The solid 
liness indicate the region of approximation. Because the feedback u = Lx has to go through the 
origin,, the local linear approximation cannot be a good approximation of the nonlinear function. 
Thee approximation of u = Lx + I does not have to go through the origin and is able to match 
thee nonlinear function more closely. 

cann be interpreted as the constant us in the Fixed Set Point approach. The difference is 
thatt the value of I is not chosen, but optimized using the extended LQRQL approach. 

Thee resulting feedback function of LQRQL is a consequence of the choice of the 
quadraticc Q-function. For the new feedback function, a new Q-function is needed. The 
Q-functionn used in the previous chapter was of the form Q(<j>)  = <f> TH(f>, where </>J = 
\xj\xj u\ I. This is not a very general quadratic function. A general quadratic function is 
givenn by: 

Q(0)) = (f>'TH(t> + GT<p + c. (4.19) 

Byy including a term with vector G and a constant c, any quadratic function can be repre
sentedd by (4.19). If (4.19) has the optimal parameters H*, G* and c*. the greedy feedback 
cann be found by taking the derivative to u* and set this to zero. This results in 

«** = - ( ^ : J _ 1 ( ^ > + G*T) (4.20) 

== L*x + l*.  (4.21) 

Thiss indicates that the Q-function (4.19) will result in the feedback we want. Compared to 
(3.16)) we see that again L* = -{Hlu)~

lH* ux. This shows that L*  optimizes the trajectory 
too the equilibrium state. The difference with (3.16) is that a constant I*  = — (r7*J~1G'*T is 
addedd to the feedback function. The purpose of this constant is to determine the optimal 
equilibriumm state. Note that the scalar c in (4.19) does not appear in (4.21), so it does not 
havee to be included in the estimation. 

4.3.33 Estimating the new quadratic Q-function 

Thee estimation method for the new quadratic Q-function will be slightly different because 
moree parameters have to be estimated. In the previous chapter the estimation was based 
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onn the temporal difference (3.18). A similar approach will be used for the Q-function 

accordingg to (4.19).5 The difference with (3.19) is that <fi]: +1 = xj+1 LxJ+l  + / and the 

consequencess of the noise are represented by vk. Then in the same way as in (3.20): 

rr k k Q{xQ{xkk,, Ujt) - Q(xk+u Lxk+i + I) == 5> 
i=k i=k 

==  <t>kH<t>k  + GT4>k - <pl+lH<pk+l GGTT<t>k+i<t>k+i  + "k 

(4.22) ) 

(4.23) ) 

v e c « ( < ^ ) v e c < ( t f )) - vec> f c + 1<^+ 1 )vec«( t f ) + (<fi  - <j> T
k+1)G + uk (4.24) 

== [vec«(0fc<# - 0fc+10ï+1) 0 ï " -0 ï + i ] 
vec«(H) vec«(H) 

G G ++  "k- (4.25) ) 

Thiss again can be used to express the estimation as a linear least squares estimation: 

VFXX — 

rr 0 0 <ft-<fi <ft-<fi 
4>l 4>l 4>2 4>2 

vecvec<< (4>(4>NN__11(fjl(fjl !!^ l̂l ~ 07V0J ) <I>N-I  - <t>N. 

#EXX + 

" 0 0 

V\ V\ 

..VVN-1. N-1. 

EX--

(4.26) ) 

(4.27) ) 

Thee estimation #EX = ( ^ E X ^ E X ) _ 1 ^ E X ^ E X gives an estimation of #EX a n d because 
vec^i?)) and G are included in #EX > it also gives the estimation for H and G. The 
HH and G can be used in the same way as in (4.21) to obtain the resulting LEX and /. 

Thee absence of the constant c in (4.25) indicates that c does not influence the outcome 
off the estimation.6 So the actual function that is estimated is 

Q(<f>)Q(<f>)  = cf>TH<p + GT<t>. (4.28) ) 

Thiss is the function we will use as Q-function and we will call this the Extended LQRQL 
approach.. For this function Q(0) = 0, so it is not a general quadratic function anymore. 
Stilll this is general enough because the value of c also does not influence (4.21). The reason 
thatt this constant c can be ignored completely is that it represents the costs that will be 
receivedd anyway, regardless the optimization. This indicates that the optimization is only 
basedd on avoidable costs. Costs that will be received anyway do not influence the resulting 
feedbackk function. 

4.44 Exploration Characteristic for Extended LQRQL 

Thee estimation (4.27) shows how the parameters are estimated, but does not indicate how 
welll these parameters are estimated. The results from the previous chapter suggest that 
thee correctness of the estimation depends on the amount of exploration used for generating 

5Thee Q-function depends on L and /, but for clarity these indices are omitted. 
6Notee that if a discount factor 7 < 1 is used in (4.22), the constant c does influence the outcome. 
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thee train set. The exploration characteristic was introduced in section 3.3.4 to present an 
overvieww of the quality of the outcome as a function of the exploration. This wall now be 
usedd to investigate the results of the extended LQRQL approach. Two questions have to 
bee answered: 

•• Are the extra parameters G estimated correctly? 

•• How does the estimation of G influence the estimation of HI 

Thiss last question is relevant since G and H are estimated simultaneously in (4.27). 
Thee estimation for the extended approach includes nx extra parameters and can be 

writtenn similar to (3.58). The linear equation that has to hold is given by 

9 9 

YYEExx = \ $xx $UI $uu &9) 

XX XX 

&UX &UX 

""  uu 

9 9 
99 J 

++ VEX. (4.29) 

wheree VEX represents the noise and 9g represents the extra parameters that have to be 

estimated.. Similar to (3.63) the estimation error of a row of 9g can be written as 

| & f f T P TT riXT+nxu+null-\-nx 

hihi = UP1 n j i + ^ + n r ; n 2 ( ^ x - E *a*iKii  (4-30) 

Thee estimations 6UU in (3.63) and 9UX change according to 

y e e TT pT _ nxx+nxu+nnu 

BunaBuna = *'  n " + " " + . ; 2 ( y E X - #gÖg- E ^ ?Ö„« j ) , (4.31) 

Bux,>Bux,> = | ,T ; ' P"" +UVEX- *9Ö9- $uu9uu- " " i T V%êuxJ). (4.32) 
II-** nxx + i:1 *i||2 j=nxx + \+i 

Thee main difference here is that there is the extra &99g in the estimation errors Buul and 
99UXAUXA.. The dependency of the estimation error 9g on the exploration is comparable to that 
off the SI approach, so the influence of the 9uua and 9uxa can be neglected. The VEX is 
differentt from VQL from the previous chapter in the sense that it now includes the value 
off w. This means that in the expected estimation errors (3.66) the value of a2

e should 
bee replaced by (ae + | |u; | | )2 . The consequence is that even for low noise in the system, if 
theree is a large extra w. still a large amount of exploration is required. In other words, 
thee minimum of the Q-function should be included in the area that is being explored. 

Simulat ionn of th e Ex tended LQRQ L characterist ics 

Wee did some simulation experiments to showT the reliability of the extended LQRQL ap
proach.. To be able to show the correctness of the parameter estimation we took as system 
thee model given by (4.16): 

Xk+iXk+i — Axk + Buk + vk + w Uk = Lxk + ek + l. (4.33) 
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Inn (4.33) the w is constant so it is the same for all time steps. In the experiments we 
comparedd the results with the standard LQRQL approach. 

Wee first did an experiment to see whether the correct value of / can be found. Because 
alll parameters are estimated simultaneously, we also did an experiment to see whether 
thee estimation of G has any positive effects on the estimation of H. Finally we did an 
experimentt to see whether an arbitrary set point can be learned, when this set point is 
determinedd by the direct costs r. 

Wee used the same parameter settings as in the previous chapter: 

AA = 
-0.66 0.4 
11 0 

BB = xx00==  i L= [0.2 -0.2] av = 10"4. 

(4.34) ) 
Thee value of w depends on the experiment. Each experiment was performed 5 times and 
wee took N = 30 number of time steps. 

Experimentt  I: Can a correct value of I be found? This requires knowledge about 
thee correct value I. In this experiment we took w equal to zero so that no additional 
II  is required. We took as initial value 1 = 1. The initial value I  ̂ 0, so that the 
estimatedd I should be zero. 

Figuree 4.2(a) shows how the value of I changes. For low values of o~e the value of I 
doess not change. If the value of ae is larger than av the correct value of I is obtained. 

Experimentt  II : Does the extension of LQRQL improve the results? In this exper
imentt we used wT = \1 l l , so that a I  ̂ 0 was required. Both the LQRQL and 
thee Extended LQRQL were applied on the same train sets. We asked the following 
questions:: Does the nonzero w influence the estimation of Ll Also does the nonzero 
ww influence the amount of exploration that is required? 

Figuree 4.2(b) shows ||L — L*\\ for both approaches, where L*  is the optimal feedback 
computedd with (3.5) and (3.4). For low values of ae the value of L equals L in (4.34). 
Thee value of \\L - L*\\ decreased around ae PS 1, which is about the same scale as 
w.w. We did a similar experiment using wT = 10 lOJ, and there this happened at 
o~o~ee  ̂ 10. This indicates that the sufficient amount of exploration depends on ||tu|| 
iff 11ti;|| > av. Figure 4.2(b) shows that the improvement for the extended approach 
requiress less exploration. For high values of ae the value of I becomes —0.5 and this 
makess the total costs for the extended LQRQL approach lower than the total costs 
off the standard LQRQL approach. 

Experimentt  III : Can the set point be learned? The set point was introduced in 
sectionn 4.2.2 to indicate a desired equilibrium state. So learning the set point means 
optimizingg the stationary behavior of the system. The extension of LQRQL was 
motivatedd by the inability of LQRQL to deal with the simultaneous optimization of 
thee transient and stationary behavior of the system. We did this experiment to see 
whetherr this is possible using the extended LQRQL. We changed the costs in (3.2) 
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too rk = (xj 
pointt at xs. 

xJ)S(xxJ)S(xkk - xs) ++ uj.Ruk, too specify a preference for an equilibrium 

Figuree 4.3(a) shows the total costs when x j = [l - l j . It is clear that the cost 
reductionn after ae w 1 is much larger for the extended approach. The ae ss 1 is the 
samee scale as xs and doing the same experiment for a larger xs shows that more 
explorationn is required (not shown). 

Forr one result obtained using ae = 5.6 the state values are shown as a function of time 
inn figure 4.3(b). The values for the standard approaches always go to zero while the 
valuess for the extended approach go to two different values. The value of I = —0.55 
bringss the equilibrium state closer to xs. Note that the equilibrium state will not be 
equall to xs because of the costs assigned to the control action that keeps it at xs. 

Thee simulation experiments have shown that the correct value of I will be found. They 
havee shown that in case of w ^ 0, the resulting feedbacks L Q L and LE X will have the same 
outcome.. However, the extended approach requires less exploration to obtain this result. 
Finallyy the experiments showed that the extended approach is also able to learn the set 
point. . 

(a)) Experiment I: I as a function of <re (b)) Experiment II: \\L - L*\\2 as a function of 
< T e . . 

Figur ee 4.2. Results of the simulation experiments I and II. The solid lines are the results for the 
extendedd approach, the dashed lines the result of the standard approach. The amount of system 
noisee av = 10~4 is indicated by the dotted line. 
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10~55 10° 105 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

(a)) The total costs J as a function of ere. (b) The state values x\ and x% as functions of 
timee k for one result using ae = 5.6. 

Figur ee 4.3. Results of simulation experiment III . The solid lines are the results for the extended 
approach,, the dashed lines the result of the standard approach. 

4.55 Simulation Experiments with a Nonlinear System 

Forr a nonlinear system (4.15) the value of w(x, u, v) does not have to be constant. In the 
previouss section we showed that the extended LQRQL approach performes better than the 
standardd approach when a constant w is not zero. If the nonlinearity is smooth then in a 
smalll part of the state space the value of w(x. u, v) does not vary too much. If the average 
valuee of w(x, u, v) is not zero, the extended LQRQL approach should also perform better. 
Too verify this we did some experiments with a nonlinear system, where we compared the 
performancee of the extended LQRQL approach with the SI and standard LQRQL approach 
fromm chapter 3. 

4.5.11 The nonlinear system 

Th ee mobi le robot 

Ass nonlinear  system we used a mobile robot system. A description of the robot can be 
foundd in appendix B. Further a model is given in appendix B, that describes how the 
robott changes its position and orientation in the world. The change of orientation does 
nott depend on the position, but the change in position depends on the orientation. This 
suggestss that this can be used as a nonlinear system, where the effect of the orientation 
onn the change of position introduces the nonlinearity. 

Thee task of the robot is to follow a straight line that is defined in the world. The state 
iss given by the distance 5 to that line and the orientation a with respect to that line, as 
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u=-u=- \ 

é é 
/ / 

^^  é 

/ „ - O O 

uu = + 

(a)) The task (b)) The implementation 

F iguree 4.4. The top view of the robot. The left figure illustrates the general task. The right 
figuree shows our implementation where the line to follow is the positive x-axis. This figure also 
indicatess the robot's movement, given a positive, negative or zero u. 

>> , where <S is given in meters shownn in figure 4.4(a). So the state is given by xT -

andd a in radians. Using (B.6) we can express the state transition for the robot given this 
task: : 

ö/t+ii = ak+uiT 

4 + ii = 5k+—(cos(ak)-cos(ak + Tu>)). 
UJ UJ 

(4.35) ) 

(4.36) ) 

Thee T is the sample time. According to (4.36) the trajectory of the robot describes a part 
off a circle with radius ^ . There are two control actions: the traversal speed vt and the 
rotationn speed UJ. We gave the traversal speed a fixed value of 0.1 meters per second. As 
controll action u we took the rotation speed UJ. Without loss of generality we can take the 
x-axiss of the world as the line to follow. Our simulation setup is shown in figure 4.4(b), 
wheree we take 6 = y and a = <f>. 

Wee used quadratic direct costs, so 

Tk Tk 
SSaa 0 
00 Só 

xx + uRu. (4.37) ) 

with h 

5 aa = 0.1, Ss Ss and d R=R= 1. (4.38) ) 

Thiss indicates that we want to minimize the distance to the line without steering too much. 
Thee Sa is not so important. The only reason to give it a small positive value is to assign 
costss to following the line in the wrong direction. 
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Compar in gg th e results 

Beforee starting the experiments we will give an indication about the correct feedbacks. We 
willl also show that the value of 6 can be used to vary the value of w(x, u, v). To compare 
thee results of the three approaches we have to test the performance. We will describe how 
wee will test the results. 

Thee task is to find a linear feedback L by applying the SI approach and both LQRQL 
approaches.. The extended LQRQL approach also has to find an extra term I from the 
trainn set. So the resulting feedback for the SI and standard LQRQL approach is: 

uu — Lx — I  La LA (4.39) ) 

Forr the extended LQRQL approach there is an extra term 

uu = Lx + I — \La Ls\ ++  Ï. (4.40) 

Noww we can already determine what the correct feedback should look like. If S > 0 
andd a — 0, the robot has to turn right. This means that for u < 0, L$ < 0 is correct. If 
aa is also positive, the robot has to turn right even more. This means that also La < 0 is 
correct.. The I can be used in that state to steer to the right even more, so this should also 
bee negative. However, if 5 < 0 the value of I should be positive. 

Thee model in (4.36) describes a smooth nonlinear function. This function is symmetric 
aroundd the origin of the state space, which indicates that the optimal feedback function 
willl go through the origin. So it is possible to use (4.39) as a local linear approximation of 
thee optimal feedback function. When the robot is closely following the line, the value of 
w(x,u,w(x,u, v) will be very small. The extended LQRQL approach has to result in I = 0. 

Forr large values of S, the optimal feedback will move the robot in the direction of the 
line.. This implies that a is no longer very small, so that the nonlinearity in (4.36) will 
havee an effect on the change of ö. The value of w(x, u, v) is no longer zero, so that the 
(4.39)) will not be able to form a good local linear approximation of the optimal feedback 
function.. The extended LQRQL approach can provide a better approximation for a large 
55 and should result in / ^ 0. 

Inn order to compare the results of the different approaches, we need to have a criterion. 
Thee relative performance from the previous chapter cannot be used, because we do not 
knoww the optimal solution. We used the total costs over a fixed time interval 

•// = , (4.41) 
fc=0 fc=0 

ass criterion. The resulting feedback is obtained based on a train set, that was generated by 
startingg at a certain state. To test the feedback we started the robot in the same state. As 
timee interval we took the same number of time steps as used during the generation of the 
trainn set. By taking only a short time interval we made sure that we tested the feedback 
inn the same local part of the state-action space where the train set was generated. 
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4.5.22 Experiment with a nonzero average w. 

Wee first did an an experiment with a nonzero average w. We could do this by focusing on 
aa part of the state space where Ö is large. Under these conditions the extended LQRQL 
approachh should be able to perform better than the SI and standard LQRQL approach. 

T h ee set t ing 

Wee took as settings: 

•• Sample time T = 0.35 seconds. 

•• Number of time steps A" = 57. So with T = 0.35, the robot drives for approximately 
200 seconds. 

•• Gaussian exploration noise with ae — 0.1. A higher level of exploration would make 
itt impossible to use similar settings on the real robot, because the tolerated rotation 
onn the real robot is limited. 

•• Initial feedback L = [ -10~ 3 - 1 0 ~ 3 ] . This feedback makes the robot move towards 
thee line. On the other hand it is small enough, so that hardly any prior knowledge 
iss included. 

•• Initial orientation a = 0. 

Becausee of the exploration we were not able to exactly determine the local part of the 
statee space in which the train set is generated. The robot drives for approximately 20 
secondss at at speed of 0.1 meters per second. Thus the robot traverses approximately 2 
meters.. As initial distance to the line we used 60 — 1.5 meters, for which the resulting / 
shouldd be negative. In the worst case the robot stops at S = - 0 . 5 , for which / should be 
positive.. On average most of the training samples were obtained in the part of the state 
spacee for which / should be negative, so that we knew that the extended LQRQL had to 
resultt in a I < 0. This means that the average w was not zero. For the SI and standard 
LQRQLL approach / = 0. so they should perform less than the extended LQRQL approach.. 

Wee generated one train set and used the SI, the standard LQRQL and the extended 
LQRQLL approach. The resulting feedbacks of the three approaches were tested by starting 
thee robot in the same initial state. For each test we computed the the total costs according 
too (4.41). In Table 4.1 the resulting feedbacks and the total costs of the test runs are shown. 

SI I 
Standardd LQRQL 
Extendedd LQRQL 

LLaa Lj I 
-0.27944 -0.7224 x 
-0.58611 -0.0330 x 
-0.58555 -0.0133 -0.5865 

J J 
155.5828 8 
115.3245 5 
45.8943 3 

Tablee 4.1. Results of the experiment with nonzero average w. 
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Thee resulting value of I is negative, just as we expected. The values of L for both LQRQL 
approachess are almost the same, but the L for the SI approach is different. The total costs 
off the SI approach is the highest and the extended LQRQL approach has the lowest total 
costs. . 

Inn figure 4.5 five trajectories are shown. The first shows that using the initial feedback 
withoutt exploration will make the robot move slowly towards the line. The second trajec
toryy shows that the generated train set, primarily depends on the exploration and not on 
thee initial feedback. The other three trajectories are the test runs with the three resulting 
feedbacks. . 

Thee trajectory of the SI approach is the "curly" line in figure 4.5 that moves to the left. 
Becausee the value of Ls is too large, the robot will rotate too much for large values of 6. At 
thee end of the trajectory the value of S is so small that the robot no longer rotates around 
itss axis. The trajectory of the standard LQRQL approach resembles that of the initial 
feedbackk L, although L and L are clearly different. The reason is that Ls is too small, so 
thee robot hardly rotates. Therefore the orientation a will remain very small, so the higher 
valuee of La does not contribute to the control action. Although the extended LQRQL 
approachh has approximately the same L, because of I it turns faster in the direction of the 
line.. This explains the lower total costs. The nonzero value of I suggests that the average 
ww is not zero. Since the extended approach can deal with this situation, it outperforms 
thee other approaches. 

Noo explo. 
Data a 
SI I 
Standardd LQRQL 
Extendedd LQRQL 

1.5 5 

Figuree 4.5. The trajectories in the world. The line with "No Explo" is the trajectory when 
usingg the initial feedback L. For the line with "Data" the exploration is added to generate the 
trainn set. The other three lines are the trajectories of the test runs. 
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4.5.33 Experiments for different average w 

Thee previous experiment has shown that for a large value of ö the extended LQRQL 
approachh performs best. This is the case for a nonzero average w. We also indicated that 
aroundd the line the average value of w is zero. Here the SI and standard LQRQL approach 
alreadyy have the correct value of / = 0. The extended approach has to estimate the correct 
// which can result in an / ^ 0. This suggests that the extended LQRQL approach will 
performm slightly less when the train set is generated near the line. We did some experiments 
too see how of the performance of the three approaches depends on the size of the average 
w. w. 

Inn the same way as in the previous experiment we used the initial distance S0 to de
terminee the average w. We varied the initial distance Ö0 from 0 to 2 in steps of ^. The 
estimationn results were based on train sets, generated with a random exploration noise. 
Forr this reason we generated for each 60 500 train sets, each with a different exploration 
noisee sequence. The SI. standard LQRQL and extended LQRQL were applied to all train 
sets. . 

Alll resulting feedbacks can be tested, but we first looked at the reliability of the out
come.. For all three approaches the resulting feedback function depends only on the train 
set.. If the resulting feedback is not good then this is because the train set is not good 
enough.. In chapter 3 we showed that this is the case when the amount of exploration is 
nott enough. If sufficient exploration is used the estimated quadratic Q-function is positive 
definite.. In that case the estimated matrix H only has positive eigenvalues. 

Wee used the same ae for all train sets. When we have a nonlinear system, we can see 
WkWk — ivfak.Ui^Vk) as system noise that does not have to be Gaussian or white. Since 
thee amount of exploration must be higher than the amount of system noise, it can turn 
outt that in some train set insufficient exploration was used. Another problem is that the 
contributionn of the feedback function to the control action is very small when the train set 
iss generated close to the line. The trajectory is mainly determined by the exploration. In 
thesee situations it can be very hard to evaluate the feedback function, so the estimated 
Q-functionn may not be correct. We know for sure that if H has negative eigenvalues, 
thee Q-function is not correct. For both LQRQL approaches we rejected the results with 
negativee eigenvalues for H. 

Thee extended LQRQL approach also estimates /, whose reliability does not depend on 
thee eigenvalues of H, If we look at figure 4.1 we see that a small change in the optimal 
feedbackk function may lead to a large change in the value of /. This means that a small 
differencee in the train set may lead to large difference in the estimated /. To be able to 
comparee the results with the other two approaches, the situations for which / were clearly 
wrongg were also removed. For the extended LQRQL approach we rejected the results for 
whichh |/| > 1. For these values of L the L hardly contributed to the motion of the robot. 

Forr the SI approach we do not have a criterion that indicates the reliability of the 
resultingg feedback, so we used all train sets. Figure 4.6(a) shows the fractions of the 500 
runss that were used for both LQRQL approaches. For the standard LQRQL approach 
aboutt 75 percent was used. For the extended approach the percentage without negative 
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(a)) Fraction of the train sets used. (b) The J as a function of S0. 

Figur ee 4.6. The results for different initial S. 

eigenvaluess for H was already below 50 percent. When also the unreliable I results were 
removed,, about one third of the train sets were kept. This indicates that the extended 
LQRQLL approach is the most sensitive to the particular train set. 

Thee resulting feedback functions that were not rejected were tested. In figure 4.6(b) 
wee see the average total costs J for different initial 5 for the three approaches. When 
figuree 4.6(b) is plotted with error bars the total figure becomes unclear, therefore we 
omitedd the errorbars. The maximal standard deviation was 40.8 for S = 2 for the extended 
LQRQLL approach. The figure clearly shows that the total costs increases as 5 increases, 
becausee 5 is part of the direct costs in (4.37). For 50 = 0 the SI and the standard LQRQL 
approachh have J = 0. This is because the robot is already on the line and facing the 
rightt direction. So x = 0 and therefore also u = 0. Because I  ̂ 0 the total costs for the 
extendedd LQRQL approach is not zero. 

Forr small values of So, the SI approach has the lowest costs, followed by the standard 
LQRQLL approach. For high values of S0 the situation is reversed. The extended approach 
hass the lowest total costs and the SI approach the highest. This is also what we observed 
inn the preliminary experiment. 

Wee can conclude that if the train set is generated close to the line, the average w is 
almostt zero. The SI and standard LQRQL approach perform best. Further away from 
thee line, the average value of w becomes larger. The total costs for the SI approach is 
muchh higher than that of the LQRQL approaches. The extended LQRQL approach has 
thee lowest cost as expected. 
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4.66 Experiments on a Real Nonlinear System 

4.6.11 Introduction 

Wee did experiments with a real robot to see whether the simulation results also apply to 
reall systems. The state value was derived from the odometry. This means that the robot 
keepss track of its position in the world by measuring the speed of both wheels. We then 
translatedd this into a value for 6 and a. 

Theree are some important differences with the simulated robot: 

•• The time steps do not have to be constant. State information is not directly available 
andd is obtained via a communication protocol between the two processing boards in 
thee robot. The duration of the communication varies a little. This introduces some 
noise,, because at discrete time steps the state changes are influenced by the duration 
off the time step. 

• • 

• • 

Thee size of the control action that can be applied is bounded. Too high values for 
uu may ruin the engine of the robot. When generating the train set it was possible 
thatt actions were tried that could not be tolerated. For safety we introduced the 
actionn bounds, such that umin = —0.18 < u < um a x = 0.18. When a u outside this 
intervall had to be applied to the robot, we replaced it by the value of the closest 
actionn bound. This value was also used for the train set. The consequence is that 
forr high values of aP, the exploration noise is no longer Gaussian. 

Thee robot has a finite acceleration. This is a part of the dynamics of the system was 
nott included in the model used for the simulations. This means that the trajectory 
duringg a time step is not exactly a circle. A consequence is that the robot might not 
respondd so quickly on fast varying control action when exploring. So effectively the 
amountt of exploration contributing to the movement of the robot is lower than the 
amountt of exploration that is added to the control action. 

•• There is wheel spin. The effect of wheel spin is that the robot does not move according 
too the rotation of the wheels. This can mean that the real position of the robot does 
nott change, while the wheels are rotating. Since we do not use the robot's real 
position,, this does not affect us. But the odometry is based on measuring the speed 
off the wheels and they accelerate faster during wheel spin. This has the effect that 
similarr control actions can lead to different state transitions. 

4.6.22 The experiments 

Itt was infeasible to generate the same amount of data sets as in the simulation experiments. 
Wee varied the initial 6 from 0.25 to 1.75 in steps of 0.5. We generated data for four different 
sequencess of exploration noise, so in total we generated 16 data sets. For one exploration 
sequencee the four data sets generated are shown in figure 4.7(a). 
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si i 
Standardd LQRQL 
Extendedd LQRQL 

(a)) The generation of four train (b) The average total costs ,ƒ as a function of the initial S. 
sets,, using the same explo
rationn noise sequence. 

Figur ee 4.7. The experiment with the real robot. 

Inn figure 4.7(b) we see the average total costs for each test of the three different methods. 
Wee did not remove any train set for the LQRQL approaches. The results in figure 4.7(b) 
showw that on average all three approaches perform almost the same. Only the extended 
approachh has higher total costs for S0 = 0.25. The latter agrees with the simulation 
experiments.. If we compare figure 4.7(b) with figure 4.6(b) we see that the performances 
off both LQRQL approaches are a little less in practice than in simulation. The SI approach 
seemss to perform better in practice than in simulation. 

Inn figure 4.8(a) we see. for all four exploration noise sequences, the total costs as a 
functionn of the initial 5 for the SI approach. For one sequence the total costs were very 
highh (for S0 = 1.75 the total costs was more than 600.). This is because the resulting 
feedbackk function is wrong. It made the robot move away from the line. For the three other 
sequencess we see that the total costs are very low. These low total costs are misleading. 
Whatt happens in these situations is that the feedbacks found by the SI approach are much 
tooo high. This would lead to rotations as in figure 4.5, but the action bounds prevented 
thee robot from rotating. Instead the action applied to the robot alternated between umin 

andd umax for the first 15 to 20 time steps. After that the robot was very close to the line 
andd it started following the line as it should. In these cases the low total costs were caused 
byy the action bounds, which indicates that the SI approach did not find the optimal linear 
feedback! ! 
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Thee actions taken by the resulting feedbacks of both LQRQL approaches were always 
betweenn wmin and umax. In figure 4.8(b) we see for all four exploration noise sequences the 
totall costs as a function of the initial 6 for the extended LQRQL approach. We noticed 
tha tt the plot for the standard LQRQL approach looks quite similar. We see that for 
somee exploration sequences the costs are quite low while for some the costs are higher. 
Thiss indicates that the performance depends on the particular sequence of exploration 
noise.. For one sequence the total costs are as low as for the three sequences of the SI 
approach.. Only the extended approach did not exploit the action bounds. This indicates 
tha tt the extended LQRQL approach optimized the local linear feedback function for the 
reall nonlinear system. 

Inn the simulation experiments we rejected train sets that resulted in negative eigenvalues 
forr H because we considered them unreliable. We did not do this for the experiments on 
thee real robot. For the standard LQRQL approach 9 of the 16 train sets resulted in 
aa positive definite H and for the extended LQRQL approach only 5. The total costs for 
thesee feedbacks were not always the lowest, because in some cases an "unreliable" feedback 
performedd better. This was caused by the acceleration of the robot. The reliable feedbacks 
madee the robot rotate faster in the direction to the line than the unreliable feedbacks. But 
duee to the acceleration, the robot did not always stop rotating fast enough. Then the robot 
wass facing the wrong direction and had to rotate back. Many unreliable feedbacks turn 
slowerr towards the line and are therefore less affected by the acceleration. This implies 
thatt the reliability indication based on the eigenvalues of H is not appropriate for the real 
robott if the acceleration is ignored. 

(a)) J for SI as function of 5o for all four explo- (b) J for extended LQRQL as function of SQ for 
rationn noise sequences. all four exploration noise sequences. 

Figuree 4.8. All 16 performances for SI and extended LQRQL. 
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InIn summary, the experiments have shown that the SI approach does not optimize a local 
linearr feedback correctly. Instead it either finds a wrong feedback or it finds feedbacks 
thatt are too large, so that most control actions are limited by the action bound. The 
performancess of the standard and extended LQRQL approach are similar to those of the 
simulationn experiments. So we can conclude that they correctly optimize a local linear 
feedback. . 

4.77 Discussion 

Wee started this chapter with a presentation of a number of methods for the control of 
nonlinearr systems. Some of these methods were based on local linear approximations 
off the system. We were interested whether we could use Q-Learning to find a feedback 
whichh is locally optimal. We showed that the standard LQRQL approach as presented 
inn chapter 3 would not lead to an optimal linear feedback, and introduced the extended 
LQRQLL approach. In this approach we do not estimate the parameters of a global quadratic 
functionn through the origin, but we use the data to estimate the parameters of a more 
generall quadratic function. The consequence for the feedback function is that an extra 
constantt was introduced. In this way the resulting feedback is no longer restricted to a 
linearr function through the origin. 

Wee tested the extended LQRQL approach on a nonlinear system in simulation and on 
aa real nonlinear system. We compared it with the SI and standard LQRQL approach from 
chapterr 3. The results indicate that if we explore in a restricted part of the state space, by 
samplingg for a few time steps, the extended approach performs much better. This means 
thatt if a feedback function is based on local linear approximations, the extended approach 
hass to be used. The standard LQRQL should only be used if it is known that the optimal 
feedbackk function goes through the origin. 

Itt is possible to use multiple linear models to construct one global nonlinear feedback 
function.. In [44] bump-trees were used to form a locally weighted feedback function. In 
[17]] local linear feedbacks were used for different partitions of the state space of a nonlinear 
system.. The result is equivalent to Gain Scheduling as described in chapter 2. In both 
casess the resulting local linear feedback functions were obtained by the standard LQRQL 
approach. . 

However,, for standard LQRQL the local linear models are not only based on the train 
sett but also on the position of the partition with respect to the origin. This means the 
modelss are not completely local. A consequence is that the linear feedbacks for partitions 
farr away from the origin will become smaller. This is because the feedback has to go 
throughh the origin. The consequence is that it is unlikely that linear models far away from 
thee origin are optimal. This implies that if we want to form a nonlinear feedback based 
onn local linear feedbacks, we have to use the extended approach. The extended LQRQL 
approachh is able to estimate the appropriate set point for each linear model. 
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4.88 Conclusions 

Manyy control design techniques for nonlinear systems are based on local linear approxi
mations.. We studied the use of LQRQL for obtaining a local linear approximation of a 
nonlinearr feedback function. A nonlinear system can be regarded as a linear system with an 
additionall nonlinear correction. If in a local part of the state space the average correction 
iss not zero, the SI and standard LQRQL approach from chapter 3 will approximate the 
wrongg function. We introduced the extended LQRQL approach, that will result in a linear 
feedbackk plus an additional constant. The experiments on a nonlinear system have shown 
thatt if the additional constant is not zero, the extended approach will perform better. 



Chapterr 5 

Neurall Q-Learning using LQRQL 

5.11 Introductio n 

Thee LQRQL approach was derived for linear systems with quadratic costs. Although this 
approachh can also be applied to nonlinear systems or other cost functions, the resulting 
feedbackk will always be linear. This is a consequence of the restriction that the Q-function 
iss quadratic. The use of a quadratic Q-function was motivated by the possibility to use 
aa linear least squares estimation to obtain the parameters of the Q-function. Then the 
parameterss of the linear feedback follow directly from the parameters of the Q-function. 

Iff the system is nonlinear, it is very likely that the Q-function is not quadratic. In 
suchh situations it is possible to use a general approximator, like a feed forward network, 
too approximate the Q-function. The feedback can be obtained by finding for all states the 
controll action that minimizes the feedback function. We will show that this can have the 
effectt that the feedback function is not a continuous function and we will explain why it is 
desirablee to have a continuous feedback function. In order to have a continuous feedback 
function,, another network can be used to represent the feedback function. This is the 
actor/criticc configuration as described in section 2.3. This has the drawback that two 
networkss have to be trained, where the training of one network depends on the other. This 
makess the training very hard. 

Thee choice is either to have a discontinuous feedback or to use two networks. In this 
chapterr we propose a method in which we only use one network and still have a continuous 
feedbackk function. The idea is to combine LQRQL with a carefully chosen network and we 
calledd this Neural Q-Learning. The feedback can be derived in the same way as in LQRQL. 

Thee simulation and real experiments were based on the same nonlinear system as in 
chapterr 4. We applied the Neural Q-Learning method and compared the result with Gain 
Schedulingg based on the extended LQRQL approach. The resulting nonlinear feedback 
functionss have to be globally valid. So instead of focusing on a local part of the state 
space,, we looked at larger parts of the state space. 

75 5 
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5.22 Neural Nonlinear Q-functions 

Insteadd of a quadratic Q-function, a general approximator like a feed forward neural net
workk can be used. It describes the function 

Q(£,Q(£,to)to) - T0(w
T

oTh(W£, + bh) + b0). (5.1) 

withh T0 and T  ̂ the activation functions of the units in the output and hidden layer. The 
rowss of matrix W contain the weight vectors Wh,i of the hidden units and the vector b/, 
containss the corresponding biases. The weights of the output unit are given by w0 and 
thee bias by b0. The network has only one output Q(£, w), where the vector w indicates 
alll weights of the network. The £ represents the input of the Q-function. 

Iff a network is used to represent a Q-function we might obtain a typical function as 
inn figure 5.2(a). This is drawn for a scalar state and control vector, and the weights of 
thee network are picked randomly. It is clear that this Q-function is a smooth continuous 
function.. Given this Q-function the feedback has to be determined. 

Accordingg to (2.15) and (3.15) the greedy feedback is computed by taking the minimum 
valuee of the Q-function for each state. In figure 5.2(b) the top view of the Q-function is 
shownn with lines indicating similar Q-values. In this plot also the greedy feedback function 
iss shown that is computed by taking for each x the value of u for which the Q-value is 
minimal.. Using the greedy feedback from the network has two drawbacks: 

•• The computation of the greedy action involves finding the extremum of a nonlinear 
function.. In general this is not a trivial task. 

•• Even when the Q-function is smooth as in figure 5.2(a), it is still possible that the 
greedyy feedback function (shown in figure 5.2(b)) is not a continuous function. This 

linear r 

TiTitt22 '• tanh 

Figuree 5.1. The network with two hidden units 



Figuree 5.2. The Q-function is formed by a feed forward network. In (b) we see the top view of 
thee Q-function with lines indicating the hight. The bold line indicates the greedy feedback. 

cann cause problems for real applications when there is noise in the system. Near the 
discontinuitiess a little noise can have a high influence on the control action, so the 
behaviorr of the system becomes very unpredictable. 

Thee second drawback can be overcome by introducing a Dynamic Output Element 
[60].. The static feedback is followed by a low pass filter, removing the effects of noise at 
discontinuitiess of the feedback function. In this way the control action is not only based 
onn the current state value, but also on the previous control actions. This approach is not 
aa solution to the first drawback. 

Onee approach that removes both drawbacks is the Actor/Critic approach described 
inn chapter 2. A second function approximator is introduced to represent the feedback 
function.. If a continuous differential function is used as actor, the second drawback is 
overcome.. By training the actor based on the critic also the first drawback is removed. 

Thee main difference between the actor/critic configuration and Q-Learning is shown 
inn figure 5.3 and is the way in which the feedback is derived from the Q-function. In 
thee actor/critic configuration the actor is trained based on the critic. In the Q-Learning 
configurationn the Q-function implicates the feedback, so that the Q-function and feedback 
aree represented by one and the same network. 

Thee two networks in the actor/critic configuration have to be trained, and this is the 
majorr problem of this configuration. Training two networks means that training parameters 
andd initial settings have to be selected for two networks. It is very hard to determine 
beforehandd the appropriate setting for the training of the networks. Since the settings 
influencee the result, the interpretation of the results is very hard. 
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F iguree 5.3. The actor/critic configuration and Q-learning. The dashed arrow indicates the 
trainingg of the actor based on the critic. The implication arrow indicates that the feedback 
functionn directly follows from the Q-function. 

Inn the LQRQL approach the greedy feedback is computed by setting the derivative 
off the Q-function to the control action to zero. So for LQRQL the quadratic Q-function 
implicatess the linear feedback function, and the parameters of the feedback function can 
bee expressed as functions of the parameters of the Q-function. This is a property we want 
too keep for the neural Q-function. 

Wee will propose a method that uses LQRQL to keep this property for a neural Q-
function.. In this method the feedback function can be expressed using the weights of the 
neurall Q-function. No second network is required. The method will also guarantee that 
theree are no discontinuities in the feedback function. 

5.33 Neural LQRQL 

Neurall LQRQL1 is based on the standard LQRQL described in chapter 3, but then with a 
feedd forward network to represent the Q-function. The standard LQRQL approach is based 
onn three steps. First the least squares estimation is applied to the train set, resulting in 
ann estimation 0. Then the parameters of the quadratic Q-function H are derived from the 
estimatedd 6. Finally the value of linear feedback L is computed based on H using (3.16). 
Thiss indicates that if it is possible to derive 6 from the neural Q-function, the feedback 
cann be computed from 6 analogue to the LQRQL approach. 

Inn LQRQL the quadratic Q-function was represented as a linear multiplication of the 
quadraticc combinations of the state and action with the estimated parameters. This was 
introducedd to make it possible to use a linear least squares estimation for estimating 6 

:Ann almost similar approach in [33] is called Pseudo-Parametric Q-Learning. 
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basedd on the measurements. In section 3.2.4 the Q-function is written as 

QQLL(x(xkk,, uk) = vec«(<^)Tvec«(tfL) = QT
k0. (5.2) 

Heree HL represents the parameters of the quadratic Q-function and <pk the vector with the 
statee and control action. This can be regarded as just a multiplication of two vectors fifc 

andd 9. We see that writing the quadratic Q-function as a linear function requires that the 
inputt vector is "quadratic". Instead of having a quadratic function with input <£, we have 
aa linear function with input fï. Input Q. contains all quadratic combinations of elements 
off 0 and vector 6 contains the corresponding values from HL. 

Thee representation of the Q-function in (5.2) can also be viewed as a one layer feed
forwardd network with a linear transfer function and input £lk. We can extend this repre
sentationn by writing this similar to (5.1):2 

Q(xQ(xkk,, ufc) = T0(w^Th(Wnl) + bh) + b0. (5.3) 

Iff we take T0 and I \ as linear functions and the biases bh and b0 all zero, then there exist 
valuess for W and w0 such that (5.3) equals (5.2). Note that these weights are not unique, 
becausee the number of weights is higher then the number of parameters of (5.3). Since we 
wantt to stay as close as possible to the original LQRQL approach, we will only consider 
activationn functions that resemble linear functions. 

Thee neural representation is introduced to deal with non quadratic Q-functions. The 
networkk in (5.3) with linear transfer functions can not represent these functions, therefore 
wee have to use nonlinear transfer functions. Let the output of hidden unit i is given by: 

Th^wlplTh^wlpl + bhti) = t anh^n j + bh,i). (5.4) 

Thee hyperbolic tangent is nonlinear, but in the origin it is zero and its derivative is one. 
Soo for small values of Wh,i (5.4) still resembles a unit with a linear transfer function. Only 
whenn the weights of the hidden units become large, the Q-function will no longer be a 
quadraticc function. 

5.3.11 Deriving the feedback function 

Givenn the Q-function and its input, the values of 0 should be obtained. In the case of the 
standardd LQRQL these are just the parameters that are estimated, so they are immediately 
available.. For the neural Q-function this is different. The weights are the parameters that 
aree estimated based on the train set, so the value of 9 should be derived from the weights. 

Givenn QL(£lk) from (5.2), the parameters 9 can also be obtained by computing the 
derivativee of this function to the input Q. This means that parameter 0* can be computed 
accordingg to: 

*,, = » } . (5.5) 

22 This Q function still depends on the feedback function used to generate the data, which can also be a 
nonlinearr function. Therefore we will omit the superscript L. 
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Thiss shows that the 0* does not depend on Ctk, so the values of Q% do not depend on the 
statee and control action. When this is computed for all parameters of 0, then HL can be 
derivedd and therefore L can be computed. 

Inn the same way #2(f2)3 can be computed for the neural Q-function in (5.3): 

l{l{  k) = da =Y,wojWkAj(l  - t a n h 2 « ; n f e + bKl)) (5.6) 
11 j= i 

wheree whaj represents the weight from input Q, to unit j and nh indicates the number of 
hiddenn units. 

Whenn 6(fl)k is available, it can be rearranged into H(Q) so that L(Cl) can be computed. 
Thee control action can be computed according to uk — L(Clk)xk. This is still a linear 
multiplicationn of the state with L(flk). but it is a nonlinear feedback function because fifc 

containss xk. The problem is that it also contains uk, which is the control action that has 
too be computed. 

Inn order to solve this problem (5.6) can be split into two parts: 

" / ii  nh 

66tt = Y  ̂ WojWhjj - £ w0ijwh,ij  t anh^wj^ l ï* + bh<i). (5.7) 
J = II j= i 

linearr nonlinear 

Thee first part is indicated with "linear", because this corresponds to the (9, that would 
bee computed when all hidden units are linear. The resulting feedback function derived 
fromm this network would also be linear. The second part is indicated with "nonlinear" 
becausee this is the effect of the nonlinearities introduced by the hyperbolic tangent transfer 
functions. . 

AA linear feedback can be obtained from the network by just ignoring the hyperbolic 
tangentt functions. Define 9i by: 

nnh h 

9i9i = ^2u>0jWh.ij. (5.8) 
.77 = 1 

Thiss leads to a vector 6. Analog to 6 we can rearrange 6 to form a quadratic function 
withh parameters H. From H we can derive a linear feedback L. 

Thee feedback L can be used to compute the control action ü — Lx. This control action 
cann be used to control the system, but it can also be used to obtain the vector fl. The 
vectorr ft represents the quadratic combination of the state x with the control action u. 
Thiss can be used to obtain the nonlinear feedback 

UkUk = (Huu{hk))-
lHux(nk)xk = L(flk)xk. (5.9) 

Heree the linear feedback L(flk) is a function of xk, so that the resulting feedback function 
iss nonlinear. If we compute this feedback function for the Q-function in figure 5.2(a) then 
thiss results in the feedback function shown in figure 5.4. 

3Strictlyy speaking, the $i(il)  is not an estimation. For consistency with the previous chapters we will 
keepp indicating it with a hat. 
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Figuree 5.4. Nonlinear feedback example. The feed forward network forms the same Q-function 
ass in figure 5.2(a). This figure shows the resulting linear feedback L and the nonlinear feedback 
functionn according to (5.9). For comparison also the greedy feedback from figure 5.2(b) is plotted. 

5.3.22 Discussion 

Iff we want to interpret the resulting feedback function, we have to look at (5.6). In case 
wJijilkwJijilk  + bh,i is large for a hidden unit i, the (1 — ta,nb2(w îftk + &h,i)) will be very small. 
Thee contribution of this hidden unit to Ö* will be very small. In case w^^k + b^i is zero 
forr a hidden unit i, the tanh(w^ i i7j : + bh,i)) will be very small. The hyperbolic tangent 
cann be ignored and the contribution of this hidden unit is the same as for the computation 
off the linear feedback L. We therefore can interpret the feedback function as a locally 
weightedd combination of linear feedback functions. 

Eachh hidden unit will lead to a linear feedback function and the value of the state x 
determiness how much the feedback function of each state contributes to the total feedback. 
Whenn we compute L all hidden units are weighted equally. This results in a linear feedback 
functionn that is globally valid, because it no longer depends on the state value. When 
thee neural approach is applied to the LQR task, then the resulting feedback should not 
dependd on the state value. The weights of the hidden units should be very small, so that 
thee feedback function should become linear. 

Thee linear feedback L does not have to be the same as the result LQL of LQRQL, 
whenn applied to the same data set. In standard LQRQL the parameters of a quadratic 
Q-functionn are estimated. When the Q-function to approximate is not quadratic, then a 
smalll part of the train set can have a large influence on the estimated parameters. This 
iss the case for training samples obtained in parts of the state space where the Q-function 
deviatess a lot from a quadratic function. If (5.3) is used to approximate the Q-function, 
thee influence of these points is much less. One hidden unit can be used to get a better 
approximationn of the true Q-function for that part of the state space. Since L is based on 
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thee average linear feedback formed by the hidden units, the contribution of the training 
sampless on the resulting linear feedback L is much smaller. This means that if the true 
Q-functionn is not quadratic, the linear feedback derived from the network is more reliable 
thann the result of the standard LQRQL approach. 

Thee linear feedback L can always be derived from the network. This does not hold for 
thee nonlinear L(Qk), because it depends on the weighting of the linear feedbacks based 
onn the state value. It might be possible that for some state values, the contribution of 
allall  hidden units to 0 are zero. Then no feedback can be computed. This can only occur 
whenn all weights of the hidden units are large. This means that it is important to prevent 
thee weights from becoming too large. One way of doing this is by incorporating a form of 
regularizationn in the learning rule. Another way is to scale down the reinforcements r. so 
thatt the Q-function to approximate becomes smoother. The easiest way is to make sure 
thatt the number of hidden units is not too large, so that it becomes very unlikely that the 
weightss become too large. 

5.44 Training the Network 

Thee weights of the network in (5.3) can be found by training the network according to 
onee of the methods described in section 2.3. If the method that minimizes the quadratic 
temporall difference error (2.24) using (2.25) and (2.26) with a discount factor 7 — 1 is used, 
thenn the training is based on minimizing the same criterion as (3.25). The only difference 
iss that the network starts with some random initial weights that are incrementally updated 
att each iteration step. The least squares estimation gives the global minimum of the error 
att once. A consequence of this difference is that the weights of the network always have a 
value,, while the least squares estimation gives no solution in case of a singularity. On the 
otherr hand, the training of the network can fail to find the global minimum of the error. 

Becausee the network approximates a Q-function (2.24) is written using Q(Q,w):4 

11 A ' - l 

EE = - £ ( r f c + Q ( n f c + 1 , < i ü ) - Q ( f i f c , u O ) 2 . (5.10) 

andd (2.26) becomes 

AwAwkk = ( r , + Q(Qk+1.w) - Q(nk.w)){VwQ(Slk+1.w) - VwQ{Qk,w)). (5.11) 

Beforee the network can be trained, the initial weights have to be selected. If the 
weightss of the hidden units are chosen very small, the feedback function derived from this 
initiall network is linear. If the true Q-function is quadratic, the weights change such that 
thee feedback remains linear. Only when it is necessary, when the true Q-function is not 
quadratic,, the weights of the hidden units become larger. Then the resulting feedback will 
bee linear. In this way it is prevented that the resulting feedback becomes very nonlinear, 
whilee the simpler linear feedback is also possible. 

44 When the discount factor 7 = 1. 
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Theree are some differences between the estimation of the parameters of a quadratic 
functionn and the training of the network. The important differences are: 

•• No singularity 
Forr too low exploration no feedback can be computed for the standard approach. 
Thee neural approach already starts with an initialized network and the network 
onlyy changes its parameters. This means that there is no singularity for too low 
exploration.. Singularity can only happen when the weights of the hidden units are 
tooo large so that 0 is almost zero. 

•• Different results for  low exploration 
Thee training of the network is such that the temporal difference is minimized. Even 
iff the global minimum is found this does not necessary result in an improved feedback 
function.. If insufficient exploration is used then LQRQL results in the feedback used 
too generate the train set. It is very unlikely that the feedback derived from the 
networkk will be the same as the feedback used to generate the train set. Even when 
thee same train set is used, the resulting feedbacks will not be the same when the 
networkss are initialized differently. 

•• Improvement for  high exploration 
Sufficientt exploration is achieved, if the exploration contributes to the temporal dif
ferencee error. Only then, the minimization of the temporal difference error will lead 
too an improvement of the feedback function. The exploration will make the temporal 
differencee error much higher. This means that a network, trained on a set with in
sufficientt exploration, will have a lower error than one trained on a set with sufficient 
exploration.. For a train set with sufficient data, different networks initialized with 
smalll weights will eventually result in similar feedback functions. 

5.55 Simulation Experiments wit h a Nonlinear  System 

Inn chapter 4 we used a mobile robot to experiment with the different approaches. We 
usedd the same system to test the Neural Q-Learning approach. The main difference with 
chapterr 4 is that the resulting feedback function should be globally valid. This means that 
wee test the feedback function in a larger part of the state space. In order to compare the 
resultss with a different nonlinear feedback, we also used Gain Scheduling based on the 
Extendedd Q-Learning approach. 

5.5.11 Introduction 

Thee system was identical to the one in chapter 4, we only have to specify the settings 
forr the two approaches. To be able to compare the results both approaches used the 
samee train sets. This means that the train set was generated with one linear feedback 
L=L=  [io-3 ltr3]. 
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Gainn Schedul ing 

Forr the Gain Scheduling approach we had to partition the state space in separate partitions. 
Forr each partition one local linear feedback was obtained by using extended LQRQL. For 
eachh estimation a train set was selected consisting of all training samples in that particular 
partition.. This means that we had to make sure that for each partition sufficient training 
sampless were available to obtain a local feedback. We did this by generating more train 
setss by starting the system from different initial states. 

Inn chapter 4 we observed that different feedbacks were found when train sets were 
generatedd with a different initial 6. This implies that the feedback should be different for 
differentt values of 5. We therefore divide the state space into three partitions according to: 

•• Negative partition: —co < Ö < - 1 

•• Middle partition: - 1 < ö < 1 

•• Positive partition: 1 < ö < oo 

Thee resulting feedback function consists of three local linear functions. At the border 
off the partitions these functions can be different, so that the feedback function is not 
continuous.. It is possible to make this a continuous differential function by smoothing 
itt near the borders of the partitions. We did not do this because we wanted to see the 
locall linear feedbacks as clearly as possible for the comparison with the Neural Q-Learning 
approach. . 

Neurall  Q-Learnin g 

Forr the Neural Q-Learning approach, all train sets used for Gain Scheduling were combined 
intoo one train set. This train set was used to train the network, by minimizing the quadratic 
temporall difference error using (5.10). Because the result also depends on the initial 
weights,, we trained the network for ten different initial weights. Then we used the network 
withh the lowest quadratic temporal difference error. To prevent over fitting it is possible 
too split the train set in two and use only one set for training and the other for testing. We 
didd not do this because we wanted the resulting feedback to be based on the same train set 
ass the Gain Scheduling approach. Instead we made sure that we did not have too many 
hiddenn units. 

Wee chose the following settings for the network: 

•• Number of hidden units: 3. 
Thiss was to prevent over fitting and to keep the number of weights close to the 
numberr of parameters of the Gain Scheduling approach. 

•• The value of the initial output weights: 0. 

•• Values of initial weights and biases of hidden units: Random between —10 -4 and 
KT 4 . . 
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Figur ee 5.5. The trajectories while generating the train set. 

Thesee weights are taken small so that the initial resulting feedbacks are linear and 
perhapss become nonlinear during training. 

5.5.22 The experimental procedure 

Thee purpose of this experiment is to point out the major differences with the experiments 
inn chapter 4. Different train sets are generated by starting the system for different initial 
6.6. For sequence of exploration the train sets are shown in figure 5.5. 

Alll train sets are combined to form one train set that is used to obtain the two global 

(a)) Gain Scheduling (b)) Neural Q-Learning 

Figur ee 5.6. The control action as function of the state 
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nonlinearr feedback functions. The resulting feedback functions of the train sets in figure 5.5 
aree shown in figure 5.6. In figure 5.6(a) the Gain Scheduling result is shown. The feedback 
functionn consists of three local linear feedbacks, but in this case two linear feedbacks are 
quitee similar. The third feedback is different and the "jump" between the boundary of 
thee two partitions is very clear. In figure 5.6(b) the resulting feedback based on Neural Q-
Learningg is shown. This looks like one linear feedback with a smooth nonlinear correction. 

Thee feedback functions were tested by starting the robot for different initial S. In 
figurefigure 5.7(a) four trajectories are shown for the Gain Scheduling result. The trajectory 
thatt starts in S = 1.5 clearly shows a jump when it crosses the boundary between the 
partitionss of the state space. After the jump the trajectory moves similar to the other 
trajectoriess in that partition towards the line. 

Inn figure 5.7(b) the resulting trajectories for Neural Q-Learning are shown. It is clear 
thatt there are no jumps in the trajectories. Also it can be noticed that for large initial 
distancess to the line. 5 = —1.5 and S = 1.5. the robot initially moves faster towards the 
line.. This is a consequence of the nonlinear correction. 

Thee main difference with the experiments in chapter 4 is that now two global nonlinear 
feedbackss are used. This means that the tests from different initial 5 are performed with 
thee same feedback function. In chapter 4, each initial S was tested with the corresponding 
locall linear feedback. 

(a)) Gain Scheduling (b) Neural Q-Learning 

Figuree 5.7. The trajectories 
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5.5.33 The performance of the global feedback functions 

Wee did 30 simulation experiments to compare the performance of the two approaches. 
Eachh experiment was performed as described in the preliminary experiments. As initial S 
wee used: —1.75, —0.75, 0.75 and 1.75. For the Neural Q-Learning approach, the network 
wass trained with 5 different initial weights. The network for which the lowest temporal 
differencee error was reached was tested. 

Thee tests were performed by running the robot for 302 time steps. This is equivalent 
too driving for approximately 2 minutes. The reason for using a long test period is that we 
wantedd the robot to visit a large part of the state space. 

Inn figure 5.8(a) we plotted the total costs as a function of the initial 5 for the best 
feedbackss of the two approaches. We see that the values of the resulting total costs of the 
Neurall Q-Learning approach are symmetric around 5 = 0. This is because of the quadratic 
inputt of the network. Also we see that it is lower than the feedback for the Gain Scheduling 
approach.. The result of the Gain Scheduling approach is not symmetric, which indicates 
thatt the robot will not approach the line exactly. Instead it will drive at a small distance 
parallell to the line, which also explains why the total costs are a little higher than for the 
Neurall Q-Learning approach. 

Inn figure 5.8(b) we see the average total costs of both approaches for all 30 experiments. 
Notee that we plotted the the averagate log(J), because the value of J varies between 10 
andd 105. We see that the Gain Scheduling approach performs very badly on average. This 
iss because the results are either good as shown in figure 5.8(a) or very bad. These very 

-- - Gain Scheduling I 
—— Neural Q-Leamlnq 

(a)) The best performance for Gain Scheduling (b) The average performance for Gain Schedul-
andd Neural Q-Learning. ing and Neural Q-Learning. 

Figur ee 5.8. The performances of the global feedback functions. 
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badd results are consequences of bad local feedbacks at the middle partition. If the local 
feedbackk around the line makes the robot move towards the outer partitions, the total 
costss will always be very high. If in this case the linear feedback in that outer partition 
iss good, it will make the robot move towards the middle partition. As a consequence the 
robott gets stuck at the boundary of these two partitions. 

Thee reason for the bad performance of Gain Scheduling is that the resulting feedback 
functionn of the extended LQRQL approach is completely determined by the train set. In 
chapterr 4 we already showed that not all resulting feedback functions will be good. In Gain 
Schedulingg the state space is partitioned and for each partition the train set should lead 
too a good function. The partitioning makes that it becomes less likely that all partitions 
willl have a good performance. The Neural Q-Learning approach uses the complete train 
set.. Therefore it does not have this problem, and performs much better on average. 

5.5.44 Training with a larger train set 

Thee previous experiments showed that Gain Scheduling did not perform so good. The only 
wayy to improve this result is to make sure that for each partition the train set is good. We 
didd an experiment to see whether the result of Gain Scheduling can be improved by using a 
largerr train set for each partition. We used all the train sets from the previous experiment 
andd combined them into one large train set. Then we applied the Gain Scheduling and 
Neurall Q-Learning approach to this larger train set. 

Inn figure 5.9(a) we see the resulting nonlinear feedback for Gain Scheduling. For the 
middlee partition I = —0.0032, which shows that it is getting closer to the correct value of 

33 .2 
alphaa delta alpha 

(a)) Gain Scheduling (b) Neural Q-Learning 

Figuree 5.9. The control action as function of the state when a larger train set was used. 
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55 -1.75 -0.75 0.75 1.75 
JGss 219.3274 105.8559 91.3872 201.2774 
JN QQ 121.8163 16.8742 16.8742 121.8163 

Tablee 5.1. The total costs for the feedback function based on the large train set. 

II  = 0. The value for I is 0.8085 for the negative and —1.0222 for the positive partition. This 
agreess with the discussion in section 4.5.1 where we indicated that L > 0 if S < 0 and L < 0 
iff S > 0. In figure 5.9(b) we see the resulting nonlinear feedback for Neural Q-Learning. 
Thiss feedback is steeper when 5 « 0, compared to the feedback in figure 5.6(b). 

Wee tested the resulting feedback functions by starting the robot in the same initial 
states.. Table 5.1 shows the resulting total costs for both approaches for different <50. The 
totall costs JGS are much lower than the average value in figure 5.8(b). This shows that the 
increasee of the train set has a huge impact on the performance of Gain Scheduling. The 
totall costs of the neural Q-Learning approach is again lower that that of Gain Scheduling. 
Thee performance in figure 5.8(b) was already good based on smaller train sets, therefore 
thee increase in train set does not have such a huge impact. 

Thee trajectories of the test runs are shown in figure 5.10 and figure 5.11. In figure 5.10 
wee see that for the outer partitions the robot rotates |7T in the direction of the line within 
onee step. Then it arrives at a state where the control action is almost zero, so the robot 
movess straight ahead until it enters the middle partition. In the middle partition the robot 
willl slowly approach the line. This is because the linear function of the middle partition in 
figurefigure 5.9(a) is not steep enough. The reason is that for the middle partition, the feedback 
LL hardly contributes to the control action, so that it is very difficult to estimate the 
quadraticc Q-function. This implies that the total costs are higher than those of the neural 
Q-Learningg approach, because of the feedback in the middle partition. The trajectories of 
thee Neural Q-Learning approach in figure 5.11 shows that the robot moves faster to the 
linee than the trajectories in figure 5.7(b). This is because the feedback in figure 5.9(b) is 
steeperr near 5 « 0. 

TT r 

r__ ; 
0 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

X X 

Figur ee 5.10. The trajectories for the Gain Scheduling feedback based on the large train set. 

>> 0 
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Figur ee 5.11. The trajectories for the Neural Q-Learning feedback based on the large train set. 

5.66 Experiment on a Real Nonlinear System 

Wee did an experiment with the real robot, where we used the exploration noise sequence 
thatt gave the best results for both LQRQL approaches in chapter 4. The resulting feedback 
functionss are shown in figure 5.12. In figure 5.12(a) it is clear that the local linear feedback 
forr the partition, with the negative initial ö, is wrong. This indicates that the exploration 
noisee sequence used, only results in a useful training set for positive initial S. Since the 
resultingg feedback in this partition is completely determined by the train set, the only way 
too solve this is by generating a new training set for this partition. 

Inn figure 5.12(b) we see that the result of the Neural Q-Learning approach is again 
linearr with a smooth nonlinear correction. Also we see that the control actions are large 
(wee observed the same in chapter 4 for the SI approach). In fact, the linear feedback 
derivedd from the network is too large. We see that in some parts of the state space the 
controll action is reduced by the nonlinear correction. At these states the control actions 
aree between the action bounds of the real robot, so these actions can be applied. 

Becausee of the space limitation of the room, we tested only for one minute. The resulting 
totall costs are shown in Table 5.2. Again we see that the resulting total costs for the Gain 
Schedulingg approach are not symmetric. Also we see that the costs for 50 — —1.75 is very 
high.. This corresponds to the partition for which the local linear feedback is wrong. The 
resultss of the Neural Q-Learning approach show that it performs very well for all initial 6. 
Inn order to understand the results in Table 5.2, we plotted the trajectories. In (5.13(a)) 

-1.75 5 -0.75 5 0.75 5 1.75 5 
JGS JGS 

-^NQ Q 

634.0077 89.008 29.993 103.707 
82.3622 11.600 11.471 82.189 

Tablee 5.2. The total costs for the real nonlinear system 
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(a)) Gain Scheduling (b) Neural Q-Learning 

Figur ee 5.12. The control action as function of the state for the real nonlinear system. 

wee see that for the negative partition the robot moves in the wrong direction. For this 
partitionn the local feedback is wrong. For the other partition the robot moves toward a 
linee parallel to the line to follow. This indicates that it will never follow the line exactly. 
Thiss is a consequence of the local feedback at the middle partition. 

Inn (5.13(b)) we see that the two trajectories that start close to the line will approach 
thee line. We also see that the trajectories far from the line first start to rotate very fast 
towardss the line. The first few time steps the action is higher than the safety limit, so we 
onlyy let the robot rotate with maximum speed. After that all actions are within the safety 
limitt and the robot starts following the line. The high linear feedback from the network 
makess the robot move to the line very efficiently, when it is close to the line. The linear 
feedbackk will result in control actions that are too large far from the line. Due to the 
nonlinearr correction the size of these actions are reduced. In figure 5.12(b) we see that this 
correctionn is for state values that were part of the train set. For other parts of the state 
spacee the control actions are still too large. 

Thesee experiments have shown that the Gain Scheduling approach depends very much 
onn the training sets for each of the local linear feedbacks. It is possible that for some parts 
off the state space the feedback function found is not appropriate. The Neural Q-Learning 
approachh results in a feedback function that is linear in most parts of the state space. In 
partss of the state space where the training set indicates that a correction is required, the 
controll action deviates from the linear feedback. The resulting feedback function of Neural 
Q-Learningg is a smooth function, unlike the feedback function of the Gain Scheduling 
approachh where there can still be discontinuities. 
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(a)) Trajectories using Gain Scheduling 
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(b)) Trajectories using Neural LQRQL 

Figur ee 5.13. The trajectories for the real nonlinear system. 

5.77 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we proposed a method to apply Q-Learning for general Q-functions. We 
describedd how a feed-forward network can be used to approximate the Q-function. The 
resultt is that the resulting feedbacks can also be nonlinear. We showed how the LQRQL 
approachh can be used to obtain the feedback from the approximated Q-function. Then only 
onee function has to be approximated, the feedback follows directly from the Q-function. 

Thee advantage of using only one network is that only one network has to be trained. 
Thiss makes this approach more convenient to use. More important is that the feedback 
functionn directly follows from the approximated Q-function. This is similar to Q-learning 
wheree the greedy policy is obtained by selection the greedy action for each state. 
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AA second advantage of our approach is that the resulting feedback function is smooth. 
Thiss means that there are no sudden jumps as in Gain Scheduling. These jumps can also 
appearr when the greedy action is directly computed from the function approximator. The 
problemm with these jumps is that the the behavior of the system becomes more unpre
dictablee in the presence of noise. The effect of the jumps can be overcome, but for Neural 
Q-Learningg this is not necessary. 

Bothh the Gain Scheduling approach and the Neural Q-Learning approach derive a global 
nonlinearr feedback function from a set of linear feedback functions. In Gain Scheduling 
onlyy one local linear feedback determines the control action, so it is essential that for every 
partitionn the feedback function is good. This is not always the case, resulting sometimes 
inn very poor performances. The only way to solve this is to generate more data. 

Thee feedback function of the Neural Q-Learning approach can be seen as a locally 
weightedd combination of linear feedback functions. Therefore the result is less dependent 
onn the correctness of each linear feedback function. This means that a poor performance 
ass that of Gain Scheduling becomes very unlikely. Because the training is based on the 
completee train set, it will result in a good feedback function for a smaller train set than 
thee Gain Scheduling approach. 

5.88 Conclusions 

Theree are different ways to get a feedback when using a feed forward network as a Q-
function.. Our method is based on the idea that there should be a direct relation between 
thee Q-function and the feedback. The method uses LQRQL to obtain a linear feedback 
fromm the Q-function. Then the linear feedback is used to compute the nonlinear feedback 
function.. The result is a global linear function with local nonlinear corrections. 
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Chapterr 6 

Conclusionss and Future work 

Thee objective of the research described in this thesis is to give an answer to the question 
whetherr Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods are viable methods to obtain controllers for 
systemss with a continuous state and action space. RL is normally applied to systems with 
aa finite number of discrete states and possible actions. Many real systems have continuous 
statee and action spaces, so algorithms for discrete state and action spaces cannot be applied 
directly. . 

Somee applications of RL to control real systems have been described [65] [59] [2] [61] [47]. 
Thiss indicates that RL can be used as a controller design method. For these applications 
thee training was performed mainly in simulation, which means that the system has to be 
known.. However, one of the characteristics of RL is that it optimizes the controller based 
onn interactions with the system, for which no knowledge about the system is needed. When 
thee training is performed in simulation the potential of RL is not fully exploited. 

Theree are two main reasons for not applying RL directly to optimize the controller 
off a system. The first reason is that for real control tasks a reliable controller is needed. 
Thee RL algorithms used for the control of continuous state space tasks are either based 
onn heuristics or on discrete RL methods. This means that the closed loop performance 
whenn RL is applied to a real system is not very well understood. Stability during learning 
cannott be guaranteed, which explains the hesitation in applying these algorithms directly 
onn real systems. 

Thee second reason is that RL may train very slowly. In simulation the time required 
too obtain a sufficiently large train set depends on the computing speed. The computation 
off one state transition can be much faster than the actual sample time on the real system. 
Onn a real system, the time required to obtain a sufficiently large train set is determined by 
thee system. The only way to speed this up is to use algorithms that require less training. 

Inn this thesis we looked at Q-Learning, a model-free RL method. We investigated the 
applicabilityy of Q-Learning for real systems with continuous state and action spaces. We 
thereforee focused on the two issues mentioned above: how can we guarantee convergence 
inn the presence of system noise and how can we learn from a small train set. We developed 
threee methods: LQRQL for linear systems with quadratic costs, Extended LQRQL for 
locall approximations for nonlinear systems and Neural Q-Learning for finding a nonlinear 

95 5 
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feedbackk for nonlinear systems. 

6.11 LQR and Q-Learning 

AA well known framework in control theory is the Linear Quadratic Regularization (LQR) 
task.. It is an optimal control task in which the system is linear and the direct costs are 
givenn by a quadratic function of the state and action. The objective is to minimize the 
totall future cost. When the parameters of the system are known, the optimal feedback 
functionn can be obtained by solving the Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation. This solution 
iss used to compute the optimal linear feedback. 

Whenn the parameters of the linear system are unknown. System Identification (SI) can 
bee used to estimate the parameters. The estimated parameters of the system can be used 
too compute the optimal feedback. It has been shown [16] [44] that the LQR task can be 
solvedd by Q-Learning. For this the original Q-Learning algorithm is adapted so that it 
cann deal with the continuous state and action space of the linear system. We called this 
approachh LQR Q-Learning (LQRQL). 

Itt can be proven that the resulting linear feedback will eventually converge to the 
optimall feedback when sufficient exploration is used. These results only apply when there 
iss no noise. In practice the system noise will always be present, so we investigated the 
influencee of the system noise on the performance of the resulting linear feedbacks. We 
aimedd at determining the amount of exploration required for a guaranteed improvement 
andd compared this with the more traditional SI approach. For a fair comparison between 
thesee methods, we used a batch least squares estimation. So unlike the recursive least 
squaress approach in [16]. our results only depends on the train sets used. 

Too show the influence of the system noise on the performance we introduced the explo
rationn characteristic, in which four types of outcomes can be distinguished for the SI and 
LQRQLL approach. If the amount of exploration is: 

II Much too low: No feedback can be computed. 

III Too low: The resulting feedback will be the same as that used for the generation of 
thee train set. 

IIII Almost sufficient: The resulting feedback can be anything, depending on the sequence 
off system noise and exploration. 

IVV Sufficient: The parameters of the Q-function and system approach the correct value. 
Thee new feedback will be an improvement. 

Onlyy the type IV outcome is useful, so sufficient exploration is required. For this we derived 
thatt the SI approach requires at least more exploration than there is noise in the system. 
Furthermoree we derived that the LQRQL approach requires more exploration than the SI 
approach. . 
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6.1.11 Futur e work 

Eigenva lues :: The Q-function is given by a sum of positive definite quadratic functions 
(thee reinforcements), so the correct Q-function is a positive definite quadratic function as 
well.. This can be verified by looking at the eigenvalues of the matrix that represents the 
parameterss of the Q-function. Negative eigenvalue are only possible if the parameters of 
thee Q-function are not estimated correctly. This can only be the case for the type II and III 
outcome.. So negative eigenvalues imply that insufficient exploration was used to generate 
thee train set. In our experiments we always found negative eigenvalues for insufficiënt 
exploration,, but we cannot guarantee that the estimated Q-function will never be positive 
definitee for insufficient exploration. In order to use the eigenvalues as reliability measure, 
itt still has to be proven that insufficient exploration will never result in a positive definite 
Q-function. . 

Exp l o r a t i on :: The LQRQL approach requires more exploration than the SI approach. 
Forr real systems adding disturbance to the control action is not desirable, so to enhance 
practicall applicability the required amount of exploration has to be reduced. One simple 
wayy of doing this is by using the SARSA variant of Q-Learning. Q-Learning uses the next 
actionn according to the feedback to compute the temporal difference. This does not include 
thee exploration. In SARSA the action taken at the next time step is used and this also 
includess the exploration at that time step. So each exploration added to the control action 
iss used twice. Experiments have shown that this approach only requires the same amount 
off exploration as the SI approach. However, SARSA introduces a bias in the estimation, 
makingg it perform worse for very high amounts of exploration. These results are only 
experimentall and should be verified theoretically. 

6.22 Extended LQRQL 

LQRQLL was developed for linear systems and not for nonlinear systems. Many control 
designn approaches for nonlinear system are based on local linear approximations of the 
nonlinearr system. LQRQL can be used to obtain a local linear approximation of the 
optimall feedback function. To investigate the consequences of the nonlinearity it is possible 
too write the model of the nonlinear system as a linear system with a nonlinear correction. 

Thee linear feedback of the SI and LQRQL approach are not always appropriate feed
backk functions to approximate the optimal feedback function. An additional offset can be 
includedd in the feedback function. This will allow for a better local approximation of the 
optimall feedback function in case the average nonlinear correction is large in the region 
off interest. To obtain the value of the offset, the parameters of a more general quadratic 
Q-functionn have to be estimated. We showed that these parameters can be estimated in 
thee same way as the original standard LQRQL approach. We called this new approach 
thee extended LQRQL approach. Our experiments on a simulated and on a real nonlinear 
systemm confirmed that the extended LQRQL approach results in a better local approx-
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imationn of the optimal feedback function. We can conclude that the extended LQRQL 
approachh has to be applied if a nonlinear feedback function is based on multiple local 
linearr approximations. 

6.2.11 Future work 

On—lin ee learning: Throughout this thesis we used batch learning, which means that 
learningg starts when the complete train set is available. We did this to make fair compar
isonss between the different methods possible. Usually RL is used as an on line learning 
method.. The recursive least squares approach for the LQR task in [16] [44] is an on-line 
approach.. Although our Q-function is quadratic, it can be seen as a function approxima
torr that is linear in the parameters. For these function approximators the conditions are 
knownn for which convergence is guaranteed when on-line TD(A) learning is used [29][31]. 
Howw the on-line TD(A) approach compares with the recursive least squares approach is 
nott known and should be investigated. 

6.33 Neural Q-Learning 

Functionn approximators have been used in RL. One approach uses the actor/critic config
uration.. One function called the critic is used to approximate the Q-function. The other 
functionn is called the actor and is used to approximate the feedback function. Both ap
proximatorss have to be trained, where the approximation of the actor is trained based on 
thee critic. This makes the training procedure rather tedious and the outcome is hard to 
analyze. . 

Thee LQRQL approach can be combined with a feed-forward neural network approx
imationn of the Q-function. In this case there is no actor because in LQRQL the linear 
feedbackk function follows directly from the parameters of the Q-function. So only one 
functionn approximator has to be trained. We called this approach Neural Q-Learning. 

Too obtain a nonlinear feedback function for a nonlinear system using Neural Q-Learning, 
firstt a linear feedback has to be determined. The derivatives with respect to the inputs 
off the network give the parameters that would be estimated by the LQRQL approach. 
Thesee parameters depend on the state and control action, and therefore it is not possible to 
directlyy derive a nonlinear feedback function. It is possible to ignore the tangent hyperbolic 
activationn functions of the hidden units to obtain a globally valid linear feedback function. 
Thee linear feedback function can be used to compute the control action that is necessary 
too determine the nonlinear feedback function. The resulting nonlinear feedback function 
cann be regarded as a locally weighted function, where each hidden unit results in a local 
linearr feedback. The state value determined the weighting of these local linear function. 

Experimentss were performed on a simulated and on a real nonlinear system, where the 
goall of the experiments was to obtain global nonlinear feedback functions. We compared 
Neurall Q-Learning with Gain Scheduling. Gain Scheduling can be performed by making 
forr local partitions in the state space a local approximation using the extended LQRQL 
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approach.. The experiments have shown that the neural Q-learning approach requires less 
trainingg data than the Gain Scheduling approach. Therefore Neural Q-Learning is better 
suitedd for real systems. 

6.3.11 Futur e Work 

Valuee Iteration : The neural Q-Learning approach we presented, is still based on policy 
iteration.. The original Q-Learning approach is based on value iteration. Because the 
feedbackk function directly follows from the approximated Q-function it is now also possible 
too apply value iteration. This then can be combined with an online learning approach. 
Whetherr Neural Q-Learning using Value Iteration is better than Policy Iteration still should 
bee investigated. 

Regularization::  The weights of the hidden units should not be too large. In supervised 
learningg there exist approaches for regularization. One way is to assign costs to the size of 
thee weights. The consequences of this modification of the learning for Neural Q-Learning 
aree unknown. It could have the effect that the resulting nonlinear feedback function no 
longerr performs well. This means that further research is necessary to determine whether 
regularizationn can be applied. 

6.44 General Conclusion 

Reinforcementt Learning can be used to optimize controllers for real systems with continu
ouss state and action spaces. To exploit the benefits of reinforcement learning the approach 
shouldd be based on Q-Learning, where the feedback function directly follows from the 
approximatedd Q-function. The Q-function should be represented by a function approxi
mator,, of which the parameters are estimated from the train set. If it is known that the 
systemm is linear, then the parameters of a quadratic Q-function can be estimated. This is 
thee LQRQL approach. In case there is no knowledge about the system, the more general 
Neurall Q-Learning approach can be applied. This will give a globally valid linear feedback 
functionn with a local nonlinear correction. 
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Appendixx A 

Thee Least Squares Estimation 

A. ll The QR-Decomposit ion 

Twoo matrices Z and M have to be found for which ZM — X and ZTZ = I. Let X have n 
columnss and N — 1 rows, then Z also has n columns and N — 1 rows. M is a n x n upper 
triangularr matrix. Matrices Z and M can be found by Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization, 
forr which the result can be written using projection matrices P. Let z  ̂ be the ith column 
off Z and X  ̂ be the ith column of X. Then z  ̂ is given by: 

PiX+i PiX+i 

Matrixx M is given by: 

M M 

**i **i 

0 0 

0 0 

\\PiXt\W \\PiXt\W 

2*1^* 2 2 
III P V II 

0 0 ll-fn^wlb. . 

(A.l) ) 

(A.2) ) 

Thee projection matrices can be defined recursively. Let Pi = I, then for every j > 1: 

j - i i j - i i 

i=00 i=0 

2 -- lip. v- .112 M - 1 l ip V ||2 

(A.3) ) 

(A.4) ) 

Thee projection matrix has the following properties: P  ̂ — Pi, Pf — P | and P{Pj = PjVj > i-
PP is a, N — I x N — 1 matrix. 

A.22 The Least Squares Solution 

Thee main difficulty in solving (3.30) is the computation of M~l. But M is upper triangular, 
soo the inverse can be found by backward substitution. Let m ^ indicate the element of M 
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att i.j and let mtJ indicate the element of M ! at i.j. The elements of M l are given 
by: : 

11 ZÜmk.jm  ̂ for? <j 
m!-1}} = r r f o rr l = J 

00 for i > j . 

Withh this result, the value of M~lZT can be written as: 

(A.5) ) 

FF = M~lZl = 

(-1)) T , (-D T , , (-1) T 

m2.22 ~*2 + + '"2,n ~*n 

Ti.nn ""•*?! J 

(A.6) ) 

Noww the values of (A.5) and (A.2) should be filled in to find the expression for the rows of 
F.F. Let F  ̂ be the i th row of F (with i < n) then this can be written as: 

j—i+lj—i+l  k=i 

(-DD -r 

T T 
.(-1)) >T (-DD _T 

++ mi,i. + lz*i+\  + mi,;+2::*t+2 + ' ' " mi, 
, ( - ! ) . T T 

T T m ! . i + l 2 t ii + l '*i-H22 ,TniA+2 ^ ! . i + l m i + l . i +2 ' 
+ + 

,TT „T v- _T i ,.T Y ^T Y ~T y-

VV r 1 F - 1 V - 1 Y - 1 

~TT n 

—— n V 
™i-i™i-i  j=i+l 

XIP7XIP7 A 

Wk+lj+l™iWk+lj+l™i  + 2,i+2 

YY Y T P T 

=£<< n c J J J 
I^AT„ | | 22 j = j + 1 

PP Y II2 

vTvT pT n 
f^-f^-22 £ (ƒ - X*jFj<) 

\PiX* \PiX* 

(A.7) ) 

(A.8) ) 

(A.9) ) 

(A.10) ) 

*)zJ*)zJl+2l+2+{A..U) +{A..U) 

(A.12) ) 

(A.13) ) 

(A.14) ) 

(A.15) ) 
122 j=i+{ 

Forr Ï = n there is no sum in (A.7), so the resulting expression does not have the 
product.. The last row of the least squares solution 0*n is given by F*nY, which results in: 

0* * 
VTT pT AA*n^n*n^n y 

I DD V I 1 2 1 -
\\rrn^*n\\2 n^*n\\2 

(A.16) ) 
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Startingg with the last row all other row can be computed recursively 

xlP7 xlP7 
PXPX ,,2 ( ^ - E X-M- (A.17) 

A. 33 Th e SI  Est imat ion 

Thee solution according to (3.33) starts with the last row of 8 so first the 83 — B1 will be 
shown. . 

7/TT p T oT pT 
ÜÜ *nu nx+nu y *nu nx+nu -t/- j / A i o\ 
°B,n°B,nuu**  = Y5 ~Tj M 2 y S I - l ip ^ 112Y a n d ^ ( A - 1 8 ) 

\\\\rrnnxx+n-+n-uu
l/il/i *n*n uu \\2 \\*nx+nu&*n^\\2 

c T p TT nu+nx 

** **  = up' yi |2(ysi- E ^ - ^ ) - (A.i9) 

Heree we used Pnx+iUti = PUx+1(XLT + £) = Pnx+i£^, because PUx+i  removes the part that 
iss linear dependent on the previous columns of XSi. Then the rows of 8A can be expressed 
as: : 

vTT pT nx nu 

"'' HüO'si " E KA.* - EUJBJ.) (A.20) 
| P ^ * i | | 22 j = i + 1 i = 1 

^ •TpTT nx 

WP.yWP.y 112(^1- E X^OA^-UOB). (A.21) 

(Thee expression for 0A,n** does not have the first sum.) The matrices of B and 4̂ are the 

transposee of 6B and 9A, SO # B J* — £?*j and 6A,U — ^*i-
Thee matrices X and W can be used to find an estimation of the feedback because 

UU — XL + £. It is also possible to write the feedback L using X, U and £ because 
LL = (X X)~lXT(U — £). So it is also possible to write: 

v T p TT nx 

III ri^-*i\\2  j=i  + i 

Thiss can be used to write (A.21) as: 

VTpTT nx XT PT 

0A0A^^ = IPX^{YSI~ £ W^-Wx^™» (A"23) 

||^t^-*i||22 j=i+\  W^i^iWl 
vTT pT nx nx 

==  WPV\\2^~ E xjA,.j-eêB- £ X^LJJB) -L»êy^.2A) 
Il-n^*»ii22 j=i+i  j=i+ i 

vTpTT nx 
00AA,*,*  + LjB = npV||2(ysi - E x*i0A,.j + LjJB) - £8B). (A.25) 
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Definee ODJ* = Q.AA* + ^*z#s so that: 

[PM[PM 12 12 ï(Ysi-£dï(Ysi-£dBB-- Y. *JD,*J) (A.26) 
22 j = i + l 

whichh represents the estimation of the closed loop. 



Appendixx B 

Thee Mobile Robot 

B.ll The robot 

Thee robot we used in the experiments is a Nomad Super Scout II, see figure B.l . This is a 
mobilee robot with a two wheel differential drive at its geometric center. The drive motors 
off both wheels are independent and the width of the robot is 41 cm. The maximum speed 
iss 1 m/s at an acceleration of 2 m/s 2 . 

Thee robot has a MC68332 processor board for the low level processes. These include 
sendingg the control commands to the drive motors, but also keeping track of the position 
andd orientation of the robot by means of odometry. All other software runs on a second 
boardd equipped with a Pentium II 233Mhz processor. 

•• • fill fill 
** * • 

Figur ee B. l . The Nomad Super Scout II 
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B.22 The model of the robot 
Thee mobile robot has three degrees of freedom. These define the robot's position x and y 
inn the world and the robot's orientation o. The speeds of the left and right wheel V[ and 
vvrr are the control actions that make the robot move. 

Becausee the geometric center of the robot is right between the wheels, the control 
actionss can also be indicated by a traversal speed vt and rotational speed JJ. The traversal 
speedd is given by: 

Vt Vt (vi(vi + IV 

Thee rotational speed is given by: 

\\ \\ :0' ' l'll'l  : 

' B . r r 

; B . 2 ) ) 

wheree W indicates the wklth of the robot (41 cm). 
Thee change of of position and orientation is given by 

sin(0jt'f f 
cos(<?)r. . ; B . 3 ) ) 

Wee can notice here that the change of the orientation is independent of the position, but 
thee change of position depends on the orientation. We also have to note that (B.3) is a 
simplifiedd model of the robot, since it does not take into account the acceleration. 

Byy taking the integral over a fixed sample time interval T. the discrete time state 
transitionn can be derived: 

-Tfc+ll — 

yk+iyk+i = 

Qk+iQk+i = 

xxkk H—:(sin(oA- + Tu;) - sin(o^)) 

yykk + — (cos(ofc) - cos(ofc + Tuu')) 

00kk + ^T 

; B . 4 ) ) 

; B . 5 ) ) 

; B . 6 ) ) 

Thiss hold for any ^ / 0. If u; = 0, the orientation does not change and .r^+1 = xj, + T s i n ^ 
andd yk+l = yk + Tcosdk. 
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Notationn and Symbols 

C.ll Notation 

Conventionss to indicate properties of variables. The A is used as an example variable. 

A' A' 
A A 
A A 
A A 
A* A* 
A A 

A A 

Thee accent indicates a new result of an iteration. 
Boldd indicates a vector. 

Thee hat indicates the result of an estimation. 

Thee tilde indicates a dummy variable. 
Thee star indicates an optimal solution. 
Thee bar indicates an error or deviation between the real 
valuee and the desired value. 
AA subscript can be an indication of the time step, an 
elementt form A, a submatrix or the method applied. 
Multiplee subscripts are separated by a comma. 
Indicatess column i of matrix A. 
Indicatess row j of matrix A. 

Operationss on matrices. The A is used as an example matrix. 

AA = aann au 
«211 «22 

ATT = 
a nn (22i 

«122 «22 
vec(^)) = 

aan n 

«21 1 

«12 2 

«222 J 

vee*vee* (A) = «12 2 

«22 2 

Indicess indicating the applied method. 

SI I 
QL L 
EX X 
NQ Q 
GS S 

Systemm Identification 
Standardd LQRQL 
Extendedd LQRQL 
Neurall Q-Learning 
Gainn Scheduling 
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C.22 Symbols 

Chapterr  1 

A; ; 

ƒ ƒ 
9 9 
A.A. B 
L L 
D D 

Chapterr  2 

a a 
r r 
IT IT 

V V 
N N 
P P 
E{} E{} 
R R 

7 7 
m,, / 
a a 
Q Q 

T T 

W W 

E E 
Chapterr  3 

aav v 

S,S, R 
J J 
K K 
e e 

Continuouss state vector 
Continuouss control action vector 
Continuouss noise vector, all elements are zero mean 
Gaussiann and white 
Dimensionn of the state space 
Dimensionn of the control action space 
Timee step 
Statee transition function 
Statee feedback function 
Parameterr matrices of a linear system 
Parameterss of a linear state feedback 
Parameterss of the closed loop of a linear system 

Discretee state 
Discretee action 
Reinforcement t 
Policy y 
Valuee function 
Numberr of time steps 
Probabilityy matrix 
Expectationn value 
Expectedd reinforcements 
Discountt factor 
Iterationn indices 
Learningg rate 
Q-function n 
Eligibilityy trace 
Inputt of the function approximator 
Weightss of the function approximator 
Errorr function 

Standardd deviation of system noise v 
Parameterss of quadratic direct cost 
Totall costs 
Solutionn of the Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation 
Exploration n 
Standardd deviation of exploration noise e 
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X,Y,V X,Y,V 

a a 

H H 

0 0 
P P 
P P 

X,U,£ X,U,£ 
c c 
<S> > 
w w 

K K 

T,, T T T 

Matricess to form the least squares estimation 
Parameterss to be estimated by the linear least squares 
estimation n 
Parameterss of the quadratic Q-function function, sub
scriptss indicate submatrices of H 
Concatenationn of state vector x and control vector u 
Relativee performance 
Projectionn matrix 
Submatricess of X for the SI approach 
Somee constants 
Matrixx with difference in quadratic state/action values 
Noisee contribution for LQRQL approach 
Differentt representations of the linear feedback 
AA constant 
Submatricess of X for the LQRQL approach 
Quadraticc combinations of actions and exploration 

Chapterr  4 

w w 
icic s s 

1ts s 

•^eq q 

/ / 
G G 

x,x, y , 

5 5 
a a 

Chapterr  5 

ww00,, wh, bh 

Nonlinearr correction 
Sett point 
Actionn to keep system at its set point 
Equilibriumm state 
Actionn at equilibrium state 
Additionn constant in feedback function 
Extraa parameters for the extended Q-function 
Positionn and orientation coordinates of the robot in the 
world d 
Distancee to the line 
Orientationn with respect to the line 

Weightss and biases of the network 
Activationn functions of the units 
Thee quadratic combination of state and control action, 
thee input for the network for Neural Q-learning 
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Summary y 
Thee topic in this thesis is the use of Reinforcement Learning (RL) for the control of real 
systems.. In RL the controller is optimized based on a scalar evaluation called the rein
forcement.. For systems with discrete states and actions there is a solid theoretic base and 
convergencee to the optimal controller can be proven. Real systems often have continuous 
statess and control actions. For these systems, the consequences of applying RL is less clear. 
Too enhance the applicability of RL for these systems, more understanding is required. 

Onee problem when RL is applied to real continuous control tasks is that it is no longer 
possiblee to guarantee that the closed loop remains stable throughout the learning process. 
Thiss makes it a dangerous way to obtain a controller, especially since a random process 
calledd "exploration" has to be included during training. Another problem is that most RL 
algorithmss train very slowly. This means that for a slow process the application of RL is 
veryy time consuming. 

Whenn the system is linear and the costs are given by a quadratic function of the state 
andd control action, Linear Quadratic Regularization (LQR) can be applied. This leads to 
thee optimal linear feedback function. System Identification (SI) can be used in case the 
systemm is unknown. The LQR task can also be solved by Q-Learning, a model-free RL 
approachh in which the system is not explicitly modeled, but its cost function is. We called 
thiss method LQRQL. To find the optimal feedback it is necessary that sufficient exploration 
iss used. We expressed the performance of the resulting feedback as a function of the amount 
off exploration and noise. Based on this we derived that a guaranteed improvement of the 
performancee requires that more exploration is used than the amount of noise in the system. 
Alsoo we derived that the LQRQL approach requires more exploration than the SI approach. 

Mostt practical systems are nonlinear systems, for which nonlinear feedback functions 
aree required. Existing techniques for nonlinear systems are often based on local linear 
approximations.. The linear feedbacks of the LQRQL and SI approach are not always able 
too give a good local linear approximation of a nonlinear feedback function. It is possible to 
extendd the LQRQL approach. The Extended LQRQL approach estimates more parameters 
andd results in a linear feedback plus a constant. In an experiment on a nonlinear system 
wee showed that the extended LQRQL approach gives a better local approximation of the 
optimall nonlinear feedback function. 

Forr nonlinear systems, function approximators can be used to approximate the Q-
function.. We showed that it is possible to combine the LQRQL approach with a feed
forwardd neural network approximation of the Q-function. The nonlinear feedback function 
cann directly be determined from the approximated Q-function, by first computing a linear 
feedbackk for which a nonlinear correction can be determined. This results in a global non
linearr feedback function. Experiments have shown that this approach requires less training 
dataa than an approach based on partitioning of the state space, where each partition ap
proximatess a linear feedback. 

Reinforcementt Learning can be used as a method to find a controller for real systems. 
Too an unknown linear system the LQRQL approach can be applied. The Neural Q-Learning 
approachh can be used when the system is nonlinear. 
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Samenvatting g 
Hett onderwerp van dit proefschrift is het gebruik van Reinforcement Learning (RL) voor 
liett regelen van werkelijke systemen. Bij RL wordt de regelaar geoptimaliseerd op basis 
vann een scalaire evaluatie, die reinforcement wordt genoemd. Voor systemen met discrete 
toestandenn en regelacties is er een solide theoretische basis ontwikkeld en convergentie 
naarr de optimale regelaar kan worden gegarandeerd. In de praktijk hebben systemen vaak 
continuee toestanden en regelacties. Voor deze systemen zijn de consequenties van het 
toepassenn van RL minder duidelijk. Om de toepasbaarheid van RL voor deze systemen te 
vergrotenn is meer inzicht vereist. 

Eenn probleem dat optreedt wanneer RL wordt toegepast op werkelijke continue syste
menn is dat het niet meer mogelijk is om te garanderen dat het gesloten systeem stabiel 
blijftt tijdens het leren. Dit maakt het een gevaarlijke manier om een regelaar te verkrijgen, 
voorall omdat ook een random proces, "exploratie" genaamd, moet worden toegevoegd tij
denss het leren. Een ander probleem is dat. RL algoritmes erg langzaam leren. Dit betekent 
datt voor een langzaam systeem het gebruik van RL erg tijdrovend is. 

Wanneerr een systeem lineair is en de kosten worden gegeven door een kwadratische 
functiee van de toestand en regelactie kan Linear Quadratic Reqularization (LQR) worden 
gebruikt.. Dit levert de optimale lineaire feedback functie. Systeem Identificatie (SI) kan 
wordenn gebruikt als het systeem niet bekend is. De LQR taak kan ook opgelost wor
denn met Q-Learning. een model-vrije RL aanpak waarin niet het systeem expliciet wordt 
gemodelleerdd maar de kostenfunctie. We hebben deze methode LQRQL genoemd. Om 
dee optimale feedback te vinden is het noodzakelijk om voldoende exploratie te gebruiken. 
Wee hebben de kwaliteit van de resulterende feedback beschreven als functie van de ho
eveelheidd exploratie en de hoeveelheid systeemruis. Op basis hiervan hebben we afgeleid 
datt voor een gegarandeerde verbetering van de kwaliteit het noodzakelijk is dat er meer 
wordtt geëxploreerd dan er ruis is in het systeem. Bovendien hebben we aangetoond dat de 
LQRQLL methode meer exploratie vereist dan de SI aanpak. 

Dee meeste praktische systemen zijn niet-lineaire systemen, waarvoor niet-linear feed
backk functies nodig zijn. Bestaande technieken voor niet-lineaire systemen zijn vaak 
gebaseerdd op lokaal lineaire benaderingen. De lineaire feedback van de LQRQL en de 
SII aanpak zijn niet altijd in staat om een goede lokale benadering te vormen van de opti
malee niet-lineaire feedback functie. Het is mogelijk om de LQRQL aanpak uit te bereiden. 
Bijj de extended LQRQL aanpak worden meer parameters geschat en het resulteert in 
eenn lineaire feedback plus een constante. In een experiment met een niet-lineair systeem 
hebbenn we laten zien dat de extended LQRQL aanpak een betere lokaal lineaire benadering 
oplevertt van de optimale niet-lineaire feedback functie. 

Voorr niet-lineaire systemen kunnen algemene functie schatters worden gebruikt om de 
Q-functiee te representeren. We hebben aangetoond dat, het mogelijk is om LQRQL te 
combinerenn met een feed-forward neuraal netwerk benadering van de Q-functie. De niet-
lineairee feedback functie kan direct uit de benaderde Q-functie worden bepaald, door eerst 
eenn lineaire feedback te berekenen waarop een niet lineaire correctie kan worden bepaald. 
Hett resultaat is een globale niet-lineaire functie. De experimenten hebben laten zien dat 
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dezee aanpak minder leervoor beelden vereist dan een aanpak gebaseerd op het partitioneren 
vann de toestandsruimte, waarin voor iedere toestand een afzonderlijke lineaire feedback 
wordtt bepaald. 

Reinforcementt Learning kan gebruikt worden als methodiek voor het vinden van rege
laarss voor werkelijke systemen. Voor een onbekend lineair systeem kan de LQRQL methode 
wordenn gebruikt. De Neurale Q-Learning aanpak kan worden gebruikt indien het systeem 
niett lineair is. 
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